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COMPTROLLER GENERAL’S REPORT 
TO THE HONORABLE JOHN E. MOSS 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

DIGEST ------ 

WHY THE REVIEW WAS MADE *-. 
I 

GAO’was asked to review aspect4 of :., T 
[ Federal’Power Commission (FPC) =5/5- L 

‘. / operations regulating the natural gas 
industry. (See -&pp. I. 1 

.. 
The review was expanded to include 
additional problems discovered during 
the course of examination. These 
findings are included in the report 
although outside the scope of the 
original request. 

Basic fat ts 

In 1938 the Congress passed the 
Natural Gas Act giving FPC jurisdic- 
tion over companies which transport 
and sell natural gas in interstate : 
commerce. 1 

In 1954 the Supreme Court of the \ 
United States held that E’PC must 
aisc regulate prices charged by gas 
producers to interstate pipelines. 

Since then, FPC has worked to adapt 
the Natural Gas Act to regtiiation of 
gas producer sales, to insure that 
such sales are made at just and rea- 
sonable rates. 

In recent years FPC issued various 
orders intended to alleviate natural 
gas shortages by encouraging greater 
dedications of natural gas to the in- 

*&rstate market. 

These orders provided for emergency 
gas sales --short-term sales at un- 
regulated rates-- and an optional cer- 

fear Sheet Vpcn removal, the report 
cover ciate*should be r.sted hereon. 

tiEED @OK IhlPROVING”I~Il~: 
RECULATICN OFTHEXATC’RAL 
GAS INDUSTRY AND %IAfiAGEMEI\;T 
OF INTERNAL OPERATIOXS 
Federal Power Commission 
B- 180228 

tificate procedure r’or use by producers 
for long-term sales of natural gas at 
rates higher than those previously per- 
mitted, if found to be in the public in- 
terest by FPC. 

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIOKS 

Extensions FPC granted to producers 
making 6U-day emergency gas sales 
were improper 

--because they were not authorized by 
FPC regulations and 

--because they were contrary to 
FPC’s stated intention to limit 
producer emergency sales to a 
single 60-day period. (See pp. 4 
to 6.) 

In addition, extensions granted by FPC 
during the Federal court’s stay of 
FPC’s order implementing 180-day 
emergency sales were pai Xcularly 
troubiesome. GAO believes these ex- 
tensions negated the effect of the 
court stay and raise serious questions 
as to the prcpriety of FIX’s actions. 

FPC maintains that when the court 
stayed its order inrplemcnting 180-day 
emergency sales, FPC was faced with 
the problem of either forcing interrup- 
tions in the flow of gas or granting ex- 
tensions to 60-day emergency gas 
sales. 

. 

FPC was anticipating a gas shortage 
’ and believes that the extensions ques- 

tioned were a legal and necessary 
exercise of its powers in the public \ 
‘?terest. (See pp. 6 to 8. f 

i 



FPC. needs to obtziin complete and 
accurate data on the vL!ume and,price 
of natural gas brought to the i$$sJ-at.e 
market. 

that upper level FPC officials did&ot 
have financial interests that couId~c&n~~ 
flict with their duties. (See pp. 3> 

_ .A- ‘-TT_. 

t 
2 

to 37. ) ------- -cl 

.- 

Orders implementing emergency gas , The report also discusses public 
sales either were not enforx-ed or re- , statemeilts of FPC Commissioners 1 
quired only submission of estimates (see pp. 44 to 46), FPC pricing policies . 
when the sale/began. As a result, and their effect on gas supply and 
FPC relied c+n incomplete and inac- price (see pp. 47 to 53), and FPC 
curate data in.@ decisionmaking and the Federal Trade Commission 
processes. (See’-pp. 14 LO 20. ) /(FTC) interaction during FTC’s in- 

%- / Because FPC failed to take final ac-<’ 
-tion on ap$ications made under >I 

-‘. FPC’s optional certificate-procedure 
.-J’- within 6 months, customers paid 

higher prices for natural gas than may 
.- H be just and reasonable. 

\ 

vestigation of the natural gas industry 
(see pp. 54 to 62. ) 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

In o&case a producer received about 
twice as much for th\% gas he sold than 

\ 
he would haves receivecl under/he pre- 

L vailing area rate--about $828,000 
more--because his application was 
not acted on within 6 months. His 
application was ultimstely denied by 
FPC. and the higher amouiiid by 
gas customers cannot be recovered. 
(See pp. 28 to 30. ) 

GAO is making many recommendations 
to improve F-C’s administration over 
the areas reviewed. The thrust of the 
recommendations to the Chairman, 
FPC, is to: 

--Improve FPC’s monitoring of inter- 
state gas sales by imposing report- 
ing requirements on regulated enti- 
ties, establishing an adequate d.?ta 
and recordkeeping system, and re- 
quiring timely and complete report- 
ing of gas sales data. (See p. 90. ) 

GAO found widespread noncompliance 
by FPC officials with the agency’s 
standards of conduct regulations in- 
tended to prevent conflicts of interest. 

Most FPC officials, including officials 
responsible fcr obtaining and review- / 
ing the reports, had failed to file re-,/ 
quired financial disclosure reports for 
several years. 

--Improve the processing of applica- 
tions under the optional certificate 
procedure to insure that gas con- 
sumers are not charged r.ates which 
are higher than justified. 

In several cases, FPC officials had 
financial interests prohibited by FPC 
regulations; but, because of the break- 
down in FPC’s reporting and review 
procedures, timely corrective action 

-Gould not be taken. 

This may require that “PC (1) estab- 
lish priority scheduling for those 
sales which begin before receiving 
final FPC approval, (2) require a 
refund for rates received above that 
determined to be just and reason- 
able, and (3) extend the time before 
which a producer can begin to 
charge the rate specified in the ap- 
plication. (See p. 20. ) 

‘These facts demonstrate that the pro- --Improve FPC’ - 3 procedures to insure 
gram had been ineffective in-insuring that upper level officials do not own 

ii 



financial. securities which could re- 
sult in a conflict of interest. 

This will require FPC to establish 
adequate procedures for (1) ide’ntify- 
ing and notifying officials required 
to file financial disclosure reparts, 
(2) promptly reviewi 

f 
g reports, 

(3) promptly notifyi- g officials own- 
ing prohibited securities and require 
divestiture of the stocks, and (4) in- 
vestigating all cases1 when officials 
have held securities ‘that could con- 
flict with thei:* duties to determine 
if disciplinary action should be“--- 
taken. (See pp. 37 to 39. ) 

‘\ - _ 
AGENCY P.CTIONS AND UT\IRESOLVED_ 1 

.- --__ 
In a ietter dated July 19, 19’74, the -‘--. .- 
Chairman, FPC, generally agreed 
with GAO’s recommendations and 

1 indicated action had been taken or 
was planned to implement many of 
theln, while others were being 
actively considered. 

k Althol-* h th, Chairman did not specifi- 
tally addre’ss himself to each recdm- 
mendafion, ,the overall tenor of his 
comments was favorable. GAO plans 
to monitor the steps taken b! FPC to 
improve its operations in line with the 
recommendations. 

The Chair&an disagreed with GAi(;‘s 
position that extensions 01 60-day 
ernergencJ Fates granted gas pro- 

_ ducers were improper. The Chair- 
man, relyin F on his General Counsel’s 
opinion that ,FPC had plenary authority 
to waive the’ requirement f.hat emer- 

I gency sales Joe terminated after 50 
’ qays, said the granting of extensions 

was a legal and necessarv exercise of 
FPC’s pswers and was in the public 
interest. (See pp. 73 to 76. ) 

To accept FPC’s interpretation of its 
authority would, ir. GAO’s view, make 
a sham or' the regulatory process and 
render litigation by dissenting parties 
futile. Resolution of this matter, 
however, lies with the Congress and 
the courts. 

. . . 
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CHAPTER 1 

-@TRODUCTION 
_- -- 

The Federal Power Com.mission (FPC) was established in 
the Federal Wster’ Po;ver Act (16 U.S. C. 791). Initialiy, FPC, 

1920 by : 
compris- \ ’ 

ing three commissioner-s from the executive branch--the Secretaries of 
War, Agriculture, and the Interior-- 

\ ’ 
was given regulatory authority over / 

water poiver projects on certain waterways and adlacent public lands. I 
l -  .  In 1930 the Congress transformed FPC into an independent re@atory 

agencj- c b Qpricing five commissioners, appointed by the President with 
t&e advice and consent of the Senate. , 

l . 
/ At present, the five commissioners are appointed for staggered 

-_ 5-y~ terms with not more th& three commissioners belonging to the 
. 

.1‘--. _ same I5olitical party. ¶%e-President designates cne commissioner as 
Chairman, who is responsibie for the day-to-day management of FPC. 

Over the years, additional responsibilities have been given to FPC. 
The Public Utility Act of 1935 (16\U. S. C. 971) gave FTC jurisdi..;ion 
over public utility companiespngaged in the interstate sale and transmis- 
sion of electricity, and consolidated previous legislation intc what is known 
as the Federal Power AC . 
+.hat the *U,lited 5? 

This act gave FPC responsibility for msuring 
States-h s an abundant supply of electricity at reasonable 

rates and directed PPC to seek voluntary interconnection of generating 
and transmissic.1 facilities. A major expansion of FPC’s responsibilities 
occurred in 1938 when the Congress passed the Natural Gas Act (15 U. S. C. 
717). This act gave the FPC jurisdiction over companies which transport 
and sell natural gas in interstate commerce. These companies were re- 
quired to obtain certificates of public convience and necessity from FPC 
before undertaking interstate operations and apprcval from FPC before 
terminating such operations. 

In passing the Natural Gas Act, the Congress intended to insure that 
the ultimate consumer of natural gas received (I) the lowest reasonable 
rate, (21 protection from exploitation by natural gza companies, and 
(31 complete permanent, 
and charge 

and effective protection against excessive rates 

i 
Before 1954 FPC construed the Natural Gas Act as authorizing only 

the regulation of interstate gas sales by pipelines. 
Court in Phillips Petroleum Co. v. 

In 1954 the Supreme 
Wisconsin, held that FPC must also 

regulate prices chargea-by gas producers to interstate pipelines. Since 
that time PPC has been engaged in a continuing effort to adapt. the Natural 
Gas Act to regulaticn of gas producer saies, 
made at just and reasonable rates. 

to insure that such sales are . 

Initially FPC attempted producer rpslation through a company-by- 
. . company approach. Six years later-- 1960--when this approach had caused 

E a serious backlog of producer rate cases, FPC established an area rate 
method for pricing natural gas. By this method, maximum prices were 



! 
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.  

established for natural gas produced. in a specified geographic area and 
certificates of convenience and r,ecessity were issued allowing producers 
to sell natural gas at a rate consistent with the appropriate area rate 
determination. This regulatory approach received Supreme Court ap- 
proval i.n 1968. 

In an attempt to bring more gas to the interstate market, FPC issued 
Order 455--optional certificate procedure--in August 1972. This order 
established a new certificate procedure for gas producers which couid be 
usec instesd of the area rate/method. Order 455 allowed a gas producer 
to submit for FPC approval a contract negotiated by the producer and the 
purchaser stipulating a natural gas rate exl:eeding the area rate ceiling. 

!A producer by following this optional procedure waives all rights 
to receive further rate increases for the gas being sold under the contract, 
except for any fixed periodic price escalations specified in the contract. 

Ir, recent years, when Fas companies under FPC juri&iction L egan 
curtailing gas deliveries to customers because of insufficient gas supplies, 
FPC issued various orders to help alleviate the problem by encoura.ging 
greater dedications of natural gas to the interstate market. 

In 1970 FPC issued Orders 402 and 402--4, which were designed to 
encourage intrastate pipelines and distribution companies--which are 
exempt from FPC jurisdiction --to make short-term sales or deliveries 
of natural gas in interstate commerce without prior FPC review, in order 
to provide jurisdictional companies with emergency gas supplies for up 
to 60 clays. In 1970 FPC also issued Order 418, which allowed gas pro- 
ducers, subject to FPC jurisdiction, to make emergency sales of gas to. 
interstate pipelines without pl,ior FPC authorization 10~. periods up to 
60 days. The intent of these orders was to permit short-term sales of 
gas at prices generally esceeding area rate ceilings, in hopes of attract- 
ing new gas, to the interstate market. 

FPC issued Orders 431 and 431-A in April 19’71 and Julv 1972, 
respectively. These orders provided that certificates permirting inter- 
state operations could be issued for a limited duration (usually less than 
3 years) if FPC found that an emergency existed on the gas purchasers 
system and the rate to be charged was reasonable. 

In September 1973 FPC issued Order 491, which extended emergency 
sales under Orders 402, 402-A, znd 418 from 60 to 180 days to help alle- 
viate the gas shortage anticipated for the 1973-74 heati_ng: season. In March 
1974 FPC relurned‘the duration of emergency sales to the original 60 days. 

On June 21, 1974, FPC issued Opinion 699, which (1) terminated the 
-_. producer emergency gas sales program under Order 418 and the limited- 

term certificate program under Orders 431 and 431-A and (2) established a 
uniform nationwide rate for natural gas producers in lieu of the several 

.’ area rates previously used. The optional certificate procedure remained \ 
in effect. 

2 



FPC is organized intdH%-he-adquerters and five regional offices. 
About 90 percent of FPC’s staff is assigned to the several bureaus and offices 
comprising headquarters. The principal headquarters units and their re- i 
sponsibiiities are : \j 

\ ! i 

--Bureau of Power --performs necessary staff work involving the I 

_. regulation of non-Federal hydroelectric projects and interstate 
1 _ sa!l~f electricity. 

l . --Bureali of Natural Gas 03NG)- 
P 

erforms 
xvmg the regulation of int 

necessary staff work in- 
t r&ate pipelines and interstate sales 

-1. 
of nature,1 gas by gas producers and pipelines. 

‘5-l --.. -..” 
-Y--. :-Offief of Economics--prepares economic and statistical studies 

and makes economic policy recommendations to the Commission. 

A--- --Office of the General Counkel (OGC)- -responsible for the legal 
, phases of all FPC functpns, includi;lg litigation in the courts. 

/ I 
--Executive DirectoF-responsible for the effectiveness and effi- 

ciency of staff -operations and reports tfi the Chairman on adminis- 
trati;e and executive matters. 

--gffice of Environmental Quality--responsible for environmental 
&views under the Federal Power Act, iite Natural Gas Act, the 
N;.tionai Environmental Policy Act, and related statutes. 

--Chief Enq:lneer-- responsible for FPC’s program for conservation 
of energy and the efficiency of energy systems of regulated public 
utilities and natural gas companies and their customers. 

FFC was afforded an opportunity to comment on this report. By letter 
dated July 19, 1974, the Chairman, FPC furnished ‘us with voluminous com- 
ments, exhibits, and other materials, including staff papers prepared by 
the principal offices involved in the matters discussed in the report. The 
Chairman’s letter and pertinent eytierpts of the remaining material are 
attached as appendix II. The substance of the comments and our evaluation 
of them are discussed in the sections to which they apply. 

3 
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CHAPTER 2 

IMPROPER EXTENSION$ OF ENfERGE;\CV 

___1.. :  

GAS SALES CGNTZCCTS - 

As of December 31, 1973, FPC had granted SG I/ extensions to 
p?oducers making 60-/day emergency gas sales, with&t issuing regulations 
authorizing such exte?sions as requlrecc by the Natural Gas Act. More- 
over, the circumstances surrounding the granting of Certain of these ex- 
tensions raise ques’,i ‘-IS as to the propriety of FPC’s iactions. 9. 

. 

2. FAILURE TQ ISSC’E’ &ECESSARY REGULATIONS 
AUTHORIZING CONTRACT EXTENSIONS 

r- 
I  

Consistent with its aim of getting mbre natural gas into tf.c interstate 
market, FPC issued.Order 418 oq Dece;nb.zr 10, 1970. Order 418 added 
a new dimension to FPC’s efforts to deal with the gas shortage by amending 
the regulations to encourage independent natural gas producers to make 
emergency sales to interstate pipelines and to’encourage emergency opera- 
tions (e.g., exchanges) between pipelines. Tile order, authorized emergency 
prcducer sales and emergency operations for up to 60 days without the need 
for prior FPC certification under the Natural Gas Act. 

Section 7 (c) of this act (15 U.S. C. ?17f(c)) provides that: 

I ’ 2;: $< $ the Commission may issue a temporary certificate in 
cases of emergency, to assure maintenance of adabquate service 
or to serve particular customers, wlthout notice or hearing, 
pe::ding the determination of an application for a certificate, 
and m& bv regulation exempt fro-*; rhe requir.ements of this 
section temuorarv acts or ooerations for-which the issuance 
of a certificate will not be rewired in the mblic interest. ” 

i 

a ?Underscoring supplied. 1 

In our V; T-V, the underscored portions .verF enacted because some 
circumstanc,j (i. e., when the “public interest” so requires) are such 
that FPC should be able to authorize temporary natural gas transactions 
by persons and companies that are not applicants for permanent certificates 
and witl;?ut the delay occasioned by the usual notice and hearing procedures. 
This 1s noi to say, however, that such measures are mt to be made a 
matter of puiZic disclosure. I’herefore, we inrerpret the statute -0 mean 
that FPC may, if in the interest of the general welfare, issue regulations 
to deal with the exigencif:s cf a situation; that such regulation may exempt 
interstate natural gas transactions from the requiremects of 7(c); but :hat t I 

._. 
‘I 

, I 
J-i We used the records of the !%cretzy. FPC, in arriving at the 96 exten- * : 

sionr to the 60-day producer emergency gas sales. BNG records, how- 
i 

2 
ever , ishowed that about 133 extensions were granted. We could not rec- I 
oncile; these differences. 1 

4 
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all such measures are, by the statute’s terms, io be a matter of 
regulatory pol+y. 

. . 

% 

. . 
. .. 

. , In the Naturai Gas Act the Congress provided for regulation of natLira1 
gas in interstate commerce. And it is reasonable that in doing so, the 
Cong?egs required FPC to exercise its emergency authority within th.e 
regulatory framework of the ,Fct and to take steps necessary to deal with 
emergencies “by regulation, that is, by orders issued pursuar2 to the 
act, specifying the temporary acts or operations to be exempted. Clearly 
a benefit of requiring FPC to &eal in a regulatory framework with those 
ten+,-rary measures taken in ;the public interest is that the public is thus 

‘.notified of FPC’s actions. While ir emergencies FPC can waive the usual 
requirements of notice and comments when promulgating regulations, 
interested persons would nevertheless learn of the FTC policy and be 
able to express their views of thereon to the Commission. I&‘% think the 
Congress recognized this benefit bnd, therefore, provided that, when the 
need presented Itself, FPC could exempt temporary sets and operations, 
but only if it did so “by regulation. ” 

In Order 418 FPC state? that several parties had suggested that the 
proposed 60-day period of emergency operation be extended to periods 
ranging from 3 to 6 months. FPC rejected these suggestions because 
to do so would be a drastic departure from its stated purpose. FPC de- 
ferred dispo?iton of the longer-term emergency sales issue “until such 
time as we may proposn additional rules applicable to emergency trans- 
actions on a more extended basis. ” 

Thus, Order 418 did not authorize extensions of emergency operations 
or sales initiated thereunder for additional periods. I_n fgrt, it specifically 
provided tllat emergency operations and emergency sales or transportation 
undertaken without certificate authorization were to be for a single 60-day 
period and “shall be discontinued upon the expiration of the 60-day period. ” 
(Underscoring supplied. ) 

As of December 31, 1973, r’PC had approved 96 extensic.?s to pro- 
ducers making 60-day emergency sales pursilant to Order 418, allowing the 
producers to charge the same rate as charged under the initial 60-day 
emergency sale. 

We believe these extensions are objectionable because they represent 
a departure both from FPC’s stated intenticns and its regulations. 

._ 

.- 

Clearly, FPC had the authority to include extension-of-sale provisions 
in Order 418 or to amend the order when F’PC decided that extensior,s were 
desirable, Ilad it done so, the extension provisions would have been sub- 
ject to scrutiny and comment by interested parties. FPC’s failure to do 
so, coupled with the requirement in the order for discontinuance at the 
end of the SO days, leads us to conclude that any extensions of temporary 
,authority under Order 418 are of questionable legality since they were not 
contemplated by or granted pursuant to a duly promulgated FPC regulation. 



FPs’s General Counsel believes FPC had plenary authority to waivqq..& 
requirements in the regulations when’it deemed it necessary, and the ex-; --; -----.---=-- 
tension of the deadline when’aergency operations must be terminated was\ -- - -- _- 
within FPC’s authority. We do not agree. 

EXTENSIONS GRAN’TED_TO PREVENT 
i 

IKTERRUPTiOKS I&. SERVICE . 
/ i 

,. Extensions/ granted to. companies applying 
.Tor 1imi:ed;term certificates 

_. L \ 
On June 20, 1973, the Commissio ; > by memorandum, authorized the 

Secretary of FPC to grant extensio rx? to those producers who were making 
6O--cay emergency sales under Order 418 and who aIso had a pending appli- 

Y- cati&‘for.a limited-termatificate under Orders 431 and 431 -A. The -. , 
---I----% _ delegation to the Secretary stated that, to prevent a forced interruption of 

service to pipelines with emergency needs. the Secretary was authorized 
to routineiy grant an extension when a 60-day emergency sale had com- 
menc,-d under Order 418 and when‘a@ion could not be taken on the, pending 
amiication for a limited-term certificate before expiration of the sale. 

In a joint memorandu 
,’ 

2 
to the Commission dated June 20, 1973, OGC 

.and BKG responded to a, estion as to nrhether FPC should authorize an 
unconditioned grant of-an extension. The memorandum stated that, since 
the central issue in limited-ter.m certificate applications was the price 
sought by the producer, it would be inappropriate to permit the continued 
sale of gas at the emergency sale price without appropriate safeguards. 
The memorandum recommended inat the extensions include a refund pro- 
vision doin to the price ultimately arrived at for sales under the limited- 
term certification, or, if the certificate application was withdrawn, down 
to the applicable area rate ceiling. 

Under the Commission’s written delegation of authority, the Secretary 
granted 86 I/ extensions to sales being made under Order 418, but only 
1 extension-contained the recommended refund provitiion. 

In 26 of the 86 cases, after obta,w.ing the extensions, the companies 
withdrew their applications before yal action by FPC on their limited-term 
certificates. In 8 of these 26 cases the company, after withdrawing its appli- 
cation, sold gas to the same customer under Order 491 at rates generally 
higher than those permitted under limited-term certificates. Thus sales 
were ,rnade at unregulated rates for periods up to 300 days--a 60-day emer- 
gency sale, a go-day extension, ant,! a 180-day emergency gas sale under 
Order 491. I 

- A -  

l/ In two cases the companies had withdrawn their limited-term certificate . - 
applications before seeking an extension. The Secretary inadvertently 

2 granted the extension sought. 
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In the remaining 18 cases, the sales were terminated at the expiration 

of the extensior. Thus the company sold gas at unl!egulated rates for more 
than 60 days and the intended benefits cf the extensions--uninterrupted gas 
supplies --were not realized. 

. . 

Extensions granted to cope with 
court stay of Order 491 

1 On September14, 1973, FPC issued Order 49i which essentially I 
extended from 60 to 180 days the period in which emergency sales could 
be made wder Orders 402, 402-A, and 418. _, i 

In issuing Order 431, FPC dispensed with publ/ic notice and comment 
on the new regulations because in FPC’s view an im ending gas shortage 

if required action to-enable gas consumers to obtain r liable service during 
the 1973-74 winter heating season. Order 491 was made effective on the 
date cj: issuance. ‘\ ., - :>.. 

On September 29, 1973, the Consumer Federation of America and 
others applied to FPC for rehearing of Order 491 and stay of the order’s 
effectiveness pending review. -1, 

._-- - 
On September 21. 1973, a suit was filed in Federal court by the 

Consumer Federation of America, et al, in opposition to Order 491 which 
claimed, in part, that such action %isae facto deregulation of the natural 
gas industry and that FPC’s proceduresinissuing Order 491 failed to 
comply with the regulatory procedural requirements of the Administrative 
Procedure Act. 

On September 25, 1973, FPC issued Order 491-A providing for public 
comment on the new regulation modifications, although the regulations 
were allowed to remain in effect. Order 491-A stated that the rehearing 
sought by the Consumer Federation of America was being treated as a 
motion for reconsideration and would be taken under advisement and de- 
ferred pending a further FPC order to be issued on or before November 13, 
1973, after receiving any public comments on Order 491. 

I 
dn September 26, 1973, FPC responded to the motion for stay of 

Order 491 filed with the court by the Consumer Federation of America, 
et al. In its response, the FPC presented data indicating what it bs?ieved 
z 6e an impending nationwide shortage of natural gas during the 1973-74 
winter season. FPC stated that its previous rules limited emergency sales 
to 60 days only, and this period was too short to obtain sufficient gas com- 
mitments for the winter beating season, whereas gas commitments would 
be increased if the length of sales was extended to 180 days. FPC advised 
the court that FPC’s action in meeting this emergency represented a clear 
case in which the fulfillment of FPC’s statutory duties required the ti .terest 
of private litigants to give way to the realization of public purposes and 
requested the court to deny the motion for stay. 

._ 



I . -. ..-&a 
On October 3,. 19’73,~ the court stayed implementation of Order 491 

pending final.FI?C action on the motion for reconsideration made by the 
Consumer Federation of America. FPC did not appeal this ruling. . 

On November 2, 1973, FIX, after considering the opposition of the 
Consumer Federation of America and others, issued Order 491-B reaffirm- 
ing Order 491. 

From October 3 to November 2, 13’73, FPC approved extensions to 
21 emergency sales entered into pursuant to Order 418. 
viously, extensions were not/authorized by Order 418. 

As noted pre- 

, 
Furthermore, eight of the extensions granted were to,companies that 

had no applications pending for limited-term certificates under Orders 431 
and 431-A, which was the only basis for an extension in the written delega- 
tion of authority given by the Commission to the Secretary. 

We asked the Secretary, FPC, why extensions were granted to 
companies engaged in 6O-day emergency sales when there were no pend- 
ing applications for liinited-term certificates. The Secretary said the 
Commission orally authorized him to grant extensions, even when limited- 
term certificate applications were not pending. The Secretary could not 
tell us exactly when this oral delegation of authority was made. 

Order 491 provided that producers making 60-day sales could begin 
a new 180-day sale when the 60-day sale expired. The Chief, BSG, told 
us that, when the court stayed implementation of Order 491, FPC was 
faced with the problem of either forcing interruptions in the flow of gas 
or granting extensions under the 60-day order. According to the Chief,. 
FPC was anticipating a severe gas shortage for the 1973-74 wiliter and 
stated that extending the SO-day sales was the only way it could get the 
gas. / 

We reviewed the Secretary’s records of Commission meetings but 
found no evidence that Order 491 was brought up at any Commission meet- 
ing and no record of Commission discussions of (1) the court stay of 
Order 491, (2) the need to grant extensions to companies selling untier 
Order.418 but which had not filed for limited-term certificates, or 
(3) a delegation of authority to the secretary. 

COKCLUSIONS 

I 

The extensions granted to producers selling under Order 418 were im- 
proper because they were not authorized by a duly promulgated FPC regu- 
lation. Also the extensions run counter to YPC’s stated intentions and 
clear commitment to limit the duration of g?mergency producer sales to 
60 days until additional regulations were issued. While the Commission 
no doubt acted in accordance with what it viewed as the public interest, 
such actions must be conducted within the ;*egulatory framework of the 
Natural Gas Act . In our opinion, this was not done. 



/ -,_ 
-  ‘. 

- - -  _  

We cannot agree/with the FPC General Counsel’s assertion that the 

1.. - 
Commission has plenary#thority to waive regulations. Such authority 

. would make a sham of--the regulatory process. 

T& eight extensions granted producers whose 60-day emergency sale& lo 
expired during the period of--the court stay of Order 491 are particularly; >,._ /- -<-. 

troublesome. It is clear thw extensions ‘were intended to carry out FP&s -- -._- 
objective of maintaining an uninterrupted flow of gas during a period of 
perceived gas shortages. Equally clear is that FPC’s actions in granting 
the extensions negaw effect of the court stay. 

’ ij 
\ 

\ \ j 

ilemma FPC found itself in was of its own doing. Had FPC 1 
appropriate regulations in February 1971 when it began to 

grant ext&nsions to producers making 60-day emergency sales, the issues 
involved could have been settled by the time of the court imposed stay of 
Order 491 in September 1973. 

/ 

, 

In any event, when the court’was not swayed by FPC’s argument that 
th;?-public interest required immediate authorization of emergency sales 
for longer than 60 dayssit incumbent on FPC to either appeal the 
court ruling imposing a stay of Order 491 or issue regulations permitting 
extensions of emergency producer sales. The granting of the eight exten- 
sions without exhausting other remedies, raises serious questions as to 
the*propriety of FPC’s actions. , / 

I 

Whkn considering Order 418 the Commission specifically rejected the 
proposal that emergency producer sales be authorized for periods exceed- 
ing 60 days, deferring t he question until additional regulations could be 
proposed. These additonal regulations were embodied in Order 491, 
which the court saw fit to stay. 

If the Commission’s plenary authority can then be used to accomplish 
what could not be accomplished through formal regulations, then litigation 
by dissenting parties is futile. However, final resolution of this matter 
lies with the Congress and the courts. 

AGEPjCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION 

Failure to issue regulations i - 

In his July 19, 1974, letter, the Chairman, FPC, stated that our 
report: 

“c: * + concludes that all extensions of emergency sales were 
improperly granted because the Commission did not undertake a 1 
public rulemaking proceeding with opportunity for the submission 
of data and views by interested parties before granting extensions 
to meet the emergency. 

“It is the opinion of-the General Counsel that the Commission is not 
so restricted in meeting emergency situations. :F ::,c: The very idea 
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. 
of a public rulemaking proceeding to extend emc 
procedures would seem antithetical to the exist{ 
emergency. ” 

“The principal objection of the report to the Commission’s 
granting extensibns of emergency sales to avoid interruptions 
of service during the emergency appears to be that the practice 
was not a ‘matter of regulatory policy. ’ This assertion is with- 
out foundation. IF11 grants of extensions of emel;gency sales to 
avcid interruptions of service during the emergency were the 
result of a :onsidered Commission regulatory pqlicy consistent 
with the public interest in-C_o_ntinuous gas ‘servic . ” 

/! . ‘i 
The Chairman disa&eed with our cenclusion that the extensions of 

60-day emergency producer sales\under_ O,rder 4 18 were improper. He 
added that: -__ 

“\ 
“It is indeed relevant to observe that ove’r the entire period 
since Nay 7, 1973, when Order-No. 402 was issued, there has 
been no objection to the practice in spite of the fact that the 
Federal Power Commission is a closely supervised regulatory 
agency in terms of public examination and legislative oversight. ” 

The Chairman has misstated our position on several points. First, 
it is not our principal objection that the extensions of emergency sales 
were not a matl;er of regulatory policy. We never doubted that the exten- 
sions were psrt of FPC’s pol~y. Our ObJection is to the fact that FPC’s 
policy was not embodied in nor carried out “by regulation” as required 
by the Natul al Gas Act. 

I Secondly, GAO never maintained that the Commission could never 

rgency 
me of the 

act without first conducting a public rulemaking proceeding. However, 
we do maintain that t’.e Commission’s efforts to deal with emergencies 
must be carried out by regulation,. In this connection the FPC General 
Counsel’s memorandum is instructive. (See p. 85. ) He correctly points 
out that the law permits the usual requirements of notice and comments 
to be bypassed when the agency for good cause finds that notice and public 
procedure are impracticable, unnecessary, or contrary to the pubilc 
interest. In iss,uing Order 491 FPC dispensed with its normal procedures 
of notice and comment because the emergency demanded immediate action. 
The regulations were made effective on the date of issuance. ILevertheless, 
FPC did provide for af::cr-the-fact comment and the new 180-day emergency 
sale policy -was embodied in a duly promulgated regulation. The extensions 
to sales made under Orjder 418 were not. 

! 

With respect to th& Chairman’s comment that a public rulemaking 
proceeding was antithetjcal to the existence of the emergency, it need only 
be remembered that extensions to 60-day emergency producer sales under 
Order 418 were made over a 32-month period, February 1971 to November 
1973. yrely appropriate regulations could have been issued within that 

I 

. -. _ 
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i 
time period, and especially since FPC could have waived the notice 
&ad comment requirements, had it found it.ne&ssary to do so. . 

, Lastly, we do not object to “all extensions of emer2enc.y sales. ” 
Orders 402 and 402-A clearly authorized extensions of sales upon appiica- 
tion by the parties involved. Equally as clear is the fact that Order 418 
rejected the notion that producer emergency sales should be authorized 
for more than a single 6’S-day period. 

We .fail to see any relevance in the Chairman’s observation that 
since Order 402 was issued there had been no objecticn to the emergency 

k sales’extensions. As previously noted, Orders 402 and 402-A provided 
for extensions of emergency sales and no objection could be expected. In 
view of (1) FPC s clear commitment to limit producer sales. under 
Order 418 to 60 days and (2) the absence of any public announcement that 

,. the policy had changed and extensions were to be granted to producers, 
who had an opportunity to object. 7 The Chairman is apparently placing 
great weight on the technicality that, had someone visited FPC’s Office 
of Public Information and asked for and examinc*d the right files, he 
could have discovered that extensions were being granted. We fail to 
see how the absence of a dissent in this situation could be considered a 
public endorsement of FPC’s actions. 

A clearer picture of the reaction of those who closely follow FPC 
actions can be discerned from what happened when FPC attempted to 
extend emergency pA ‘cer sa;es to 180 days through the issuance of 
Order 491. As previously discussed, FPC’s action was quickly challenged 
in the courts by the Consumer Federation of America, kmerizan Public 
Gas Association, American Public Power Association, and the National 
League of Cities-United States Conference of Mayors. 

Extensions granted to offset I 
effect of court stay of Order 491 

In justifying the extensions granted during the court-imposed stay of 
Order 491, the Chairman cited the severe energy shortage confronting the 
Nation in September 1973 and stated that as a matter of public policy it 
would have been contrary to the public interest to cut off sales at that time. 
The Chairman expressed the opinion that FPC had responded to an emer- 
gency situation within its powers as delegated by the Congress. The 
Chairman stated that the eight extensions questioned by GAO were a legal 
and necessary exercise of its powers. He cited the General Ccunsel’s 
opinion that: 

-_. 

“+ XL + the GAO report states that some extensions of the 60- 
day emergency sales were granted ‘to offset the ePfcct of the 
court stay’ of Order No. 491. This action was not improper 
since the 60-day procedure established by Order No. 418 
%!as effectively reinstated and effective after the court stay. ” 

a - 
The Chairman also stated that our report was misleading when it 

stated that the FPC Secretary’s records contained no record. of discussions 

11 
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, i 
of the court stay of Order 495, the need to grant extensions to companies<:--&-- 
t&t had not filed for a limited~term certificate, or d delegation of , -: --- ---- 

authority. The Chairman s&r-the?e were extended discussions of these \ ------ __ 

subjects but that the Secretary maintains records only of actions taken 
by the Commission on each forms1 agenda item. The Chairman further 
advised us that there- n oral delegation of authority given the 

\ j 
1 

Secretary./ I I 

-- . Our xamination of the Secretary’s records was undertaken for the 
_- purpose of btaining insight into the Commission’s thinking. What we “h. 

found was: \ , 
(. 

--The Secretary had not prep a/ ed official minutes of Commission 
--qeetings for a period of, one year. 

C’\ --\ A.- 
--;:-\. _ --&ders 491 and the Subsequent affirming orders were never 

placed on the Commission’s agenda. The only explanation we 
were able to obtain from the Secretary was that these orders 

- 
/* must have been acted upon in executive sessions, of which no 

, records are maintained:, 
/ / 

.. --The, Secretary had record 
delegating. hinl-aut orlty to grant extensions to companies that f? 

of the Commission taking action 
-. 

had not filed applications for limited-term certificates. 

We never doubted that the Secretary was told to do what he did. We 
were interested in learning Wi;y, the Commission decided to grant extensions 
in the face of the court stay 01 Its order extending the length of emergency 
sales. This we were unab!.e to do. 

FPC does not deny the fact that its action was intended to offset the 
effect of the court stay. It does maintain that its action was proper. We 
cannot agree. 

The General Counsel’s assertion that the court stay effectively rein- 
stated Order 418 is entirely correct. As discussed earlier, however, 
Order 4 18 did not authorize emergency sales. beyond the initial 60-day 
period. Order 491 was an attempe extend the 60-day period to 180 days 
and the court saw fit to stay implementation of the order. 

The General Counsel maintains that the extensions represent a waiver 
of the requirement that the sales be terminated after 60 days. He stated 
that: 

I f >> de ?- Q as in any other regulation, the Conimission has authority to 1 

- _. 

: 

waive the provisions of the regulation in appropriate circumstances. 
Cf. Municipal Light Boards v. F. P. C:. , 450 F. 2d 1341 (D. C. 
Cir. 1972): Municipal Electric Utility Ass’n. of Ala. v,. F. P. C., ~- 
485 F. 2d 967 (D. C. Cir. 19’73). ” . 

Our analysis of the cited cases showed that neither case involved the 
waiver of regulations affecting third parties. The aspects of both cases 
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. 
t pertinent to this discussion involved routine internal management and 

housekeeping functions. In our opinion neither case can be construed to 
authorize waiver of regulations as a me’ans to implement substantive 
program or policy changes. 
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CHAPTER 3 

EMERGENCY GAS SALES: NEED FOR 

COMPLETE AND ACCURATE DATA 

FPC needs to obtain complete and accurate data on the volume and 
price of gas brought to the interstate market by its emergency gas sales 

-? program to adequately asse,ss their effectiveness. The orders implement- 
ing emergency sales either. were not enforced or required only submission 

I3 of estimates when the sale ! egan. As a result, FPC relied on incomplete 
> and inaccurate data in its decisionmaking processes. 

Steps have been taken or are planned by FPC to improve its data 
collection system. 

. . FAILURE TO OBTAIN ACTUAL 
‘IpRiCE AND VOLXVIC DATA 

In 19iO FPC issued Orders 402 and 402-A, which were designed to 
encourage intrastate pipelines and distribution companies--which are ex- 
empt from FPC jurisdiction--to make short-term sales or deliveries of 
natural ga; in interstate commerce without prior FPC review. This was 
intended to provide jurisdictional companies with emergency gas supplies 
for up to 60 days. The effect of these orders was to permit short-term 
sales at prices generally exceeding area rate ceilings, thus hoping to 
attract new gas to the interstate m-rket. 

I 
Orders 402 and 402-A require the seller or transporter, within 

10 days after the emergency sale commences, to file with FPC a state- 
ment in writing and under oath briefly outlining the nature of the emer- 
gency . Within 10 days after’the ierminaza of the emergency, a sworn 
statement.is to be filed with FPC stating the volumes of gas delivered 
and the total reimbursement received by the seller. 

For the most part, companies entering into 60-day emergency sales 
under Orders 402 and 402-A provided FPC with estimates of the volumes 
of gas to be delivered and the price to be charged as part 01 their notifi- 
cation to FPC that an emergency sale had commenced. Few companies 
had complied with the requirement in Orders 402 and 402-A that actual 
price and volume data be provided to FPC after the sale was completed. 

From May 1970 through December 1973, there were 143 60-day 
emergency gas sales and extensions under Orders 402 and 402-A. Of 
-these sales, 142 had been termina.tcd for more than 10 days as of 

-. December 31, 1973, and the seller should have reported to FPC the actual 
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. volurnes~c&livered and the reimbursement received. FPC records show, YA.=-+ ~_ _. ..=J 
however; that this data had be<=-eceived on only six sales. I / 

\ 
. . . . / --- - 

The Natural Gas ,Act in section 10 (b) states that: I 

“It shall be unlawf&-for any natural-gas company willfulljr to hinder, \.: 

delay, or obstruct the making, filing, or keeping of any information, 
\ I 

docume,&, repqrt, memorandum, record, or account required to be I 
-. this act or any rule, regulation, or order I 

_- 825 (19381; 15 JJ. S. C. 717i) 
* 1 

I Srction 21 (b) of the act establishes the 
p’ 

en&ties for violati;lg the report- / 
ing requirement and states: 

1. . -------L. 
,./ I 

.‘-. 
e----- _. 

“Any person who willftrHy&d knowingly violates any rule, 
regulation, restriction, cbndition, or order made or imposed 
by the Commission under authority of this act, shall, in addition 
to any other penalties provided .by law, be punished upon con- 

‘Tviction thereof by a fine of not exceeding $50; for each and 
every day during which suchpffense occurs. 

.’ (1935); 15 U.S. c. ?17Q 
(52 Stat. 833 

’ 
, . 

l., PPC officiacs<cknowledge b/ 

. . 

that actual volume and price data had not 
. been received from the seller in many cases and stated that, due to man- 

power limitations, a followup to obtain the data had not been made. As 
a result, the estimates submitted by the companies when the sales began 
have been used by the FPC staff in preparing summaries of these sales 
which have been reported to the Commissioners and the public. 

The Chief, BNG, expressed doubt as to whether the penalty provisions 
of :-he Natural Gas Act could be effectively applied to firms selling under 
Orders 402 and 402-A because they were not normally subject to FPC 
jurisdiction. No enforcement action has been taken against any company 
failing to file the required report. 

In view of the Chief’s statement, it seems appropriate to cle? :ly place 
the reporting requirements on the inter-state company subject to FPC juris- 
diction in the future. / 

I/ FPC did not use the actual figures reported for decisionmaking purposes. 
- On the basis of the original explanation given to us of how emergency gas 

sales were recorded, FPC records snowed that actual data on only six 
sales had been received. We brought this to the attention of FPC offi- 

1 

-_ cials in February 1974. FPC officials advised us in June 1974 that they 
think that, whenever their worksheets contain a number other than a 
round number, it represents the actual amount of gas delivered. On the 

L basis of this criferia, the records show that FPC may have received 
actual data on as many as 75 sales. To clarify the situation, FPC is 
sending letters to all purchasers to obtain the actual amount of gas re- 
ceived and the price paid. 



. 
INCOMPLETE DATA USED IN EVALUATING 

, FPC Order 491 issued in September 1973 extended the length of 
emergency sales under Orders 402, 402-A, and 418 from 60 to 180 days. 
Order 491 stirred considerable controversy and resulted in pe:itions to 
FPC to reconsider its deeision as well as court challenges of the order. 

1. In h’ovembec 1973 FPC reaffirmed its decision to permit 180-day 
emergency sales by issuing Order 491-B. In the text of this order, the 
Commission stated: 1 

* 1 
“In the 12 working days immediately prior to Order No. 491, 
20 new sales were initiated under the 60 day exemption dedi- 
cating 8, 272,4CO lZlicf [thousand cubic feet] of gas to the inter- 
state mai*ket at a weighted average cost of 50.32 cents per 
IVIcf. During the next twelve working days during which the 
180 day rxemption was available, 26 new sales were initiated 
bringing 20,848,800 Mcf to the interstate market at a weighted 
average cost of 48.16 cents per Mcf. I’ 

“Thus, our 180 dav exemption generated -more than twice the 

i%f%i:“,obO d 
2s that was made available in a Comparable 

av exemption. I? is also noteworthv that 
the weighted nrice average decreased rather than increased, 
under the 186 day e:;?mption. This evidence, re1lecting a ‘- 
two-fold increase in supply with no increase in the weighted 
averape cost lends sunnort to our conclusion that Order 
No. 491 is required by the public interest. ” (Underscoring 
:jupplred. ) 

I 
FPC files and records showed that the above statements were inaccu- 

rate because they were based on incomplete data. In tl-.e 12 wo,.ding days 
before Order 491, FPC recqrds show that 23--rather than 20--60-day 
emergency sales had been made under Order 418. 

During the 12 working days foliowing issuance of Order 49!- 55 sales 
were made ;atijer than the 26 szles cited by FPC. We cculd not fully re- 

‘solve how and why incomplete sales data was used. In a few cases the 
reason tpparently was that estimated price and/or volume data had r-3; 
been provided to FPC for sales under Order 491. 

The Chief, BEG, attributed the problem to 2 failure of his bureau to 
provide complete data to OGC for use in drafting the order. 

PC 
Two sales made under Order 491 were apparently omitted because 

volume data was rot available. These sales were made at 55 cents and 
: 60 cents per thousand cubic feet (nlCF). The weighteo average price for 

the remaini?g 53 sales was 51.02 cents per R’ICF and would be higher if 
the volume data had been available for the two sales mentioned above. 

, 
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. c 
.Nevefieless, the 51.02 cents .per MCF is still higher than the 48. 16 r-k,: ___._ __ 
cents per IMCF relied on by FPC. 

\ 
: - 

‘\.-.- _ ---~‘------ 
The foregoing is not to suggest that FPC’s aecision would have been , 

different had complete data been used. However, we believe it axiomatic \ .’ that decisions shebe based on:as complete and accurate data as possible. 

Even if FPC ?ad received and used all the data concerning sales under 1 

.* Orders/418 and 451, it would still have been relying on estimated data. 
Order 4.48 issued in December, 1970, required tnat FPC be notified of tile 

‘- price to bkcharged for the gas and a statement as to the character of the 
sale. In most cases, the statemen filed with FPC included an estimate r, of the volume of gas to be deliver k” d. In contrast to Orders 402 and 402-A, 
Order 418 did not require that,FPC be notified of the price charged or the 

-‘. actual volume d4ivermn the sale was completed. I-lad FPC enforced 
-..’ . . the reporting requirement under Orders 402 and 402-A and included a com- _~ 

parable reporting requirement in Order 418, it would have substantial actual 
price and volume data --Gth which to assess these programs’ effectiveness. 

> ,. --- ‘\ 
/- 

’ 
When Order 491 was issued--September 14, 1973--137 sales and exten- 

sims under Orders,402 and,4%2-A had been terminated and actual price and 
volume data should have 

\ -- been received by FPC. 2 
een on file at FPC. Data on only six sales had 

i Similarly, 464 sales under Order 418 had been 
.’ terminated by the tini% order 491 was issued. I-lad FPC obtained actual 

price and volume data on these sales, it would have had better data on which 
to base its decision. 

The limited evidence available suggests that the estimates of the vol- 
umes of gas to be delivered ,arovided to FIG varied substantially from the 
volumes of gas actually delivered. 

The table below compares the estimates received by FPC with the ac- 
tual volumes delivered under the 180-day emergency sales program. In 
every case that data was available, the actual volume WLS less than what had 
been estimated, as follows: 

Estmoted \OlUme 
repor,ed to FPC 

11” VCFI 

1.08B.000 

Sd.000 

S.dOO. 000 

SC. oo!! 

270.000 

SdO, 000 

716 1.073. i6d 

1.300 19.700 

900.000 d. 500,000 

25. OOF. 29.000 

so. 000 180.000 

78.2d2 461.758 

I/ See note on page 15. 
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. I 
In a memoranda transmitting emergency sales Idata--price, 

volumtis, average weighted price-- to the Commissioners in January 1974, 
BNG made the following clarifications: “Actual volumes have been used 
where available. 
volumes. ” 

Actual volumes are usually less than anticipated 
Since FPC did not obtain actual [rices and volumes for most 

emergency sales, its reports on the results of these sales--in terms of 
additional gas brought to the interstate market and the price to the 
consLz:mer--were base on estimates and not actual figures. 

, P 
The data above show t!.at significant differences exist between the re- 

ported estimated and actual volume of gas brought to the interstate market, 
with corresponding effects on the weighted average price of gas sold. We 
believe that actual prices and volumes for gas deliverqd under the emer- 
gency procedures is needed to insure that FPC.and the public know the 
benefits and costs of-these emergency sale procedure4 and that decisions 
on the efficacy of the procedures and their future worth are made on the 
basis of reliable information. I 

-\.* .*\ 
The Chief, BNG,’ acknowledged that the estimates were greater than 

the actual amount of gas delivered and agreed that FPC should obtain 
actual data for all sales. He indicated~ that all future FPC orders would 
require that actual data be submitted. ‘The General Counsel, FPC, con- 
curred. 

The Chief, BNG, stated that the disparity between the estimates and 
the actual amount of gas delivered for the sales under Order 491 was not 
as great as indicated by the few cases in the table on page 17, although he 
did not have data to show what the disparity might be. 

Under FPC’s limited-term certificate program--a program to induce 
interstate sales for periods usually less than 3 years--the actual amount 
of gas delivered was about 60 percent of the estimates initially given FPC. 

The need to obtain actual data is clear regardless of the amount that 
the actual and estimated amounts vary. 

I 
W’IOXITORIKG OF THE ’ 130-DPY 
=GENCY SALES PROGRAm 

FPC Order 49 1 issued September 1973 which extended emergency gas 
sales from 60 to 180 days, stated: 

“A + :: In addition to the existing reporting requirements, we 
will require that the pipeline purchaser report to the Secre- 
tary within ten (10) days after deliveries commence under the 
180-day procedural, the estimated volumes and rate charged 
Gjr the emergency /sale. ” 

The order also stated that before the program ended--March 15, 19?4-- 
FPC would review the emergency measures to determine their impact 
duri,lg the 1973-74 winter heating season and to determine what future 
emergency measures rntiy be required. 
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. 
Order 491-A, issued September 25, i973, which reaffirmed Order . 

No. 491, stated the following regarding monitoring prices and volumes: 

1 t * ;\ >‘: . Because of our mandatory review prior to March 15, 
1974, and through the advance reporting procedures prescribed 
in.Order No. 491, we will closely monitor and review the re- 
suits of these emergency procedures in fulfilling our Congres- 
sionally delegated mandate to assure adequate and safe serv- 
ice to the Nation’s gas consumers during this emergency period 
and will determine whethF,f a?y modification is necessary to 
serve the public interest:, 

,i .I 
-- ! 

-. 

I I 
. Order 491-B, issued November 2, 1973, which also reaffirmed Order 

No. 491, stated the following regarding monitoring prices arid vblumes: 

I. 
, . . . 

“f * 9 we intended to monitor closely the ;rolumes and prices 
which are to be reported to us for all emergency sales. 
Such monitoring will provide additiona. consumer protection in 
two major respects. irst, it will permit us to evaluate con- 
t$;;;ly the efficacy ff the 183-day exemption pyocedure. 

It appear that the public interest 1s not being served, 
we can, of course, eliminate the procedure. Seconc??, 
through continuous monitoring, we will be able to mltlate such 
action 2s may be reqair’ed with respect to speclfrc sales which 
appear to be mconslstent with the publtc interest. ” Underscor- 
ing supp ie . I 

Order 491-C, which was issued November 21, 1973, and which also 
reaffirmed Order 491, repeated this statement. 

. As part of its monitoring procedure, FPC recorded the estimated 
price and volume of emergency sales reported to it, from which a weighted 
average price for the gas sold was determined. This information was 
then regularljr supplied to the Commissioners for their information and 
review. 

Though FPC attempted to mor,itor the estimated prices and volumes 
of gas sales reported to it purscant to the 180-day emergency procedures, 
FPC records of these sales contained gaps in estimated prices and vol- 
umes. The records show that from September 1973 through January 1974 
there were 257 180-day emergency gas sales. For 17 percent of these, 
FPC had not received complete information. Reports on 12 sales were 
missmg estimated price and volume data, and reports on 32 sales were 
missing either estimated price or volume data. 

On February 21, 1974, we brought this matter. as well as general 
.-. recordkeeping deficiencies, to the attention of BNG officials. We were 

advised on March 6, 1974, that corrective action would be taken. A 
followilp review in June 1974 showed that all missirlg data for 180-day 

: sales had been obtained and improvements had been made in the records 
r.?aintained for these sales. We were advised that the records for 60- 
day emergency szlles would be similarly improved in the near future. 

, 
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TtECOM-RIENDATIONS 

\ 

/ 
T; --&y.bm 

1 
-‘I< _ _--- =-;I. 

To strengthen FPC’s rn%n=it-oring tid decisionmaking, we recommend\ -- - ._- 
-7 

that the Chairman, FPC: 
I 

--Insure that &L&t-a required,~to’be reported to FPC is done so \ 

I 

promptly and that a’ followup is made when the data is incomplete. 
[ 

/ 
‘1. _ 

. . --R quire the reporting of actual volume and price data for inter- 
_- sta e gas sales rather than continue to rely on estimates. 1 .~ x 

1 --Impose reporting requirement 
(d 

. on regulated entities to insure 
that needed data can be o,b)a’ned. / 

-1 =-3 nvoke 
q--l 

the penalty-lzevisions of the Natural Gas Act when required i 
information cannot be obtained from regulated entities. ! 

--Establish an adequate recordkeeping and filing system for inter- 
- -- 
I .* 

state gas sales. \\ 

‘AGENCY COMMENTS AND Ot6 EVALTJATION I 

\ 4 \, I‘.. 
_i- 

FPC. in cogmenti d on our report, said it is collecting complete -. 
volume and price data-band appropriate action will be taken in the event 
of refusal to furnish required data by those making interstate gas sales. 

I 

In response to our recommendation that FPC establish an adequate 
record and filing system for interstate gas sales, FPC stated it has main- 
tained such records for many years through annual reports submitted by 
pipelines (FPC Form 2). FPC agreed that more timely reporting of ac- 
tual data during emergency periods is desirable and it instituted a pro- 
cedure to secure actual price and volume data from the purchasing pipe- 
fine at the completion of the purchase. 

We endorse the steps made by FPC to collect L,ice and volume data. 
We believe, however, that FPC Form 2 provide neither the necessary data, 
nor data on a timely basis for use in,FPC’s decisionmaking processes. 

BNG realized thi= tyhen we / ecommertded that actual data be collected 
for emergency gas sales. For example, in a memorandum from BKG to the 
Chairman, FPC, dated May 29, 1974, BTU’G made the following statement: 

11, * .c T - -t’ Originally it had been thought that a comparison of the 
estimated and actual volumes could be determined from Form 2. 
However, in reviewing the Form 2’s for i973, we were unable i 
to reach definite conclusions by:ause the data reported is not c _. 
comparable in most instances. 
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CHAPTER 4 
I 

ACCOUNT OF PROCEEDI’NGS INVOLVING THE OPTIOKAL 

CERTIFICATE AND 180-DAY EMERGENCY GAS SALE PROCEDC’RE 

In the following section we are presenting a factual account of Ihe optIona 
certificate and 180-cay emergency gas sale procedures and their status in 
the courts at the time our review was completed in June 1974. in addition, 
we address specific .questions raised concerning these two FPC procedures. 

I i 
L THE OPTIONAL CEkTIFICATE PROCEDURE 

I 
The optional’certificate procedure is aviilable t/o producers of natural 

gas in lieu of the aI?ea rate-certification procedure, 3 Under this procedure, 
pro.ducers are offered the option to submit for FPC approval contracts with 
interstate pipelines that specify natural gas rates negotiated between the 
parties. A brief history of this procedure follows. 

By publication dated April 6, 1972 (Docket No. R-4411, 37 Fed. Reg. 
7345, April 13, 19’72, FPC gave ndtTce that it was considering: 

“3 * c: adopting rules and regulations providing an alternate 
method under which it will consider the issuance of permanent 
certificates for, and will otherwise regulate, new sales of 
natural gas subject to the Commission’s jurisdiction. *: 4 $:I1 8 

The proposed procedure, to be incorporated at 18 C. F. R. 2.75 
et seq., -- was to provide that: 

! 
“* 2: 2: applications for certification of future sales of natural 
g& ::: ::: $ nlay, at the option of the signatory parties to sales 
contracts,-e submitted [with the sales contracts* for FPC 
approval]. ” ( d I .I 7346 . 1 

-: 
(Underscoring supplied. 1 

Subsequently, onAugust 3, 1972, FPC issued Order 455, “Statement 
of Policy Relating to Optional Procedure for Certificating New Producer 
Sales of Natural Gas, I’ 37 Fed. Reg. 16189, Aug. 11, 1972. Order 455 
was thereafter amended by Order 455-A, September 8, 1972, and Septem- 
ber 15, 1972, which appeared at 37 Fed. Reg. 18721 and id. 20114, re- 
spectively . In explaining Order 455, FPC indicated that,since certain 
of its rate orders were under attack: 

._ 

, 

I “* 0 +: at the present time a pl*oducer, even if he is willing 
to sell at tire rates fixed in such opinions, does not know that 
those rates wilj be affirmed on appeal. Although in the SunraJ 
DX case supra, 391 U.S. 9, the Supreme Couri held that a 
producer cannot be required to refund below the permanently- 
certificated rate, the Supreme Court was not in that case rul- 
ing on the ques::ion of whether a certificated rate, based upon 
an iarea rate invalidated through court review, would necessarily 
be /impregnable, and the certificates so indicate. Consequently 
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there is no assurance at the present time that a producer 
rnL/ not ultimately have to refund some of an initial rate . 
based on a just and reasonable determination and upon 
which the producer relied when it dedicated a new gas supply 
to. the interstate market. In short, after some 18 years of 
producer regulation, the producer does not know how much 
it can lawfully charge for sales of natural gas in interstate 
commerce nor how much it will get if it develops and sells 
new gas to the interstate market. The producer knows for 
sure only that once it se& in interstate commerce it can- , 
not stop deliveries. ” (37 Fed. Reg. 16191.) 

At present, a natural gas producer has the option to 

._ 
.. 

--follow the traditional approach; i. e., it may seek a certificate of 
convenient.? and necessity for the sale of natural gas at the level 
determined by the applicable FPC area rate order, or 

‘r-. 

--use the optional certificate procedure; i. e., it may submit for 
FPC approval a contract stipulating a natural gas rate entered into 
by the producer and its immediate buyer after negotiation by the 
parties. 

Opponents of the new procedure have argued that it (1) represents 
deregulation of the pricing of natural gas because FPC has merely to 
rusberstamp the negotiated rate and (2) is inconsistent with the mandate 
of the Natural Gas Act and the court decisions on the act which require 
affirmative FPC regulation of natural gas rates. 

The first application for the optional certificate procedure in which ‘a 
full evidentiary proceeding was conducted was made by the Relco Petroleum 
Corporation, Agent (Belco ), which filed on October 24, 1972, pursuant to 
18 C. F. R. .2.75, seeking authorization to sell and deliver natural gas in 
interstate commerce to Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company (Tcnnesseel. 
On November 8, 1972, Texaco Inc., (Texaco) and Tenneco 0;1 Company 
(Tenneco), also filed applications pursuant to section 2.75 for certificates 
authorizing sales and deliveries of natural gas in interstate commerce 
to Tennessee. By order issued December 26, 1972, FPC consolidated the 
applications for hearing and disposition. 

Belco submitted to FPC a contract dated June 8, 1972, which pro- 
vided for an initial sales price of 45 cents per MCF with annual rate 
escalations of 1. 5 cents per MCF for the contract term of IO years. 
Its application requested pregranted abandonment authorization, effec- 
tive as of the date of expiration of the contract. The Belco contract dedi- 

- - cated approximately 60 BCF (billion cubic feet) of new gas reserves to 
Tennessee. 

i The terms and conditions of Texaco’s and Tenneco’s contracts with 
Tennessee were identical. The proposed initial price was 45 cents per 
IUCF with annual escalations of 1 cent per MCF over a ‘O-year contract 

E 
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term. The Texaco and Tenneco contracts dedicated approximately y::. 
175 BCE in new gas reservegto Tennessee. 

“---, . _ . L.-.=_ 

--.- . -\ ---1 ___ 

A prehesring conference was held on January 17, 1973. The hear- , , 
ing before the administrative law judge (ALJ) ccmmenced on February 28, 
1973, and cancluded.on-March 27, 1973. Before the ALJ issued his find- \ i I 
in&s and recommendations, FPC, on April 10, 1973, directed certifica- 
tian of the entire record from the ALJ to FPC. I 

S# 
\ 

.- FPC rendered its decision in the Belco and accompanying applica- 
tians in Op&an 659, dated May 30, 1973, in which it made clear that 

a. 18 C. F. R. 2.75 was devised to respo 
natural gas. f--@ 

‘to increasing demands for 
FPC also stressed tha this decision did not “set a producer 

--. rate-of general, industrywide appl’icability, any more than we bind our- 
.--. -selves%- a particular LN+efied natural gas] case to make identical 

.J .---._ findings in a?1 LNG cases, ” Belco, p. 5. The requested certificates 
of public convenience and r.eXv were granted authorizing Belca, 

.- -_ Texaco, and Tenneco to sell natural gas in interstate commerce to 
Tennessee at the contract price, 45Wents per MCF, subiect to BTU 
fB+itish thermal unit) adjustmen) and annual escalation of 1 cent 01 

i. 1. . 1.5 cents per MCF for/the contract periods (10 and 20 years). : . ‘. 
\ . . \. The controversy ave r/ this decisicn is whether the optional certif- \ _ icate procedure constXutes deregulation, since the contract rate of 

45 cents, proposed by the parties and found by FPC to be “just and 
reasonable, ‘I exceeds by 73 percent the prevailing area rate (26 cents 
per MCF established in Opinion 598, issued 3 years ago (46 FPC 86, 
July 16, 1971) and affirmed by the Fifth Circuit (Placid Oil Co. 
v. FPC, slip opinion 71-2761 (Apr. 16, 1973)). 

We were asked the following questions about the optional certificate 
procedure and the Belco decision: 

“Is the use of optional pricing effective de facto deregula- 
tion of the price of natural gas? 

“Is the FPC’s conduct in adopting..and actually administer- 
ing the optional pricing procedu .+e, especially in the Belco 
* * * [case] in compliance wit d tb.e Natural Gas Act of 1938, 
as interpreted by the Supreme Court of the United States in 
the Phillips Petroleum case (347 U.S. 672(19543)? 

“Can this procedure be used constantly to raise gas prices 
with a minimum af adversary proceedings? 

- . . “Are these actions and the entire optional pricing procedure 
not violations of both the Natural Gas Act of 1938 and the 
Ao. tinistrative Procedures Act, especially 5 TiSC 553 Sec- 
tion (b)? ” 
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The &Coral certificate procedure and the FPC Lecision in Belco 
are now being challenged in court. In John E. Moss: et al. v. Federal 
Power Commission, United States Couz of Appeals for the District 
of Columbia Ctrciirt, Civil Action No. 72-1337, petitioners raise, 
inter alia, the fol.‘owing issue: -- 

‘1::: + * Whether the Federal Power Commission has power 
i under th- Natural Gas Act, to adopt a new substantive pro- 

gram that provides for the setting of interstate natural gas 
rates on the basis of unregulated marKet prices. ” (Peti- 
tioners’ Erief, \p. 1, filed January 4, 1973. ) 1 

John E. Moss, et al. v. Federal Power Commission 

The question r&ed in this-c-z&e is whether the iptional certificate 
procedure and certain facets of it are consistent with the Natural Gas 
Act and with court decisions construing the act. 

-. 
The petitioners allege that the procedure represents deregulation 

of natural gas prices by FPC and argue, inter alia, that, under the 
Supreme Court’s holding in Phillips Petroleum- -/I Wisconsin, 
347 U.S. 672 (1954), FPC must regulate the price of natural gas in- 
volved in interstate commerce. 

The petitioners assert that, aside from the change in substantive 
standards for fixing rates, FPC: 

II * Cc * proposals to guarantee sellers of natural gas that 
the provisions of their privately negotiated long-term con- 
tracts would not be modified by regulatory action subsequent 
to ,initial Commission authorization to commence service 
ark in conrlict with the Commission’s statutory responsibility 
to provide continuing regulation over interstate natural gas 
sales ::: :> :::* ” (Petitioner’s Brief, p. 7.1 

In support of thisiview. petitioners cite Texaco, Inc. et al. v. FPC, 
Action Nos. 71-1560, ,et al -2’ slip opinion (D. C. C’ lr. ; Dec. 12, 197r 

The petitioners also assert that there are no standards in Order 455 
(the optional certificate procedure) which insure just and reasonable 
rates, relying upon the Texas Gulf Coast Area Natural Gas Rate Cases, 
District of Columbia Circuit, NO. 71-1828, August 24, 1973. This case 
is cited as rejecting the proposition that jurisdiction to review an FPC 
Order is lacking when ,FPC states in the order that its action is consistent 
with the Natural Gas Art. 

- . 
In 

1. 

its brief, FPC defended Order 455 on the following grounds: 

Order 455 is not a deregulation measure. It is simply a change 
)in the procedures through which rates are reviewed; rates must 
icontinue to be just and reasonable. 

i 
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2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

The optional certificate procedure is consistent with requirements 
of the Natural Gas Act. 

FPC has prescribed adequate criteria for determining whether 
.rates are just and reasonable under the optional certificate 
procedure. 

FPC may properly rely upon noncost factors, as well as cost 
factors, in determinin 

f 
just and reasonable rates. 

The optional certificatk procehure is a reasonable means of 
dealing with the gas shortage. 

Consumers Union of United States, Inc. 
v. Federal Power Commission 

The petitioners in this action seek judicial review of Opinion 659, the 
Belco decision, on the grounds that the approved rates were not reason- 
mand the costing methodology used in reaching the decision was er- 
roneous, specifically: 

“* + C (A) the Co mmissioQ’s use of a single ‘test-year’ 
approach, rather than historic averages, to derive the crucial 
productivity figures, and (B) the use of a ‘supply project’ ap- 
proach while excluding evidence of unit, producer, or even 
area costs relevant to these particular ‘supply projects. I” 
(Petitioners’ Brief, p. 19. ) 

, 
The petitioners also argue that FPC: 

“+ ::: :k erred in relying excessively upon contract 
prices, intrastate sales prices, and other non-cost fac- 
tors which it does not regulate and/or which derive 
solely from market prjces, ir_ arriving at the 45 cent 
rate. ” (id., 39.) 

The relief requested is (1) a reversal of Opinion 659 and (2) a re- . 
mand to FPC with instructions to certificate the subject sales at the 
26-cent area rate established in Opinion 598, with appropriate upward 
adjustments. 

On August 15, 1974, the United States Court of Appeals for the 
District df Columbia Circuit, in Civil Action No. 72-1837, decided that 
with the exception of the pregranted abandonment provision, FPC’s 
optional certificate procedure --Order 455--was not a deregulation pro- 

- vision nor was it inconsistent with the Natural Gas Act. 

18L. Jay emergency gas sale procedure-- 
; %PC Order 491 

By Order 491, issued and effective September 14, 1973, 38 Fed. 
Reg. 26603, September 24, 1973, FPC announced it was taking further 
action to meet the perceived gas shortages for the 1973-74 winter 

a 
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heating-season. FPC indicated the moves were emergency measures 
designed to insure that adequate supplies of natural gas would be avail- 
able to consumers d.uring thebldseason. 

Therefore, FPC stated that for up to 180 days no FPC authoriza- 
tion was required inadvance of emergency short-term purchases of 
natural gas .by interstate pipelines. ’ The cutoff date for applying Order 
491 was M,s.rch 15, 19’74; e. g., an emergency purchase “initiated on 
February ;1, 1974, may continue until July 31, 1974, I’ 38 Fed. Reg. 

-26604 (197 1. _ _. < 
In addition, FPC noted that the r sions 

P 
to regulations made by 

Order 491 did not require notice or, earing under 5 U.S. C. 553 (the 
._ Adm@strative Procedure Act). l%ccordingly. Order 491 had been 

made effective the date ofits-%ssuance (Sept. 14, 1973). 

Controversy has arisen concerning Order 491 on the basis that it 
represents “decontrol” of natural gas prices for 6 months. 

\ 
, ‘-We were requested to answer the following questions: 

“If the action i-n qiestio 
/ 

taf? 
was in fact rulemaking by the Com- 

mission, does the s , ute then automatically apply? 

mission, United States Court of Appeals for the Dist:lct of Columbia, 
mtion No. 73-2009, filed September 21, 1973, petitioners ask for 
review of Order 491, c+lr the grounds ;hat the FPC lacks authority: 

‘I<: C 0 to issue the dere gG( ation order and that, in any 
event, the procedures which it followed fail to comply with 
the basic requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act 
(5 U.S. C. 553) and the Natural Gas Act. ‘I 

By Order of October 3, 1973, the court stayed FPC Order 491 pend- 
ing final FPC action pursuant to section (F) of Order 491-A, Septem- 

I 

*_ ber 25, 1973, 35 E’ed. Reg. 27606. 

In that section, FPC stated that the rehearing of Order 491 sought 
: by Consumer Federation of America in Civil Action No. 73-2009 was 

being treated as a motion for I zconsideration and would be taken under 
advisement and deferred pending a further FPC order on or before 
November 13, 1973, afterits receipt of any comments on Order 491. 

“If the Commission action was not rulemaking, then has the 
FPC not acted in a totally arbitrary and illegal manner? 

“If this is in fact an informal ratemaking process, can it be 
termed an evasion to avoid the formal ratemaking process ?” 

Similar to the questions discussed previously, the issues raised by 
the questions are, ;n our view, also subsumed in litigation. 

In Consumer Federation of America et al. v. Federal Power Com- 

\ / 

\: \ j 
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On November 2, 1973, FPC issued Order 491-BJ 38 Fed.’ Reg. 
31289, November 13, 1973, stating that: 

I’* :x ‘* an extension of the [existing] emergency pur- 
chase term from 60 days to 180 days is imperative to im- 
prove gas supply for the interstate market * * *. ” (id., 
31290. ) 

- 

I 
FPC therefore affirmed its prior Orders 491 and 491A. 

I 
Thereafter, on November 6, 1973, petitioners fried a motion for 

extension of stay of Order 491-B. FPC then issued Order 491-C on 
November 21, 1973, denying the petitioners’ application for rehearing 
and stay. The petitioners then again appealed to the $J.S. Court of 
Appeals for the District tif Columbia Circuit. The court stayed 
Order 491-B by its Orde;. of December 10, 1973, and directed the 
parties to file final briefs no later than January 28, 1974. 

-_ 
By Order of December 20, 1973, the‘suprdme Court granted FPC’s 

December 14, 1973, application to vacate the lower court’s stay of 
Order 491-B. ___-.-- 

Subsequently, on March 1, 1974, FPC.issued Order 491-D offi- 
cially terminating on March 15, 1974, the procedures set forth in 
Order 491 and reinstating its prior regulation allowing emergency 
sales without certificate authorization for periods up to 60 days. 
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CHAPTER 5 

OPTTONAL CERTIFICATE PROCEDURE: 

NEED FOR TIIKE,LY ACTION ON APPLICATIOXS FILED 

FPC failed to take final action on applications made under its 
-a optional certificate procedure promptly, with the result that gas CUS- 

tomers were subjected to pric s which may not have been just and 
reasonable. 

i 
In August 1372 FPC adopted the optional certificate procedure 

(FPC Order 4551, which authorizes natural gas sales by producers at 
prices exceeding area ceiling rates, if found by FPC to be in the public 
interest. The procedure allows the delivery of gas to begin before ‘. .. final FPC action on the application, as long 3.8 the deliveries are made 
at rates no higher than the prevailing area ceiling rate for 6 months. 
At the end pf tl 6 months, if FPC has not entered its final order on 
the application, le producer, after filing a notice of change in rates 
with FPC, can charge the rates specified in the contract until FPC acts 
on the application. 

Order No. 455 stated that the 6-month peried was reasonable and 
was: 

‘I* 9 * predicated on the assumption that the Commission 
will have acted by final order within that period of time. ” 

“Six months is clearly an a’dequate period for preliminary 
Staff analysis ar.d review of applications tendered under the 
optional procedure. Accordingly, by action to deny or con- 
dition certificates prior tq the expiration of thz six-month 
period, we can protect against the impact of a nonrepmdable 
rate which 1s not Just and reasonable. ” (Underscormg supplied. ) 

Between August 25, 1972, and March 5, 1974, 77 applications were 
filed by producers for gas sales under the optional certificate procedure. 
A breakdown of the 77 applications shows that as of March 5, 1974, 

--24 had heen approved by FPC, 
- -3 had been denied by FPC, 
--39 were in various stages of E’PC’s review process and 

--. -- 11 had been withdrawn by the applicant. 

The time required for FPC to take final action on the applications 
:. ranged from 2.5 months to 15.6 months; the average time was about 

8 months. As a restilt some producers have received higher prices 
for natural gas than may have been just and reasonable. 
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FPC records show that, for 17 of k\e 77 applications for sales 

under the optional procedure, FPC could not act on the application 
~---~2___= 

\ 

.__. .-+ 

within 6 mcnths and the pr&Edrs received the contract price for gas 
- --.- ___ 

before final FPC action on their applications. Of these 17 application, , i 
9 were ultimately approved by FPC,. 1 was denied, and 7 were sti11 \’ 

I 

pending final reso&+&ion-ae of March 5, 1974. \ F 

The/application denied involved a producer which receive? a con- 
1 

tract pr’ce of 50 cents per MCF for about 6 months before FPC took 
b 

i 
final act pon his application. The 50 cents per MCF contract price 

! I 

was 23.125 kents per MCF greater than the prevailing area ceiling I 
1 I 

rate. FPC records show thm@O, 000 MCF of natumal gas was 
delivered per day under the coqtr’act. On the basis of this data, we 

j I 

estiqate that the producer re&ived about $828,000 more for the gas 
sold than it would have-undG ..-e prevailing area rate. The $828, 000 

I’ 1 
is not refundable, and thertfore the gas purchaser paid that much more t 
forxe gas than he would have under the area rate and has no chance 

/ 
I 

of recovering the payment. > 
‘\ ! 

I 
I As of March 5, 1974, the/cost of gas sold under the seven applica- 

tions pending final FPC action was about $1.4 miilion more than L;,: 
amount that would have been charged under the prevailing area rate. 

\.. , \\ / 
As of March 5; 1974, two of the seven applications had received 

initial decisions by FPC ALJs; both applications were denied. Though 
all seven applications may ultimately be approved by FPC, some may 
be denied. If the application is denied, the contract price being charged 
by the produce? may not be just or reasonable thereby resulting ‘1 an 
overcharge to the gas customers. 

FPC needs to improve its procedures or revise its regulations to 
provide effective protection against excessive rates and charges. Cen- 
erally, FPC’s procedures resulted in applications’ being worked on in 
the same sequence in which they were received--a first-in-first-out 
basis. However, some applications were for sales to begin in the future; 
others provided for sales to begin immediately. We discussed with FPC 
officials the need tc act on applications providing for immediate sales 
before considering other applica$i&s. FPC officials acknowledged that 
a problem existed and indicated that consideration would be given to re- 
vising their procedures, 

RECOMMENDATIOIS TO THE CHAIRMAN, FPC 

We recommend that, to pro;ect natural gas customers from prices 
which are higher than may ut: just or reasonable, the Chairman, FPC, 

[ 

review its optional certificate procedures to insure that final action is 
taken on apidicatiOnS promptly. This may require that FPC: (1) extend 
the current h-month period during which the area rate applie , since 
available data indicates an average of about 8 months is required for 
final action on applications, (2) establish priority scheduling for those 
applications which begin sales before final FPC order, or (3) require 
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the rate received before final FPC order td be subject to refund if 
FPC determines the rate to be higher than necessary. 

. AGEPU’CY COiI’D03NTS AND OUR EVALUATION 

FPC in its comments agreed with 0-m recommendations and stated 
that: 

. . “We are reviewing our proceduc es to determine whether a 
notice of rulemaking should be ,ssued to revise the procedure 
s,o as to compel refund of the difference between the sales 

I price in effect after six mbnths and ‘ihe ultimate just and 
reasonable rate determined by the Commissitin. ” 

FPC also stated that our computation of the additional cost to custo- 
._ mers of gas sold at the end of the G-month pericd at prices over the 

area rate is faulty, since: 

. 

‘I* $ * there can be no assumption or speculation as to what 
gas would have been provided had the area rate applied 
instead of the requested price. ” 

We believe that our computation is accurate. It should be remembered 
that the produeer had been selling gas at the area rate for 6-months prior 
to receiving the contract rate because of inaction on the part of FPC. FPC 
ultimately denied the producer’s limited-term certificate. The $828, 000 
overcharge merely represents the difference bet,veen the area rate and 
the higher contract rate. FPC ,is considering revising its rules to make 
su& overcharges refundable. Obviously FPC will have to make an assump- 
tion as to what effect a refund provision will have on the deliverability of 
gas. , 
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,/- CHAPTER 6 
-x-.-.- _ 

BREAKDOWN IN SAFEGUARDS TO 

PREVENT CONFLICTS OF ZNTEREST . . 

There has been widespread noncompliance by FPC officials with 
-. the age&y’s standards of conduct regulations (18 C. F. R. 3.7’35) re- 

slulting f 
A, 

om a breakdown in the reporting system intended to disclose 
financial ldings of officials that were actual or potential conflicts of 

1 interest. Most FPC officials had fail d to file required financial dis- 
closure forms for several years, / - eluding the officials responsible 
for obtaining and reviewing thqdisclosure forms. When officials made 

-- 
-‘. therequired disclosures, no review was made to safeguard the agency 

’ ----. ._ and the officials from conflict of interest allegations. 

.- The breakdown in procedures, including the failure to obtain state- 
..ments of financial interests from\officials in policy and decisionmaking 

., positions, precludes FPC and other appropriate agencies from determin- 
ing the ex!ent to whiyh FPC officials held financial interests over the 

t years that could have. caused conflicts of interest or the appearance of 
\ . . such conflicts. Fioweve#from the limited available information, we 

. . . found that several FPC officials had financial interests that were pro- 
hihited by FPC regulations and, because of the breakdown in review 
procedures, this situation persisted for several years. 

Thcugh each official is individually responsible for adhering to 
FPC regulations, we believe the primary responsibility for the break- 
down in safeguards against conflicts of interest rests with the Executive 
Director; the Office of Personnel Programs (OPP); and OCC which had 
responsibility for carrying out FI’C order;. When we brought this 
situation to the attention of the Director, OPP, in November 1973, 
steps were taken to obtain the required financial information from upper 
level officials and to require officials to divest themselves of financial 
interests that could cause conflicts with their duties. Though we endorse 
the steps taken, more needs to be done to preclude this situation from 
recurring. , 

/ 
FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS 

FPC’s standards of conduct regulations (18 C. F. R. 3.735) were 
issued in 1966, pursuant to Executive Order Ko. 11222 issued May 8, 
1965, and CSC implementing regulations. FPC’s regulations precltide 
employees from owning financial securities which could lead to con- ! 

* . flicts of interest, as follows: 

“An employee or the spouse, minor child, or member ’ 

i of the immediate household of an employee shall not own, 
directly or indirectly, or participate in the purchase of any 
securities of any public utility, licensee, or natural gas com- 
pany subject to the jurisdiction of the Commissiofi or of any 
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person engaged In the distribution or sale of elec$ric energy 
or natural gas or of a parent corporation of any df the fore- 
going. ” 

To prevent potential conflicts of interest the regulations requ.ire: 

“(i) All Pmployees, 
I 

except Commissioners, who are: 

“(a) Paid at a level of the Executive Schedt?\e in sub- 
chapter II of chapter 53 of title 5, TJ. S. C. ; or / / _I 

“lb) In Grade GS-13 or above and are the heads or 
deputy or assistant heads of bureaus and offices, /hearing 
examiners, div@ion chiefs or their deputies, secpion chiefs 
or heads, S. :e managers, regional engineers, deputy re- 
gional engizieers, engineers-in-char’ge in regional offices, 
technical assistants to the Commissioners or have contract- 
ing or procurement responsibilities;.shall submit FPC 
Form 498 [Confidential Statement of Empioyment and Finan- 
cial Interests] not la;er than: -.- 

“(c) Thirty days after entrance on duty; and 

“(d) Shall a&o submit a supplemental report on FPC 
Form 498 on June 30 oi each year for the purpose of annual 
review. Where there are no changes in or additions to the 
original information submitted a negative report shall be 
filed. 

“iii) Notwithstanding the filtig of the annual report required 
b:? this section, each employee shall at all times avoid ac- 
quiktig a financial interest that could resuit, or taking an 
action that could result, in a violation of the confiicts-of- 
interest provision,s * :: *. ” 

/ I 
The purpose of thk financial disclosure requirement is to insure 

that employees avoid any action which might result in, or create the 
appearance of (1) using public office for private gain, (2) giving 
preferential treatment ‘to any organization or person, (3) losing com- 
plete independence or impartiality of action, and (4) affeeting adversely 
:he confider,ce of the public in the Government’s integrity. 

Officials violating ‘the standards of conduct regulations are subject 
to disciplinary action, bncluding removal, suspension, and reduction 
in grade. Other remedial aetions provided for in the regulations are 

. _ divestment of conflicting interests, cF,anges in duties, and disqualifi- 
cation for a particuiar ?ssignment. 

’ 
FPC’s standards s&e that the Director, OPP, is responsible 

for obtaining and reviewing the financial statements to insure thpt 
securitiks owned by FPC employees do not create a possible conflict , 
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._ of interest. OCC decides whether a particular fir:ancial interest does 
create an actual or potential conflict of interest. 

The ‘Director, OPP, and the General Counsel are supposed to file 
i 

their financial disclosure statements with the Executive Director for 
_. 

his review and determination as to potential conflicts in their financial 
interests. 

Lower level employees (” re required to file FPC Form 247 at the 
time of their employment.to,disclose financial interests in companies 
under FPC jurisdiction. / 

I 

. 

._ 
. 

Upper level officials described in FPC’s regulations are required 
to disclose all financial interests within 30 days of initial employment 
and on June 30 of each year thereafter. These officials file an FPC 
Form 498 which requires that, for nonjurisdictional companies, the 
name of the company and the type of financial interests held be reported. 
If the holding is of a jurisdictional company, then the official must re- 
port the full name of the security-, the date of maturity, the name of 
the broker and/or principal, the date of acquisition, and the number 
of shares or bonds owned. 

Our examination primarily concerned procedures followed for 
.upper level officials. However, from the available data and our dis- 
cussions with OPP officials, i), appears that existing procedures have 
worked well in obtaining financial disclosures from lower level em- 
ployees. 

A number of majo r deficiencies were noted in the program as 
it applied to upper level officials. 

FAILURE TO OBTAIN AND REVIEW 
UPPER L.EVEL OI’FICmLS’ FINASCIAL DATA 

OPP had not been effective in obtaining financial disclosures from 
upper level officials, and the disclosures that had been made had not 
been reviewed to detect actual or potential conflicts of interest. 

Initial filings 

We examined the records of 125 FPC officials holding positions 
which, under FPC regulations, incumbents are required to file finan- 
cial disclosure forms, At the time of initial employment, 5.5 officials 
did not file the required financial disclosures, 9 filed on the wrong 
form and thus made only the disclosures required of lower level em- - _ ployees, and 61 officials made the required disclosures. 

When officials Zled the required information, the content of the 
: I disclosures was never reviewed. The disclosure <arms were merely 

filed in the smploye.zs’ official personnel records. 
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In ftie instances ALJs filed the financial disclosure forms when 
initially required between 1966 and 1969. After we brought the pro- 
gram deficiencies to OPP’s a&&ion in Pu’ovember 1973, the five ALJs 
were ordered to divest themselves of holdings they had disclosed at 
the time of their initial reporting from,4 to 7 years earlier. No deter- 
mination can be maw the full extent that such potential conflicts 
of interest may have existed in the cases of the officials who failed to 
disclose their financial interests or who only partielty complied with 
the regulations. 

i 

\i 

_- \ -- 
4 Due to th? sensitivity of the disclosures, the Director, OPP,. is 

responsible for revie-wing the for potential conflicts of I 
interest. It is clear that he did not involve himself in 

. . obtaining and reviewing the financ’ial disclosures as he should. Rathe:- 
--. he opehted. on the erroneous-assumption that cierical personnel were 

--:--. -- performing the tasks assigned to him. 

Annual filings 
\ 

I ‘-Widespread noncompliance with the requirement that annual up- 
dating of financial disclosures-b< made also existed. As of December 12, 
1973, 125 upper level officials were required to file annual financial 

-disclosure -ferns. Only&&en had filed properly. Another 24 officials 
filed late but before our examination in November 1973. The remain- 
ing 94 had not filed when our review began. 

We determined that in 1972, 111 of the 125 officials were required 
to file and only 12 did and in 1971, 101 were required to file and only 
10 did. The disclosure forms filed in past years were not reviewed but 
merely placed in the officials’ personnel records. 

The extent to which the financial disclosure program had fallen 
into disuse is further evidenced by the fact that OPP had not identified 
those pos!tlons falling under the disclosure regulations. Thus, when 
we broug’lt the problem to OPP’s attention in Novem’i er 1973, a 
memorandum was circulated requesting all officials required to file 
to do so. However, OPP did not know exactly who was required to 
file and followup action in connectiF with specific individuals could 
be taken only after a list of covered positions was prepared. 

A preliminary list of positions required to file was prepared in 
December 1973; however, questions still remained regarding certain 
positions. On January 7, 1974, the Director, OPT, requested an 
interpretation of the regulations from the General Counsel. ! 

-_ On January 11, 1974, OPP sent follow-up letters to 43 officials 
t&ing them to file the required financial disclosure forms. 

On Janaury 17, 1974, the General Counsel responded to OPP’s 
’ request for interpretation of the regulation and informed the Director, 

OPP, that certain positions questioned were covered by the regulations 
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but that the Assistant General Counsel and attorney positions in . 
OGC were not. The Director, OPP, did not fully agree with the 
General Counsel’s determination and so advised him by letter daled 
April 22, 1974. This matter remained unresolved as of June 1, 1974. 

As of March 5, 1974, 93 of the 94 officials who had r*ot filed at 
the beginning of our mvestigation had filed the required disclosure 
form and the remaining official filed the wrong form. None of the 
officials charged -sith carrying out the program--the’Executive Director, 
the General Counsel,] and the Director, OPP--had filed disclosure forms 
for the 3 years we &viewed. All filed in November 1973 after we 
brought this matter to the attention of OPP. 

- ’ 
FINANCIAL HOLD&S OF FP?OFFiCIALS 

’ : I 
! 

RAISE POTEN’i?IAL CONFLIC’l’ OF IN’mT i 

OPP’s review ofithe financia? disc&&e forms filed by FRC offi- 
cials as a result of our investigation initially resulted in 12 officials’ 
being directed to divest themselves’of financial interests that could 
conflict with their duties, .-- 

Seven more officials owned securities which had been identified 
as prohibited or which we believed should be prohibited under FPC’s 
standards of conduct regulations but had not recei-zed letters from OPP 
to divest certain securities. Through our discussicns with the Direc- 
tor, OPP, OGC officials and an official in the Office of the Executive 
Director, OPP subsequently notified these seven officials to divest 
themselves of certain securities which they owned. 

The notices to the 19 officials were made from November 28, 
1973, t+ April 30, 1974. As of June 3, 1974, 14 officials had either 
notified OPP that they had divested themselves of the prohibited finan- 
cial interest or had otherwise satisfied OPP that the potential con- 
flict had been resolxzd. 

One of the officials originally notified on March 5, 1974, responded 
to OPP on April 4, 1974, and agreed to divest but requested 30 days 
extension in hopes that the stock market price of his holdings would 
increase. He informed OPP on lVIay 13, 1974, that he divested his 
stock holdings. As of June 3, 1974, five officials had either not re- 
sponded to OPP’s letter directing them to divest or had asked for clari- 
fication of the letter. 1 

The 19 officials who owned prohibited securities incluaed: seven 
ALJs, two attorneys in the Office of Special Assistants to the Com- 
mission, two regional engineers, one engineer-in-charge of a regional 
office, three officials in the Bureau of Power, two officials in the Of- 
fice of the Comptroller, and two officials in the Office of Economics. 
Securities held by these officials which had been identified as prohibited 
under EPC’s standards !of conduct were of the foliowing companies: 
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. 
--Exxon Corporation. 
--Union Oil Company. 
--Standard Oil Company of Indiana. 
--Texaco Corporation. 
--Ford Motor Company. 
--United States Steel Corporation. 
--Northern Pacific Railroad. 
--Scott Paper Company. 
--Pacific Power & Light Company. 
--Central Telephone an Utility Company. 
--Cities Service. P 
--Cominonwealth Edisoh, 
- -Northern Illinois Gas. 
--Occidental Petroleum. 
--Monsz-to Company. 
--Washington Gas Light Company, 
--Tenne see Valley Authority Bonds. 
--Norfolk and Western Railroad. I/ 
--Tenneco Oil Co,mpany. 
--Atlantic Richfield Company. 
--Potomac Electric Power Company. 

Need to strengthen review procedures 

Our discussions with the official in OGC in charge of reviewing 
stock ownership for potential conflicts, told us his review procedures 
generally involved (1) checking with other FPC offices to see if the 
company was under FPC jurisdiction and (2) using such standard 
reference works as “Moody’s Industrial Rilanual” to detect any direct 
?r indirect relationship of the company with FPC. The above list of 
prohibited stocks shows that the relationship of the company to FPC 
is not always readily apparent. Also OGC had initially informed OPP 
that ownership of Scott Paper Company and Monsanto; Company securities 
did not violate FPC =; standards of conduct rezzlations. 

Records at FPC showed,. however, that securities in these companies 
should be prohibited under FPC’s standards of conduct regulations. For 
example, Escuhbia Oil Company of Alabama, a wholly owned subsidiary 
Of Scott Paper Company, was authorized by the FPC in Opinion 6d6, 
issued February 1, 1974, to self natural gas under FPC ‘s optional certifi- 
cate procedure. In addition, Scott Paper Company has a hydroelectric 
project under major license with FPC, on the Kennebec River in Maine. 

Monsanto Company is an independent producer of natural gas regulated 
by FPC and, as recently as September 1973, had filed with FPC for a rate 
increase. - . 

’ 
. \ . ,L/Subsequently determined by OGC not to be prohibited under FPC 

standards of conduct regulations because of corporate changes. I 
Stock in this company was prohibited, however, during the time f 

held by the individual. 
/ 
1 

. 
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Becore OGC’s February 19, 1974, decision on prohibited stock 
owner-ship, we expressed toBGC officials our opinion that financial 
interests in Scott and Monsaz@ should be prohibited. We expressed 
this opinion on several occasions after OGC’s decision that ownership 
of stock in these two companies was permitted. On April 22, 19’74, 
OGC advised OPP t.hat financial interests in Scott and ‘h:-,nsanto were 
prohibited. One of-tZ55&cials that regularly filed a financial dis- 
closure foym had reported in 6 of the last 8 years that he owned 
Scott Paper Company stock. 

i Thoughthese forms were never reviewed, it is clear mat, had 
they been reviewed, OGC would have m’stakenly found, as it did 
initially in February 1974, that it w d permissible to hold Scott Paper 
Company stock. /’ 

----I. 
_’ 

Also -aS much as ZOXi?%i& were required for OGC to reach deci- 
sions on whether a lower level employee could have a financial interest 
in a given company. We did not review the overall timeliness of OCC’s 
decision process since these procedures were employed on a regular 
b&is only m connection with disclosures made by lower level employees. 
Nevertheless, the Scott Paper, Company and Monsanto Company experience, 
coupled with the occas/ional long delays in reaching decisions on individual 

_stocks, suggests that the& r-view procedures in OGC need to be strengthened, 
both in terms of their.ccntent and the resources expended on them. 

CONCLUSIONS 

FPC’s quasijudicia! role, with the attendant need to avoid even the 
appearance of a conflict of interest, makes the breakdown in safeguards 
a serious matter. The widespread noncompliance with the standards of 
conduct regulations, coupled with the fact that the noncompliance extended 
to the officials charged with carrying out the program, demonstrates 
that the program has been ineffective in insuring that upper level officials 
do not have financial interests that could conflict with their dt ‘ies. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

We recommend that the Chairman, FPC, require the Director, CPP, 
to: / 

--Establish procedures to: 

1. Notify all officials when they occupy a position covered by 
the standards of conduct regulations of their obligations under 
these regulations. ! 

2. Annually notify, by &lay 31, each official required to file a 
financial disclosure form. The procedures established under 
(1) and (21 should provide for personal followup by the Director, 
OPP, when any official fails to file. 

3. Promptly notify officials to divest themselves of financial 
interests determined by OGC to be potential conflicts of 
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interest. The’se procedures should provide for notifying 
OPP that the divestiture has taken place. I 

--Investigate with OGC any case where an official, while carrying 
out his duties, has had a financial I.*terest that could be a con- 
flict of interest. 

’ --Report to the Cbmmission the results of the annual review of 
financial holdings and the results of all investigations of potential 
conilicts of interest that have been disclosed. When appropriate, 
these reports should recommend the disciplinary action to be 
taken as provided in section 3.735-15 of FPC’s tandards of con- 
duct regulations. __ -- - . I 

/-; 1 

to: 
We recommend also that the Chairman require the! General Cour.s&l 

/ ‘\ . _ -- _’ 
--Review the procedures and resources used to determine whether 

specific financial’interests create potential conflicts, with the view 
to insuring that (1) decisions on--financial holdings are made promptly 
and communicated to the Director, OPP, and (2) that the content of 
the review made is adequate to disclose all potential conflicts. 

--Prepare, keep zurrcnt, and make available to all personnel a list 
of securities known to be potential conflicts of interest. Foreknowl- 
edge of prohibited securities should reduce the number of such securi- 
ties acquired by FPC officials and should minimize individual offi- 
c&l’s exposure to disciplinary action, as well as both FPC’s and the 
official’s exposure to allegations of conflicts of interest. 

--In.vestigate with the Director, OPP, all cases where potential con- 
fb,cts of interest,have been disclosed. 

We also recommend that the Chairman: 
\ 

--Require the Executive Director to establish procedures to insure 
that financial disclosure forms are obtained‘from the Director, 
OPP, and the Getieral Counsel when due and reviewed promptly for 
compliance with the standards of conduct regulations. 

--Investigate the circumstances surrounding the breakdown in adminis- 
tering these standards to determme whet_“.er disciplinary action should 
be taken against those failing to comply with them. 

I ’ ! 
--Review the determinations that have been made as to which officials , 

are required to file annual financial disclosure forms. This review 1 
should include a determination as to whether the Assistant General I 
Counsel positions which the Director, OPP, and the General Counsel 
have disagreed on need to file disclosure statements. 

--In kiew of the widespread confusion as to who was required to file, 
consider establishing a system that would require everyone above 
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a certain grade level to file a financia! disclosure statement. 
Though this would undoubtedly increase the paperwork, the 
assurance it would provide FPC that all policy and decision- 
makink: officials were covered by the standards of conduct 
regulations would be well worth the added burden. 

AGENCY COBlMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION -- .\ 
In commenting on a draft of this report, FPC stated that corrective 

action had beer taken and that FPC .was implementing all of our recom- 
I mendations to prevent furthe,r noncompliance with the standards of con- 
. duct regulations. 

FPC stated also that OPP had initiated “remedial action to compel 
compliance” with FPC’s standards of conduct regulations several months 
before our investigation. FPC also stated that OPP was in the process 
of preparing individual reminders to officials who failed to file the finan- 
cial disclosure reports when the deficiency came to the attention of GAO. 

. 

For at least 3 years before our investigation, there had been a total 
breakdown in the financial reporting and review procedures. OPP’s 
action in July 1973 consisted of a reminder to all employees in the FPC 
Stiff Newsletter to file a financial disclosure report. We do not co-r 
this to be remedial action to compel compliance with the agency’s stand- 
ards of conduct. When GAO became aware of the reporting deficiency, 
it met with the Director, OPP, to inform him of the problem and re- 
quested him to followup i.mmediately, to obtain the required financial 
forms. Individual reminders could. not be prepared at that time since 
OPP did not know who specifically was required to file. OPP’s action 
after being informed of the deficiency by GAO was to circulate a general 
notice addressed to all officials required to file. 

I 
In response +.o our recommendation that FPC investigate any case 

where an FPC official had a financial interest that potentially could 
have been a conflict of interest, the Executive Director sought sworn 
affidavits from officials covered by the standards of conduct regulations. 

In this regard the Chairman stated: 

-_ 

“* ::: + every official of the Federal Power Commission who 
is required to file a Form 498, with the exception of three 
individuals who are now on extended leave, has on file a 
sworn affidavit affirming that at no time during his employ- 
ment by the FPC has he participated in any decisional process 
directly involving a company in which he, his spouse, minor 
child, or -member of his immediate household then had a finan- 
cial interest. ” 

_- This statemen ts inaccurate and misleadlbng. TJhile 144 officials 
are currently required to file financial disclosure statements, review 
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of the af%avits on file with the Executive Director on July 22, 1974, 
+I& -+ \ ..: .Fyy 

showed that only 122 officialQad.filed sworn affidavits. Of 18 ALJs O&Y \ -. 
11 had sworn affidavits on file. One ALJ, who had not filed a sworn 
affidavit, had in February 1974 presided over a natural gas curtail- 
ment case in which the General Motors’Corporation was a major in- /i 
tervenor although the?mvas a stockholder in General Motors. The ’ / 

ALJ did not.make this fact known to participants in the proceeding I 
7. until after t’he hearing was well underway. 

\, Review fthe affidavits on file showed that several ALJs apparently 
1 had financial interests in companies inv lved in proceedings over which 

they had presided. The ALJs were d owed to preside over the cases by 
the Chairman, FFC, who had determined that the ALJs’ financial interests 

1 woul3-naE.prevent participation-in the cases. i 
--. ‘1 

-y-. _ The Executive Director told us that he did not know why all FPC 
officials had not been required to file sworn affidavits. Subsequently, 
on July 24, 1974, the Executive Director told us that all officials had 
file>-the required affidavits, except for a few on leave. 

r / 
The Chairman ackn’owledged that the General Counsel, the Executive 

Y. 
Director, and the DirectoflPP, failed to file the required financial 
forms for the 1971-73 period but added that none of these officials held 

. any securities at any time during their FPC employment. 

GAO believes that the fact that these officials may not have held 
any securities is not at issue; the important point is that these officials 
failed to comply with the standards of conduct regulations which require 
all officials to file financialdisclosure forms annually. 

GAO was asked to determine how many people in top positions at 
FPC have been associated with the oil and gas industryr before their 
Federal employment. 

COM&IISSIOKERS WITH PRE’C’IOUS ASSOCIATION 
WITH THE OIL AiVD GAS ‘;‘iDUSTRY’ 

- 

Three Commissioners had associations with the oil and gas industry 
before their -appointments as Commissioners. These associations were 
disclosed during their confirmation hearings before the Senate Commerce 
Committee, and all three Commissioners stated that they would divest 
themselves of interests that could cause potential conflicts of interest. I 

> he Federal Power Act precludes anyone from holding the position 
of Commissioner who is in the employ of, or has a financial interest in, 
any entity engaged in the generating, transmitting, distributing, or selling 

:power. The Natural Gas Act is silent with respect to conflicts of interest; 
however, pursuant to FPC policy, Commissioners are subject to identical 
restrictions in their relations with natural gas companies. 
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Each Commissioner is required by Executive Order So. ‘11222 to 
report his employment and financial interests to the Chairman of CSC, 
within 30 days after entering on duty. Each statement is to be kept up 
to date by quarterly submission of any changes to the statement. A 
CSC official said (1) the three Commissioners had divested themselves 
of all interests they agreed to dispose of during their confirmation hear- 
ings and (2) CSC’s r view of the five Commissioners’ financial disclosure 

a. statements had not isclosed any situation that would indicate a potential % 
conflict of interest. j 

I Details of the Cbmmlssioners’ associations wit 4 the oil and gas 
industry follow. 1 ,__ -- 

I’ _/-- i I _- - 
Commissioner Rush Moo& Jr;-- 

‘-1 

I 
Commissioner Moody was appointed on Novembkr 19, 1971. Before 

his appointment, Commissioner‘Moody was a member in the law firm of 
Stubheman, McRae, Sealy, Laughlin and Browder from 1960 to 1971. 
Duri. 2 the last 4 year’s with this firm, he represented and/or was re- 
tained by 26 oil or gas companies. _ _ 

.-_..- H 
Commissioner Moody also owned securities in companies in the oil 

and gas industry as well as mineral rights to several tracts of land in 
Texas, New Mexico, and Montana. During confirmation hearings Com- 
missioner Moody stated he would divest all holdings and interests 
which might create a possible conflict of interest. 

Commissioner Don Smith 

Commissioner Smith was appointed on December 13, 1973. Before 
joining FPC, he held group mineral rights and received royalties on 
severtil tracts of land in Arkansas which he had acquired by inheritance. 
Commissioner Smith, in a financial statement prepared for his confirma- 
tion hearings, stated’that divestiture of all royalty and mineral rights 
would become effecrrve upon his confirmation to FPC. I , 
Chairman John N. Na!ssikas 

Chairman Nassikas was appointed on August 1, 1969. Before his 
appointment, he had represented the Manchester Gas Company before 
the New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission while a partner in the 
law firm of Wiggin, Nourie, Sundeen, Nassikas and Pingree. 

Chairman Nassikas also had financial interests in companies in 
the oil and gas industry. During the Senate confirmation hearings, 
Chairman Nassikas submitted a financial statement that stated he and/or 
his wife would divest themselves of financial interests in the oil and 
gas industry. He detailed for the Senate Commerce Committee the 
stocks that he and his wife intended to dispose of, if he was confirmed. 

_: . 
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Among the securities that Chairman Nassikas indicated he and his 
wife would retain were 50 shares of common stock of United States 
Steel Corporation. In connecticn with our work on financial disclosures 
of top staff officials (see pp. 31 to 361, we noted that United States Steel 
Corporation owned 100 percent of Carnegie Natural Gas Company and 
that several staff officials had been required to dispose of their interest 
in United States Steel as a result. 

Because the financial disclosures required to be made by top Govern- 
ment officials to CSC are obtained with the understanding that they will 
be confidential, CSC would not disclose to us the specifics of any finan- 

1 cial disclosure made to it. . We gave CSC information on companies whose 
securities FPC’s General Counsel had determined could not be. held by 
FPC officials. 

According to a CSC official, one FPC Commissioner held securities 
in a company that the FPC General Counsel hxi determined was prohibited 
under FPC regulations. The CSC official indicated that the CSC would 
contact the Commissioner concernin : this matter. 

CSC officials indicated that an indirect interest--ownership of stock 
in a corporation whose subsidiary was a natural gas company--would not 
of itself cause CSC to seek divestiture or other action oy the official in- 
volved. Other factors would be considered, including the size of the finan- 
cial interest and the importance of the subsidiary to the total operation 
of the parent. 

The thrust of FPC’s standards of conduct regulations is that employees 
should avoid any action that would impair the confidence of citizens in the 
Government’s integrity or have a financial interest that even appears to 
conflict substantially with their duties. 

Though. the small investment ir United States Steel Corporation, 
coupled with the fact that the financial interest was disclosed at the 
Senate confirmation hearings, indicates that the failure to include the 
stock among those to be divested was due to an oversight, it appears to 
us that the same strict standards should apply. 

In his response to our report. the Chairman, FPC, stated that he 
agreed that the same standards which apply to FPC employees should 
also apply to him; accordingly, on May 16, 1974, at his request, his 
wife ordered that their shares of United States Steel be disposed of. 

e 

PRIOR INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION 
bYC Vk?~l!TTm33 

-. 
Personnel files of several ton FPC officials showed that hone of 

the officials employed as of January 1, 1974, had prior association with 
: the oil and gas industries. 
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We a?so reviewed the personnel files of two former officials 
employed when the optional ceficate or 60-day emergency sale 
regulations were issued. These officials were Mr. Gordon Gooch, 
former General Counsel, and Mr. Thomas J. Joyce, former Chief, 
BNG. 

Mr. Gooch, before joining FPC,‘was a member of the law firm 
em of Baker, Botts, Shepard and Coates from 1962 to 1959. This law firm 

represented several oil and gas companies. Before FPC employment, 
,- Mr. Gooch &.s> received dividend income from a trust fund comprismg 

stocks, irxludmg those of many s under FPC jurisdiction. 
1 Mr. Gooch’s financial initially employed, eho.ved 

that he no longer Mr. Coach resigned from 
-- FPC -on-July 27, 1972, to accept. employment with the Committee to 

-‘-. Re-elect the President and-Et& returned to the law firm of Baker, 
‘-\--. Botts, Shepard and Coates in its Washington, II. C., office. 

--. 
6 t Mr. Joyce was a vice president,with the Institute of Gas Technology, 

Chqzago, Illinois, before being employed in 1969 by FPC. In this posi- 
tion, he directed economic and market research studies for gas utilities, 
pipelines companies, gas prodclcers, and equipment suppliers. Mr. Joyce 

\~ . . 
re*;igned from FPC on Sep>ex%ber 1, 13’73. He had no financial interests 

_ in the oil and gas industry. 
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CHAPTER 7 . 

PUBLIC STATEMENTS OF FPC COMMISSIONERS 

We were asked to determine whether the public statements of FPC 
Commissioners advocating action to deal with the natural gas shortage 
represented a departure from the Commission’s traditional practice of 
maintaining a public posture of neutrality. 

A review of the public s 
sioners showed that Commi B 

atements by former and current Commis- 
sioners have not traditionally maintained 

a neutral position on issues affecting FPC. Though the position ex- 
pressed by some 9PC Commissioners on deregulating the p-.-ice of 
natural gas may coincide with the industry’” position, we found no evi- 
dence that in so doi.ng the Commissioners have acted imprcperly or failed 
to act in what the> believed to be the public interest. 

Through a review of FPC’s administrative procedures and discussions 
with FPC’s Director, Office of Public Information, we found that no restric- 
tions exist on the contents or subject matter of public statements of FPC 
Commissioners. An examination of 164 public statements given by Commis- 
sioners John N. Nassikas, Rush Moody, Albert 15. Brooke, and William 
L. Springer and former Comm;ssioners Pinkney C. Walker and Crrl E. 
Bagge, from February 1969 to January 1974 showed that 119 of the: e state- 
ments discussed natural gas. These statements were delivered before the 
Congress, professional associations, and State and civic organizations. 
Twenty-nine of these statements supported the deregulation of the well- - 
head price of new natural gas in the belief that deregulation would be a 
step toward naticnal self-sufficiency in energy and that it would be in the 
public interest by providing an adequate supply of natural gas at reason- 
able rates. I 

For example, Cammission Moody, in a statement before the Senate 
Committee on Commerce on October 11, 1973, stated that adequacy of 
supply is as important as low price and based part of his support for 
deregulation on the following statement of the 5th Circuit Court of 
Appeals: 

“FPC has the statutory duty, not only to guard the consumers 
against super profits reaped from artificially inflated rates, 
but also to protect consumer interests by making sure that the 
rate schedule is high enough to elicit an adequate supply. ” 

A review of 160 public statements discussing natural gas made by 
Commissioners from 1947 to 1964 reveals that former Commissioners 
IJaVe likewise -,ot been neutral in their personal and official views per- 
taining to regulating the natural gas industry. For example, in 1947 when 
tile Commission and the Congress began to actively consider whether the 
FPC had jurisdiction over independent producers of natural gas under 
the Natural Gas Act. Commission members publicly opposed independent 
producer regulation or FPC regulation of the wellhead price. 
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Inaletter to the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign : L 

Commerce dated July IO, 1947;- the full Commission stated that it 
x,--l& 

Yi --- --z= 
favored specific legislation which-would “* * * make it perfectly clear \ 

-. 
--- - 

. that independent producers and gatherers of natural gas are exempt 
from the provisions of the Natural Gas Act and the jurisdiction of this 
Commission. ” _ _ 

\ ! 
On JTe’7. 1954, the Supreme Court reversed the FPC opinion in 

/ 

the Phillips Petroleum case In which the Commission had ruled that FPC 
had no .juri&diction over independent producers of natural gas. On March 21. 
1955, a Commission majority, in a letter report to the Chairman, Mouse 
Committee on Interstate and urged the Congress to 
nullify the Sup;ame Court decision b legislation which would de- 
regu@<?e wellhead price of natural gas, stating: 

..” _ 
“*he question remains, however, whether the Supreme 
Court’s decision in the Philli s case, su ra., reflects 

----+ -+-- the true public interest, or w ether legis atron amendatory 
-.. It is the 
/- 

to the Natural Gas Act is-needed for that purpose. 
I considered opinion of the majority of this Commission that 

legislation should be,&acted which will exempt from the 
operations of the 

..~@+berers of na 2 
atural Gas Act independent producers and 

-2 
al gas * * *:. ” 

I 

When such legislation was not passed by the Congress, certain Com- 
missioners continued to publicly discuss the great administrative burden 
the Supreme Court had placed upon the FPC in the Phillips decision. 

More recently Commissioners have stated that current methods used 
in determining na’curaI gas prices have generally failed to elicit sufficient 
additional supplies of catural gas to meet increasing consumer demand. The 
Commissioners believe that market forces acting on deregulated natural gas 
prices would benefit the consumer by eliciting additional supplies of gas at 
reasonable rates as opposed to higher prices of natural gas resulting from 
increased rctipee on higher priced supplements, SUC:I as LNG and synthetic 
gas under rc?gulated market conditions. The Commission generally believes 
that, should the wellheaci price of natural gas remain regulated, there will 
not be sufficient incentives for the needed investments in exploring for, de- 
vzloping, and producing natural gas&d that ultimately the consumers’ 
interests would be endangered. 

The Chairman, FPC. in his July 19, 1974, letter commenting on our 
report elaborated by stating: 

“If the present Natural Gas Act provides the framework for 
regu-lating the wellhead price of natural gas and the Natural 
Gas Act is not amended to empower the Commission to pre- 
scribe rates on the basis of market values and economics 
rather than costs, there will not be sufficient incentives for 
investments in exploration, development and production of 
naturza41 gas and ultimately the consumers’ interests will be 
endangered. 
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However, in my opinion its is not regulaion per se but 
rather the limitstions in Our powers to regdabte dased 
on the economics of the marketplace under the Nstural 
Gas Act, 8s interpreted by the courts, that inhibits the 
magnitude of the commitment required to produce gas 
consistent with demand. ” 

i 
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CHAPTER 8 . 

FPC PRICING PO1 ICIES AKD THEIR 

EFFECT ON GAS SUPPLY AND PRICE 

We were asked several qllestions dealing with FPC’s pricing policies 
.e %nd their effect on the supply and price of natural gas. The questions and 

our responses follow. 

‘Question 1: 
I 

“Tr; there any finding at the FPC that 
1 ‘failure to Increase production 1s price related?” 

FPC believes that the failure to increase the supply of natural gas 
is price related .and that a positive relationship exists between increased 

._ prices and exploration for new gas. 
. . 

The FPC Chairman, in testimony before the Subcommittee on Energy 
of the Senate Finance Committee, on January 24, 1974, reported that the 
failure to increase the supply of gas was price related and that FPC was 
partially to blame. The Chairman stated that: 

“It has been widely recognized that the present shortage 
of natural gas is due in part to the restrictive pricing policies 
of the past and the cost-based regulatory limitations inherent 
in the Natural Gas Act. ” 

An FPC official said ‘he price-supply relationship for natural gas has 
been demonstrated in an econometric model developed by Dr. Daniel J. 
Khazzoom for FPC’s Office of Economics. The model basically attempts 
to quantify the precise amount tif natural gas that would be forthcoming at 
various price levels. The model, based on past trends, predicted that 
higher area ceiling rates would increase discoveries of natural gas. 

In considering and evaluating the Khazzoom model, FPC stated in 
Opinion 598 (Southern Louisiana Area Rate Proceeding) issued in July 
1971, that “4: * * no reliable quantitative forecasts may be made by in- 
crements of additional gas supply resulting from specific increased gas 
price $ * 9;. ” However, on the basis of the model and other evidence 
presented, FPC concluded that “+ x: * there exists a positive relation- 
ship between gas contract price levels and exploratory effort * * 8. ” 

In the same proceeding, FPC discussed the great difficulty in 
quantifying the precise amount of gas resulting from a specific gas price 
increase, because of the large number of interrelated factors. The in- 

-teraction of these factors affect the timelag of gas supply response to any 
given price level. These supply-response factors include: the responsive- 
ness of drillin activity to any given price level, the level of reserve ad- 
ditions resulting from increased exploration and drilling, the location and 
depth of drilling, the availability and cost of sufficient drilling equipment, 
the availability of offshore lease acreage, tax treatment of the oil and gas 

e 

-x. 

! 
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industry, 
=< alternative investment opportunities, the availability of capital,_kY- 

monetary inflation, --?+ _ _-- _.T- 
import policy. 

changesjn industry technology, and domestic energy ’ 
“\.--- . \ - . . --.. -_-- 

FPC and ether ,authorities consider the exact interplay between these 
variables, which affect business decisions, and their effect on gas supply 
to be complex and dtim to assess and quantify for any time period, 
short term or long term. In addition, the FPC Chairman has stated that 
the timelagof new gas supply, which may result from any appreciable 
price increase, could range from 3 to 6 years. FPC believes that price 
increases &.i@ provide the necessary incentives to elicit additional gas 
supply through developing proven and potential gas reserves. 

/ 
From our review of FPC opinions, orders, testimony before congres- 

-- . sionalzzmmittees, staff documents, and discussions with FPC officials, 
-‘. 

..‘I 
we present- the following?FPITdata and conclusions which indicate a rela- 

_ tionship between price and the supply of natural gas. 

_- --The higher prices permitte in the non-Federal regulated intra- 
-. 
I’ 52 state gas market divert new as supplies away from the interstate 

.I market, thus creating geographical distortions in the supply of 
gas available to meet ,interstate demand. 

-- 
l.. _ . - --F-P&s Office of, E/ conomics considers drilling activi;y a leading 

indicator of the industry response to changing economic conditions 
and regulatory policies. After a general downward trend in the 
number and footage of gas wells drilled from 1962 through 1971, 
drilling activity increased in 1972. Preliminary data for 1973 
shows that the number of gas wells driiied increased by 29.3 per- 
cent over 19’72, and exploratory gas well footage drilled increased 
by 33..4 percent. One FPC official.. said this increase in drilling 
activity may indicate that FPC price increases are achieving the 
desired result. 

--Some FPC officials believe that regulatory lafl, uncertainty of 
future prices, and the possibility of rate reductions has resulted 
in the mdustry’s reluctance to heavily invest in developing gas 
reserves for the interstate market. 

/ 
--An official in FPC’s Office of Economics stated that monetary in- 

flation beginning around 1968, combined with regulatory lag, had 
caused at* “erosion” of FPC’s area rate ceilings, because inflation 
had risen faster than FPC’s ability to adjtist rates to the new con- 
ditions. 

In summary, FPC generally believes that the present shortage of 
I 

- _ natural gas is due in part to the restrictive FPC pricing policies in the 
past and the cost-based regulatory limitations inherent in the Natural Gas 
Act. It believes that a positive rejationship exists between wellhead gas 

: prices and exploration. However, the precise amount of gas brought 
forth and the time necessary to search for, find, and deliver new gas to 
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the consumer is considered uncertain and dependent on umerous’factors, 
other than price, which affect business decisions. 

In his letter of July 19. 1974, the Chairman, FPC, elaborated on I 
FPC’s position that a positive relationship exists between increased prices, 
and exploration activities by stating that the Commission’s findings were 
approved by the United States Supreme Court in Rlobil Oil Co. v, F, P. C., 

-. Nos. ,73-437, et al. (Ju !e 10, 197-11, U.S. . Ct. 2-2351. -- 7 - 
, 9-C s 

L 
Question 2: J’How much have price rises initiated by the FPC 
in the last four vears cost t.he A merican consumers 

Question 3: “How much new natural gas has been in fact marketed 
through the interstate market .as a result of such pr,ice hikes accord- 
mg to FPC figures? . 

I i 
I I 

The preceding discussion demonstrates the difficulty in establishing a 
cause-effect relationship between price in&eases and increases in gas 
supplies. In this section,. we confined our work to estimating the increased 
price which pipeline companies under FPC jurisdiction charged for natural 
gas for the 4-year period 1970 through‘19_73. Also we are providing an 
estimate of the increased amount of natural gas sold in the interstate mar- 
ket during the same period. Our estimates are based on an analysis of 
statistics collected and maintained by FPC and are not intended to show a 
cause-effect relationship between the price and supply of natural gas, 
These estimates show only the results of gas sales under FPC jurisdictian 
in terms of price charged and volume of gas sold to intrastate utilities 
during the period 1970-73. - 

On the basis of reports filed with FPC by major interstate pipelines, 
we estimate that intrastate gas companies purchasing gas from interstate 
pipelines paid increased prices amounting: to about $3. 3 billion during the 
period 1970-73 and received an adtiitiona: 3. I) trillion cubic feet of gas. 
Of the $3.3 billion, about $1. 1 billion was the result of lnc*rcased wellhead 
prices paid to domestic :m.ductlrs and the remaining $2. 2 brlllon WRP re- 
ceived by the major interstate pipclintls. A full esplnnation of these ewtl- 
mates follows. 

i 
AKALYSIS OF PRICE Apir) SU1’PI.Y ESTIMA’rr;:S 

FIJC’s jurisdiction iB generally limited to interstate sales, and as a 
result I?PC does not regulate or compile data on nationwide and final con- 
sumer gas sales. Tilt? Bureau of Mines, however, compiles nationwide 
data on the supply and price of natural gas delivered to final consumers, 
Gas sales n,ade under WC juritltlir*tion are in(‘1~1dt.d in this data but are 
‘not separately identifiable’. 

i 
For calendar year 1972, the 13urrau of Mines reprjrted 1’3. ‘J trillion 

cubic feet of natural gay delivered to con~umt-‘r~~. Of this, 25. 8 prcent 

went to residential customers, 11. 5 prrcent to commercial customers, 
41.1 perceut to industrial customers, and 20. Cl l~tirc~nt to elactricityr 
generating iplants; 1, E percent was for miscellaneous UYP, The average 

I 
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.delivered cost of this gas per MCF to the major customer categories was 
$1.21 for residential, $0. 92 for commercial, $0.45 for industrial, and 
$0.34 for eiectrlcity-generating plants. The average price to all cus- 

, tomers in 1972 was $0.68 per MCF. 

-. 

AS shown in the following table, the average delivered cost of natural 
gas continually increased from 1369 through 1972 in each of the major 
categories. 

Average Delivered Cost of IYatcral 
j Gas P eY 1’1 XrC F by 

Major Customer Category 

Customer category 
Olectrlc 

._ Year Residential Commerical Industrial utility Average 
‘. 

1969 $1.05 $0.78 $0.35 $0.27 $0.57 
1970 1.09 .82 37 .29 59 
1971 1.15 .87 :41 .32 : 63 
1972 1.21 .92 . 45 .34 . 68 

The number of residential customers grew from approximately 38 million 
in 1969 to about 40 million in 1972. These customers paid an averege of 
$130 for an average consumption of 124 MCF of gas in 1369 rising to $156 
to 129 MCF of gas in 1972, or a 15. percent increase in the cost per MCF. 

^- Though Bureau of Nines data shows the increased price for natural 
gas which ultimate consumers have paid, it does not identify the causes for 
these price increases. Likewise, FPC did not have studies or reports tb 
show how price increases allowed by FPC affected the ultimate consumer. 
FPC officials said these typesaof reports were not made since State regu- 
latory groups, and not FPC, usually determine the price charged the ulti- 
mate consumer. Price increases allowed by FPC are assumed to be in- 
cluded in the price to the final consumer. 

Using FPC Form 11 reports--Natural Gas Interstate Pipeline Company 
Monthly Statement- - we estimated the effect that price increases allowed by 
FPC had on consumers, assuming price increases were passed on to con- 
sumers. Form 11 reports provide the volume and dollar amount of natural 
gas bought ar:d sold by the 33 major interstate pipelines. These 33 pipe- 
lines account for about 93 percent of all purci,ases by interstate pipelines 
from producers and 98 percent of all gas sales by interstate pipelines to 
intrastate gas companies (local distributors). 

* _ Using 1969 as the base year, the following two tables show for the 
period 1970-73 (1) the increase in revenues received by maJor interstate 
pipelines due to price increases and (2) the additional volumes oi gas sold 

I by major interstate pipelines. 
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- Increase in Revenue 
Received by Major Interstate 

PipelirrPscDue to Price IncrEZ%s 
(1970-731 

I  

____ Increased in \ 

{Average price 
price“ over Increase in 

* 1969 price revenue due to 
charged (cents 

i 

(cents per Volume sold price increases 
Year per MCF; WCF (trillion cu. ft. ) (billions) 

_-- - % \ 
1969 36.39 7 9.56 
1970 38.56 a. 17 10.14 

42.33 ’ 1971 /5.94 10.58 
,’ -‘. 1978’-A., 4s. 07 -A- 9.68 10.93 

<1--..- 1973 49. so 13.51 10.54 

Total increase in revenue 

I- \ 
, Gas I’olume Sold 

, by Majnstate Pipelines 

‘\.*. _ . . . 
/ 

(1970-73) 

Year *- 
Gas sold 

(trillion cu. ft. ) 

1970 10.14 
1971 10.58 
1972 10.93 
1973 10.54 

Total 42.19 3.95 

$ - 
0.22 
0.63 
1. 06 
1.42 

$3.33 
G 

Increase in volume 
sold over 1969 sales 

level of 9.56 
trillion cu. ft. 

1:02 58 

1.31 
. 98 

From 1970 through 1973 the.major interstate pipelines sold about 
42.2 trillion cubic feet of gas to intrastate gas companies under FPC rat.e 
schedules, which includes a cumul tive 4-year addition of about 3.9 tril- 
lion cubic feet of gas marketed a J ve the 1969 sales volume. Assuming 
that intrastate gas corn.panies pass on increased prices to customers, in- 
trastate gas utilities paid increased prices amounting to about $3.3 billion 
during the period 1970-73 while receiving the additional 3.9 trillion cubic 
feet of gas. 

’ . In commenting on our estimates, an FPC*official stated that there is ! 
no way to estimate the portion of the addition31 3.9 trillion cubic feet that 
would have been lost to the nonregulated intrastate pipeline market if well- 
head prices had been stabilized at the 1969 level. 

We carried our analysis a step further to determine what portion of 
the $3.3.billion was the result of higher wellhead prices paid to domestic 
producers by the major interstate pipelines. FPC Form 11 reports show 



. I that the price per MCF paid at the wellhead increased from’l?. 62 cents 
in 1969 to 22. 62 cents in 19’73. This increase cost the mador pipelines . 
approximately $1. 1 billion over the 4-year period. Consequently, of the 
$3.3 billion impact on consumers, about $1.1 billion went to domestic 
producers and $2. 2 billion to the major pipelines. 

An E’PC official told us that a portion of the increased prices re- 
, ceived by domestic) producers represent reimbursements for increased 
State production taxes and psriodic increases in producer-pipeline con- 
tracts which are usually automatic, provided they do not exceed the area 
ceiling rate set by /FPC. They further stated that the increased rates t 
granted to the interstate pipelines were justified because of the increased 
cost of capital, inflation, and.increased depreciati$r rates. 

/ _- ..’ . I 

Question 4: i ‘“Do the FPC facts justify furthermassive price 
hikes in terms of more gas being made available to the inter- 
state market?” ‘\., ..k 

Citing the current natural gas .&ortage..as partially the result of 
restrictive pricing policies during the 196Os, FPC believes that greater 
incentives, including increased wellhead prices, are necessary to reverse 
the declining trend in gas reserve additions and the diversion of new gas 
supplies from the interstate market to the intrastate market. (See re- 
sponse to question 1. l Nevertheless, as discussed below, any rate in- 
crease granted by FPC z.lust be determined to be just and reasonable in 
providing an adequate supply to the consumer at a reasonable price. 

According to an FPC official, the justification for a natural gas 
producer or pipeline rate increase is based on Commission and staff 
analysis of facts or evidence presented by the parties in each rate pro- 
ceeding. The Eatural Gas Act states in section 4(e) that the natural gas 
company(s) involved must bear the burden of proof to show that any in- 
creaSe in rates is just and reasonable. Justification will vary from case 
to case depending on the circumstances and the evidence presented by the 
different parties. The opinion and order issued in each case sets forth 
in detail the rationale for accepting or rejecting the evidence. 

FPC has stated that recent price increases granted under various 
regulatory and rulemaking procedures have been an attempt to increase 
the supply of gas available to the interstate market. The Supreme Court 
in the Permian Basin Area Rate Proceeding I decision, issued lIay 1, 1968, 
stated that “::: ::: 2: price can meaningfully be employed by the Commission 
to encourage exploration and production. ” Thus, in determining just and 
reasonable rates in an area rate proceeding, the price granted by FPC may 
incorporate a system of incentives designed to stimulate exploration and 

’ _ encourage new dedications of gas to the interstate market. For example, 
in Opinion 662, Permian Basin Area Rate Proceeding II, issued August 7, 
1973, FPC included 4 3.5 cents per ;2ICF increment for explOratiOn and 
development. The justification for the increment was based on estimates 
that a,ny gas discovered in the Permian Rasir: area would result from ex- 
ploration at depths below 15,000 feet and thus at substantially greater 
costs. A comparison of drilling costs in 1969 showed that it cost $51.78 
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.per foot drilled in the Permian Basin area versus an average of $19.71 I 
per foot dri1le.d for all wells. . -$ 

. * 
However, though drilling activity has significantly increased in the 

past 2 years, FPC officials contend that it is premature, primarily due to 
long leadtimes, to determine if price increases granted in 1972 and 1973 
have resulted in significant new gas reserve additions. 

Some Commissioners and staff officials have stated that the cost of 
natural gas to the consumer is due to rise regardless of whether or not 
the wellhead price for interstate gas increases or remains stable. 

‘The principal factors cited for this are the current high interest rates, 
inflation, and the higher cost to the consumer of supplemental supplies, 
such as imported LNG, synthetic natural gas (SNG), coal gasification 
projects, Alaskan gas, and pipeline imports from Canada and Mexicc. 
The estimated prices for these supplements (in cents per MCF) range 
from $0.84 to $1.25 for LNG, $1.10 to $1.80 for SNG, $1.00 to $1.25 for 
coal gas, $0.55 to $ I.25 for Alaskan gas, and a 1973 average of 34.68 
cents per MCF for gas from Canadian and Mexican sources. The aver- 
age wellhead price of domestic gas dedicated to the interstate market 
in 1973 was 22.62 cents per MCF. 

FPC believes that increased wellhead prices and other incentives tn 
encourage the development of domestic natural gas reserves will be far 
less costly to the consumer in the long run than the increasing reliance 
on the more expensive supplemental supplies and imports currently neces- 
sary to meet demand. In addition, staff officials have expressed concern 
that the prospect of the legislation that would deregulate the prices charged 
by independent producers of aatural gas had created expectations of higher 
gas prices in the future. They reasoned that gas producers prefer to 
speculate that probable or possible price increases will result in higher 
returns in the future than commitment of gas to the interstate market at 
current price levels. The FPC staff believed that this speculation would 
continue to affect the level of gas supply as long as the issue of regulation 
versus deregulation remained unresolved. . 
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/ . 

We were asked to investigate allegations that FPC failed to cooperate 1 
. with FTC,@ it s investigation of the natural gas industry. The interaction 

between the‘two agencies is detailed in the following sections, together 
with answers to the questions rais . We were also asked to determine 
the role Mr. William P. 

-- --. 
Diene,S. F layed in the FTC investigation. 

X‘--. 
-.J--.. CH&NOLOGY OF FT-SESTIGATION 

FPC received 10 requests for information from FTC during its inves- 
tigation of the natural gas industry. Five of these were for general infor- 

‘yation, and FPC usually responded to these requests in an a.verage oI” 
.I about 9 calendar days. The ather five requests were generaliy for more 

detailed information and usually took a longer time to respond--up to 

\ . . 
77 days...-They will be d’ -cussed in detail in the following chronology of 

~, FTC’s investigation, 7 

On September 1, 1970, FTC received a request from Senator Philip 
Hart, Chairman, Subcommittee on Antitrust and Monopoly, Senate Com- 
mittee on the Judiciary, asking FTC to investigate the natural gas indus- 
try’s reserve-reporting practices and the accuracy of the reported gas 
reserve. 

The first contact that we identified between FTC and FPC during 
this investigation occurred on September 22, 1970, when FTC staff re- 
quested certain background information and sought interviews with PPC 
technical personnel. FPC’s General Counsel responded by letter the fol- 
lowing day providing the information requested and offer ing to help arrange 
interviews with FPC technical staff. 

I 
FTC replied to Senator Har on October 13, 1970, stating that FTC 1 

was initiating a vigorous investigdtion. On October 20, 1970, the FTC 
Commissioners directed the Bureau of Competition, FTC, to begin the 
investigation. 

* . 

On November 6, 1970. >Ir. William P. Diener and two other FTC 
attorneys.were assigned to the investigation. Mr. Diener did not have 1 
primary responsibility for the investigation but was assigned to assist. : 
After an initial investigation, Mr. Diener, in an undated memorandum to ’ 
the Assistant Director, Bureau oi Competition, cited the available evidence 
indicating an absence of collusion in the gas industry and wrote: 

“It is this writer’s belief that it would be a mistake to proceed 
further without either expanding the scope of this investigation 
or closing the present one. I question our expertise to go 
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hrther. Moreover, I feel the numerous alleg&ions can be 
considerefi through our merger study or energy study, with 
a more e +.ive utilization of our limited resources. ” 

FTC’s Bureau of Competition took no action on Mr. Diener’s recommenda- 
tion and the investigation continued. On April 11, 1971, Mr. Diener re- 
signed from FTC an u was employed by FPC in its OGC. 

: f 
On July 19, 1971, FTC staff members met with& FPC officials to 

obtain information about natural gas reserve estimation techniques and 
, detailed data on natural gas supplies submitted annually by interstate 

natural gas pipeline companies on FPC Form 15. By letter of July 22, 
1971, FTC requested specific-reserve information for the period 1965-69 
which it believed was containedin the Forms 15. On August 9, 1971. 
FPC’s General Counsel replied that not,all of the requested information 
was on the forms and that: / 

/ ‘\ ._ . ‘1. 
“The estimated’cost for the manual-portion to respond to your 
request is in the range of $25,000, exclusive of the cost of 
programming, computer time -and related vertification. ” 

.._ _. --- 
FPC’a General Counsel suggested that FTC copy the computer tapes and 
perform its own operations on them and offered to make technical staff 
available to the FTC, whatever FTC decided. 

On December 21, 1971, FPC initiated its National Gas Survey, a 
major survey and analysis of the Nation’s gas reserves designed to obtain 
an overview of prospective growth of the na.turaI gas industry, its markets, 
and the gas supplies needed to meet them. The FPC order initiating the 
study stated that any nonpublic commercial information obtained during the 
survey, on individual gas companies’ reserves would be confidential unless 
otherwise directed by the Commission. FPC cited: 

/ . 
--A requirement of the Natural Gas Act which provides that infor- 

mation obtained by FPC staff members during an investigation 
cannot be divulged unless ordered by FPC or a court. 

--Sections of the! Freedom of Information Act which exempt from 
public disclosure trade secrets, commercial and financial infor- 
mation, geological and geophysical information, and data concern- 
mg wells. 

From December 11~71 to March 1973 no significant interaction between 
FTC and FPC took place. 

* . On March 7, 1973. Senator Hart requested that data on uncommitted 
natural gas reserves o!f 79 producers YPC had obtained be made available 
to nis Subcommittee and FTC. By letter of March 20, 1973, FPC provided 

: part of this information to Senator Hart but declined to provide reserve 
data on: specific gas producers. 
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On April 6, 1973, an FTC attorney met with the technical director 
of the National Gas Survey to obtain information on the survey. The 
technical director would not make any statements until an attorney from 
FPC’s OGC was present. The FTC attorney asked for specific information 
about gas reserves in various gas fields included in FPC*s survey. The 
FPC attorney requested the FTC attorney to put his request in writing 
and stated that it would then be considered. 

The FTC attorney submiLted his written request on April 17, 1973. 
The FPC attorney telephoned the FTC attorney on May 7, 1973, and gave 
him some of the information and informed him that the rest would be de- 
layed. He also added that 4ome of the information would be released as 
part of FPC’s report on the National Gas Survey. 

On June 5, 1973, the FTC attorney, in a written request to E’PC’s 
._ OGC, asked for gas reserve estimates for specific fields. FPC denied 

this request on J-une 29, 1973, in one letter to the FTC attorney and 
another from the FPC Chairman tc ttle FTC Chairman. FPC based its 
denial on its order far confidential hardling of survey data, the Natural 
Gas Act, the Freedom of Information Act, and certain policy considera- 
tions. In his letter, the FPC Chairman stated that: 

“The Federal Power Commission has received no request 
for disclosure of field-by-field reserve estimates conducted 
under this Commission’s National Gas Survey from the 
Federal Trade Commission, as distinguished from a staff 
member of your Commission directing his inquiry to a 
member of our staff. ” 

I 
The FPC Chairman suggested that FTC file “an appropriate pleading” for 
FPC’s consideration of the request and added that: 

it* * .L 7 such a procedure would avoid placing FPC employees * * * 
in the position of answering an FTC staff request that, if honored, 
would require :Z <: 4 
orders. ” 

[staff member] to violate outstanding FPC 

The Natural Gas Act, section 8 (b), states that: 

“NO member, officer, or employee of the Commission shall 
divulge any fact or information which may come to his knowl- 
edge during the course of examination of books, records, 
data, or accounts, except insofar as he may be directed by 
the Commission or by a court. ” 

Failure to comply with the act could lead to a fine and/or imprisionment. 

Senator Hart had requested uncommitted gas reserve information on 
March 7, 1973 (see p. Sri), and had been denied on the basis of the Freedo-m 
of Information Act and th\: confidentiality section of the Natural Gas Act. 
Senator Hart’s Subcommittee then requested FPC to appear with.the gas 
reserve material at hearings scheduled for June 6 and 7: 1973, and later 
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postponed to June 26, 1973.,_CM June 11. 1973, Senator Hart wrote to :-AZ- 
FPC noting the alleged atte 

“% 
‘ted-destruction of this material by an 

FPC employee and advising F -C of the start of an investigation by his. \ 

_ _ 2 . . - -_- ^---- 

-_ 

Subcommittee: , I 

II \: 
+ 9 * to intervmivately all FPC personnel and members, , ; 

and to examine all documents an? files necessary or appropriate 
d 

I I 
to as ertain all facts bearing on this question. ” 

&-I J LLl e-21, 1973, Senator Hart, acting on behalf of the Subcommittee, 
issued a subpoena for FPC to furnish uncommitted gas reserve data. in 
June 22, 1973, FPC provided the su&naed information to Senator Hart 
by FPC order. /-’ --_ 

---K ,c 
On July 30, 1973, FTC%&rector. Bureau of Competition, formaliy 

applied to FPC for the reserve data denied by FPC on June 29, 1973. ;-PC, 
on July 31, 1973, initiated a prcceeding and requested comments by iii- 
terested parties on whether the reserve data should be ret-ined on a con- 
fidential basis. FPC treated I’TC’s\application for the data as a petition 
to intervene in the proFeeding.,/ 

\  
FPC.received- commF& from 26 naiUra1 gas companies and FTC. 

--\ _ . -After reviewing the comments, FPC in an order issued October 15, 1973, 
stated that it was convinced that no justification existed for modifying its 
December 21, 1971, order, as amended, which insured confidential treat- 
ment of the gas reserve data, but added that: 

“,X ::: 2:: the majority of comments demonstrate that public 
disclosure of the data at this juncture would severely harm 
the public interest. ” 

<: ::: ::: $ * 

“Nevertheless, we have concluded thaL permittirg ~1: ::: * [FTC’s 
staff members] to examine and copy the estimates for all 
twenty-four fields would not be inconsistent with the public 
interest, provided that certain 

1 
onditions 

scrupulously observed. ” 
of confidentiality are 

. 
“Finally, while we will permit ?xamioation of the estimates 
in question and copying by handwriting, we will net permit any 
reproduction and duplication of the documents in questions. ” 

- - Response to questions 
raised by Congressman John E. Ploss 

“HAS the sequence of events between FPC and FTC in fact 
taqace ? 

The chronology of events as previously presenicd is the best account 
of F;ZC-FTC interaction and sequence of events in FTC’s investigatjon of 
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natural gas reserve data as could be determined from available records, 
files, and interviews with officials from both agencies. 

“Is’ there a pattern of deliberate delay and denial of 
.cooperatlon on the part of the FPe m regard to the FTC 
monopoly mvestrgatlon UI the 011 and gas mdustry?” 

We found no evidence of deliberate delay and denial of cooperation 
by FF’C. I 

We did find instances,i however, when FPC was not completely 
cocperative, as presented below. In a meeting on December 1, 1970, 
between FPC and FTC staff, the FPC General Counsel informed the FTC 
staff that, “* 3 * he must be iniormed in writing of the person sought to 
be interviewed and the date. ” An FTC staff memorandum of the meetinq 
also stated that FPC’s General Counsel: 

‘I*.* * though formally cooperative, manifested a definite 
coolness toward the undersigned and their efforts to obtain 
information. ” 

In hearings before the Senate Subcommittee on Antitrust and Monopoly on 
’ June 27, 1973, the Director, Bureau of Competition, FTC was asked and 

responded to the following question regarding FTC-FPC cooperation: 

Question: “How about the fact Lnat the FTC staff couldn’t talk 
to FPC staff unless general counsel or a representative 
was present? Did that inhibit your investigation in 
any way?” i, 

I 
Answer: “Evidently that is FPC policy. It was the policy 

they stated to us. + * * I am told that they [FTC 
investigators] feel having General Counsel’s staff 
present does have some inhibiting effect. ” 

FPC’s current General Ccunsel said there is no FPC policy requiring the 
pesence of a representative from OGC when FPC employees are inter- 
viewed. 

Jn response to a question by Senator Hart on whether any FPC per- 
sonnel sought to curtail or close the investigation, FTC, in a letter to 
Senator Hart, dated September 14, 1973, stated that: 

. _ 
“The Commission [FTC] is unaware of any attempt by the 
Federal Power Commission to close [FTC’s] investigation. ” 

During discussions with the FTC attorney in charge of FTC’s investi- s 
gation, he stated that FPC had shown greater cooperation with FTC in- 

‘ quiries. \ 

. 
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“Has the FPC in fact sought to avoid making available its 
informatron on mdustry oil and gas reserves to the 1;“p‘73?” 

\~--- 
Except for FTC’s request of June 5, 1973, fcr gas reserve estimates 

for specific fields, we found no othe ,r instance of FPC denial of gas re- 
serve data. The&&a-which FTC,requested June 5 was provided to FTC 

\ j 
, 

in October 1973. i -. 
“Di, FPC first. deny and then ask for computer rental money and cc 
finally ask the FTC to file a formal request for the information?” : 

5 . L . 
FPC did not deny FTC access t 

9” 
e data on the Forms 15, and did 

not ask FTC to file a formal req est for the Form 15 informati0.n. FPC 
._ did, klowever, inform FTC thaf it did not have all the information needed 

-. , to $&pond to its request-&r Form 15 data, that the information requested 
q-1. _ would require both computer and manual effort, and that: 

‘s. 

. -  

I 

I ,I 
_, 

“The estimated cost for the manual portion, to respond to I 

Id 
your request is in the range of $25,090, exclusive of the 

, cost of programming, coyputer time and related verifica- 
tion. We would ,need appropriate assurances from your 
Executive Director t 

. . . would reimburse-u 2 
t the Federal Trade Commission 

for all costs incident to the study 
before undertaking it. ” 

-~ 

“If the Federal Trade Commission has it [sic] own computers, 
and computer personnel, you may prefer to purchase the tapes 
containing the Form 15 data and perform your own study. You 
also may prefer to do your own manual calculations, and we 
will be happy to show you how to do this ::: + :g. ” 

We explored the idea of FTC’s copying the computer tapes contain- 
ing the Form 15 data and performing its own analysis. The Chief, 
Computer Systems Branch, FPC, said FPC tapes could be used on 
FTC’s computer system with only ,minor conversion and manipulation 
of the system and tapes. He estpated that it would have cost FTC 
about $250 for FPC to reproduce the tapes, about $150 for 15 tapes to 
hold the data, and the undetermined Iabor expense associated with 
manually extracting and interpreting the data. 

FTC revised its request for the Form 15 data on August 24, 1971. 
FPC responded on August 25, 1971. stating that the information re- ! 

_ . quested would be furnished and that it would be s,ybmitted shortly 
’ * * * along with our fee for services rendered. We could not find ’ 
any evidence that FPC actually charged FTC for services rendered. 
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“How much time did all these delays consume 1 Did it 
in fact obstruct the FTC mvestrgatlon?” ! 

Our analysis of the 10 different requests for information by FTC 
between September 1970 and July 1973 showed that the average time to 
respond was about 18 days per request; the time ranged from 1 to 77 
days. We could not determine whether these delays hindered the FTC 

L investigation. 
I 

“Were these informal contacts between high ranking FPC 
oErclals made1 to high ranking people at the FTC with a 
view to stlflmg the proposed 011 and gas mvestlgatron?” I 

We identified only one inf.ormal contact’betweeb high-ranking FPC 
and FTC officials. This occurred on September 4, 1970, when FPC’s 
General Counsc? telephoned an FTC Assistant General Counsel concern- 
ing Senator fiart’-s letter to FTC requesting an investigation of natural 
gas reserve data. : A memorandum.cf the conversation written by the 
FTC Assistant General Counsel stated: 

‘I* * * FPC’s General Counsel] advised me that ::r * + he was i 
in process of proparing a staff response to it [Senator Hart’s 
l&terJ :k g $6 [FPC’s General Counsei] stated that in his opinion 
the Power Commission has full authority to make an investi- 
gation of the sort here proposed and that it has a broad base 
of information with regard to the whole subject c: x: *. ” 

The Washington Post on September 8, 1970, reported the conversation as 
an attempt by an FPC aide to halt the FTC study. According to the 
article, the FPC General Counsel told the FTC Assistant General Counsel 
“that the power commission didn’t want the trade commission involved.” 
Both individuals subsequently denied the newspaper account. 

In a letter to Senator Hart on September 14, 1973, in reply to his 
request for infor,nation on the oral communications between FTC and 
FPC, FTC stated:; 

I 

“Various oral communications with the Federal Power Commission 
are documented in information already submitted to the Subcom- 
mittee. This information includes the June 1973 Staff Report, 
the various memoranda and interview reports submitted to the 
Subcommittee, and the testimony of [an FTC official]. Other 
than the oral communications reflected in the above, the 
staff advises that it has had no significant oral communications 
with the Federal Power Commission regarding this matter.” 

We reviewed the above reference to oral communications between 
FTC and FPC and found nothing indicating an FPC attempt to stifle the 
investigation. 
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In his July 19, 1974, ietter commenring’on our report, the Chsirnlan, i-- 
FPC, stated: ii 

/ 
“As the renort indicates, the Fedsral Power Commission A 
staff cotipe’rated with the Federal Trade Commission staff 
consistent with ihc limitations upon disclosure of confiden- 
tial information undrr Commission orders !ssucd pursuant 
to the satural Gas Act. ” 

Paul Rand Dison, Acting Cpairman, FTC, in his letter of July 17, 
19?4, commenting on the repott. statad that the attorney currently in 
charge of the investigation infdrmed him that the report appears to be 
accurate. The Acting Chairman also stated that the FTC staff invc?lvcci 
in natural gas studies informed him “that employees of the Federal 
Power Commission are currently being most cooperative and help?Jl. ” 

Mr. Vl’illiam P. Diener’s progression within FPC 

We were requested to review %lr. Diener’s employment pr.ogression 
with the FPC and his role in FPC’s relations with FTC and its invfstiga- 
tion of the natural gas industry. I’Ir. Diener progressed in FPC from a. 
grade GS- 12 to 3 GS- 17 within 2 years. 1Ir. Diener resigned from FPC 
in fiovember 1.973 to accept employment with a newly formed natural gas 
pipeline company in i. :nh. 

Mr. William Diener began his Federal employment as a GS-12 trial 
attorney with the Iq’TI‘C in June 1970. T\Ir. Dicner transferred to the FPC 
on April 11. 1971, as a trial attorney, GS-12, and was promoted to a 
GS- 13 about 2 months later--.Jtine 37, 1971. From June 1971 to Februar3 
1973. he was granted two exceptions to the Whitttn Amendment (Public 
Law 82-253, 5 1.. S. C. 1071) by CSC. The first on January 23, 1972, for 
promotion to a GS-15 as Techni,cal AE;sistant to thk Chairman, FPC, 
schedule C, and the second on February l-l, 1973, for promotion Jo a 
GS-17 as Assistant to the Chairman, FPC. The \Vhitten Amendment rc- 
quires that a Federal employee remain in grade at least 1 year before 
promotion to the next higher grade. 

Irt a iettcr dater! January 18, 197-t, CSC said it approved an exception 
to the Whitten Amendment to Mr. Diener, which allowed FIX to promote 
him to a GS- 15 because of the: 

I1 ::: >.: .._ . -. ‘confidential relationship’ to the Chairman, FPC, and 
the fact that had 1lr. Diener not already been i-n the Federal 
service. he could have been appointed directly by FPC at 

. this grade level, Cnd<>r Schedule C authority, the head of th,: 
agency may select withoUt regard to a competitive register. 

CSC’s January 18, 1974, letter also provided us with the following 
’ background and Justification for granting Sir. Diener a second Whitten 

exception, which was nrcded for his promotion to a GS-17: 

“In June 1972, ):. ::- ::I [Chairman, FPC] requested another 
E%itten exception to fill a noncareer executive assignment 



va&cy as Assistant iofhe Chairman, GS-17. This request 
was denied at that time.-+-a_use the agency did not 
justify tl1at.a hardship :)I‘ lnequrty to either the agency 
or RIr. Diener would occur if he was not promoted to 
GS-l?: 

-- 
“In De 

2 
ember 1972, ::- + ::. [Chaiiman, FPC] again re- 

quest d an exception to the Mhitten Amendment citing 
undue hardship to the agency. HoLyever, this request 

_- L-L was re rncd without action because of the ‘freeze’ on 
pron-totitin’s and appointments initiated by the President. 
After the hiring and promotion ’ 
>:< -1% ::z (Chairman, w exe’ was lifted, 

FPC] again,submitted Mr. Diener 
‘Yexzpromotion to GS-17 cit$g undue hardship to the 

--_ 
agsncji--if Mr. Diener’s services should be lost. 
Our records reflect that Xr. Diener had several job 
offers outside the Federal service at a salary in ex- 
cess of the salary for GS-17. Based upon this fact, 

-7-s the position being a noncareer bxecutive assignment, 
J and :I: ::: .I: [Cllajrman, I:PCl/request citing undue 

hardship to the a&xv, ,ai; exception, as provided by 
law, was granted on ? ruary 14, 1973.” 

_=- P -\. 
Records and files<t FTC and FPC contained no evidence that 

1Ir. Dicner played a direct role in FPC’s relations with the FTC during 
its investigation of the natural gas industry. Mr. Diener resigned from 
FPC on November 12, 1973, to accept employment with Northwest Pipe- 
line Company in Salt Lake City. 

i 
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CHAPTER 10 

SCOPE OF REVIEW 

Our examination was conducted at the headquarters offices of the FPC 
and FTC in Washington, D. C. 

i At FPC we revkewed degislation, records, regulations, policies, and 
procedures pertaining to (1) 60 and 180-day emergency gas sales (2) rhe 
optional certificate procedure, and (3) staff financial disclosure. 

1 
At FTC we reviewed the records on FTC’s inte action with the FPC 

during FTC’s investigation of the natural gas indus F ry. 

’ . 

_-- 
i 

Discussions w&e held wi&‘officia& of both agencies. 
I ._ 

I ‘\.\ --‘.. 
) . .._ . . -__ \_ .\ I -_ 
! .- . 

. ---.- i -__--- 
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i( 
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CQMGRESS OF TIIE U,VXTED STATES 
HOLSE OF REPRESEhTXTIVES 

_I . WASHINGTON. D.C. 20515 

In recent conths Congrzssiocal concern has mounted as a 
result of certain aolicies and actions on the part of the 
Federal Power Cormission 5eaiinq r:ith the m-ice of cornestic 
natilral qas. Forty rrilllon hou:eholas ere affected b:r these 
activities which cuculatively are forcing heatir.g feel costs 
upwards drastically, cuaranteeing windfall profits to a few 
major natural rlas sup?ilcrs at vast consurser exnense. As a 
i!er&er of tee Llou5.e Coxittae on Interstate and-foreign Corn- 
nerce, V*ith 2urisdictional responsibility over tie Tedera 
POXer COliJiliSSlOri. I an ~5e!:l~ concerned over Lci- state of 
affairs and tiesire an 1nvestir2tion S-4 your orqaxization of 
several specific points at issue and in question. 

+* fire* concern is with a new 
uiiiizec! by the Fi? to set na t/ 

controversial method now being 
arai gas rates; tk so- c2ilss 

"optional pricino Frocc5ure." Under its cover, natcral gas 
producers ,..sy file am llc~tions fcr ciqher rates, even tlour;n 
such crices ::a;t s..... -~-4tnntl ally e::c2cci a orevious XC estal:lis:leo 
area c2iI.k; r3t2, "it founu to he in ti32 public interest." 

Outside access to i:eatin(rs :-mere these apolications ara CO;I- 
sic&red has su~-)oserAy bet-n arbitrarily lkitea by the Coxxssion. 
::eana:hilc, a ste&y strs;?! of such f 

aoolications have i;cen filed 
by producc2rr;. zo...c , at least, iizve ocen urantec, placlnq a siq- 
nificmt!*, :rc;ltcr cost -3urdzn unon nurbcrs of,consur~zzs in s+te 
0: strcn-u;l; r.rotest Ly CirilbU:‘.Br qrou?s, 



The best recent illustration of the effc?CtS Of Optional 
pricinrj is to be fqund in the Delco Petrolem Case. In 
a press relcasc the 1i'C announced that under the procedure, 
now under lead1 challenco, permission had been q-anteu by the 
agency to t?st comany to c;larqe 45C per thoL7sand cujic feet, 
a 73% increase. ThlS, 
suppliers to seek sicilar rates. 

1 

of course, 1s a qreen light to all other 

Potential cost to consmers would be astronomical:: 
&he avcratre price per 
approximately 20. 4 

Presently 
thousand cubic feet of natural gas is 

C If it rose to 45$ the average nousehold 
bill annually would rise by $25.27.by 1980. This reflects an 
increase of about 16.3% which does not take into cbnsideration 
Increases in aonsunption-or- Lflation. Fofty million households 
times $25 annual-&y cor.,es to at least $1 billion, a&cording to 
industry FiTO JeCtlOXr;:; which can be expected to be understated. 
Cursory examination of FPC public statecents indj&te #at far 
higher prices are either contei?plated or already approved. 
Therefore, I would like G&l to obtain specific answers to the 
following questions: ~ ._ 

Is the use of optional pricing effective de facto 
deregulation of the price-of natural gas? 

Is the FPC's conduct in adopting and a,ctually 
administering the optional pricing procedure, 
especially in the selco and George ::itchell 
Cases, in corr.pliance with the Natural Gas Act 
of'1938, as interpreted by the Suorene Court 
of the United States in the Phillips Petrolem . 
Case? 

Can this procedure be used corstantiy to raise 
gas prices with a niinimm of adversar-( proceedings? 

AX? thesc'actions a?d the entire optional pricing 
prccedure,not violations of both the Natural Gas 
Act of 1938 and the Zmnistrative Procedures Act, 
especially 5 tiSC 553 Section (b)? 

i 
Xhat effect is the use of this oroccciure having, 
as far as 'can be ascertained, on the utility bills 
Arrericans gr2 Fayinrj? Khat pro3ections can your 
agency r?ake'of hov rmch futnre irr.pler,.entatron of 
this procecure is going to cost consuil:ers? 
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:;P these developments have unfolded, the FPC and incilvidu?l 
, .G;;z.:issioners have been r*akinq a steady stream of pu!:lic 

stUtcmcnts, ?*llich have the effect of conditioning consul?ers t0 
eventual dcronultition of natural qas prices. Such co,iz::ents 
L;eem'to have been orchestrated in conjunction with industrjr's 
campaign to gain governmental acqulcscence in that policy. 

This in turn sets the stcoe for what can only be termed one of 
tht' store astonishin; periorl ,::nces in memory by a regulatory 
commission, seemingly in viblption of the public interest. on 
Friday, September 14, 1973,J without any public notice or allo%;- 
itig any interested parties ko col.;rilent.,' the FPI= effectively decon- 
trolled n;tural gas prices for six rcnths. The FPC order permits 
interstate pipelines to buy gas from producers for six months in 
purported "erLergencies" without first obtaining permission or 
23rz^,*:3. 1. Pi~ClfZCS cz.2 t52n 2uto~etic211~~ pas7 n-i-- incr_?ases 1.-.s-- 
on to COnSUine rs . 0.a order, resting on the assunption that tilere 
LS adequate natural gas available, but that it has.abeen withheld 
from market, forces ccnsumers to pay any p!rice a producer can 
extract for his gas. In light of the imminence of the heating 
season, the consequences for consumers are obvious and severe. 

Once the order was promulgated, all responsible FPC personnel made 
themselves total.ly unavailable to any and all public media or 
Congressional questioning of the action. Here we have a repeti- 
tion, method-wise, of t?e attempted destructionof public docu- 
ments bearing upon SC action in other oil and gas questions 
this year. 

Compounding this, the FPC made its order effective the day of its 
adoption, simultaneously attempting to prevent consumer advocates 
from filinq formal comrr.snts until January 15, 1974. The order 
contemplates e.valuation of torments by the FPC commencing on 
;!arch 15 , 1974, whan the order is scheduled to expire. In effect, 
this seems to mean that price control on natural gas this winter 
in the consumer interest has/become a dead letter. 

One question at issue concerns 5 USC 553 Section (b), which says: 

"General notice of proposed rulemaking shall be 
publisheu in the Fcueral l:egister, unless persons 
subject thereto are named and either personally 
served or otheivise have actuai notice thereof 
in accordance with law. The notice shall include; 
1) a statement of the time. place, and nature of 
the proposed ruleciaking proceedings; 2) reference 

Q 
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/ 
to the legal a&&o~ixy under which the rule is 
proposed; 31 either the terms or substance of 
the proposhd rule or a description of the subjects / 

and issues involved." ' \I ! 
\ ! 

In Title -15 USC, Section 7170, we find an annotation to a U. S. I -. Court/of Appeals decision holding that in rulemaking, under the 
Natu al Gas Act, the 

L 

FPC must comply with procedural require- 
ments imposed on rulemaking by the Administrative Procedures 

_- Act; S idn 553 Of Title 5. 
t 

The case involved was Texaco, Inc., 
vs FPC; 4‘12 F. 2d page 740 (3d Therefore, I would 
like to have the GAO seek answer questions: 

.-. If the action in qu&tion was in fact rulemaking -.. 
\\ by the Commissions; does the statute then auto- 

--‘. 
-II\ ._ 

x- iGatically apply? 

If the Commission action was not rulemakiffg, then 
has the FPC not acted in a totally arbitrary and 

.~ illegal manner? 
I- 1. 

, If this is in fact/an informal ratemaking process, 
can it bk terned'an evasion to avoid the formal 

.-:,,- ratemakingyess? 

Do t[e strong prc-industry pl:blic &tatihents of 
_- Commission members fly in the face of long 

accepted regulatory agency procedures of acting 
in-the public interest, or at least of maintain- 
ing a public posture of neutrality? Do these 
public statements cn behalf of an industry position 
on pricing not place FPC members in the position 
of acting as propagandists for private interests? 

How many people in top positions at the FPC have 
been associated with the oil and gas industry 
previous to their Federal eniploy,,.ent, either 
through law firms or directly employed by var- 
ious oil companies? 

The public rationale for the consistent FPC policy of virtually 
unlimited tl,ricc hikes to industry'for natural gas has been that 
only in thus manner can an inc 

P 
tive be provided to business to 

explore for, discover and nak available adequate supplies of 
this fuel for the interstate market. This poses the following 
questions which I would like the GAO to st-ek answers for. 

,.-A \ 
. 

- -- 
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Is there any finding at ttie FPC that failure to 
increase production is prrce r-latea? 

How much have price rises initiated by the FPC 
in the last four years cost the America? consuxor? 

How much/new natural gas has been in fact marketed 
through the interstate market as a result of such 
price hikes according to I'PC figures? ; 

I I 
Do the FPC facts justify further massive(price 
hikes in: terms of more gas being made available 
to the interstate market? 

' _/.-- _ ' .,I / 
I 

One fir.al are2 gf, 1-.2tio.-.2l wn22z. 2e~li~;g‘;iith tba FX is in- 
cluded in my request. The Federal Trade Commiss1 4 n, over which 
1 F.os.5 2s legislative oversight through the subcof@ttee I chair, 
has tzen trying to mount a major antrtrust'investi~ntion of mono- 
poiy practices within the oil'and gas'industry. Tiiis is a matter 
of grave concern tl> every ?+r:erican;.especially in light of the 
two year FTC study..cevealing that a serious mr-opoly situation 
is alleged to exist. To moSlnt such an endeavL facts on oil 
and gas re=z-l*es are essential. ‘Such information seems to be 
available only through the FPC.-- In seeking this information, 
a pattern of what ma.1 be deliberate delay ano defiial of coop- 
eration has elr.erqed on the part of the FDC towards the FTC. 

The Federal Trade Comnission has repeatedly sought facts from 
FPC on natural gas reserves, which the FPC possesses. Its ini- 
tial request goes back at least to early 1972. At first the 
FPC simply denied tile request. On another subsequent occasion, 
when rhe FTC sought facts, the EC staff demandea 525,000 from 
?'TC Zn Faynont for corquter txne alleqedly required to compile 
Lha information. :Iore recent attempts on the part of the YTC 
~*Yy:.?tcd I'PC to ask FTC to file a formal application for the 
y-nterial. Fclioxin,; that, 5;s P?C inf0r:r.z;: the t':C a formal 
&ceedinq would have to be held for the latter agency, as if 
they were any private applicant seeking information. 

It is also my ur,derstanding that a number of infernal contacts 
xere initiated by.the FPC to high-rankins FTC officials with a 
goal of provantinq tne FTC investigation of monopolistic prac- 
tices by major oil cospanies and falsified figures on oil and 
gas reserves submitted by industry to the government. 
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.Vica?ly, ‘f a.1 r:or,t lnt.-rc:zt:-~ L;L the activities of Hr. !:illiam 
1' . Dicncr who, lshcn or>Gin?lly cr.jlloycd at FTC, iias assigned 
the task of CO~:LWIICI '::c the prelia,inar;r FTC investigation. After 
do,inr; a significant ai:dunt of -.rork on that inquiry, he recomzanded 
that the i'robe ha cncod ancl not mrsued any further by the Fi'C. 
That rocorxendation :sas suhscqusntly overruled w.ithin the AC. 
At the tire those events transcircd, he held a GS 12 rating. 
Slncc that tii,.c, he has left STC cr.lploy and gone to work at the 
FPC, originally with Coxx'ssioncr Gooch. Presently, I have ascer- 
tained that he is working 

6. 
clircctly for Chairrran Aassikas as ah 

assistant, at a GS 17 lovil of salary. These ezploymont changes 
and elcvatrorl of status have occurred within a two year period; a 
rather rcnarrtable rate of progress. 

The following questions arise and I would like to have GAO seek 
the answers: 

.. 
. .. Has the sequence of events betweep FPC &a FTC 

in fact taken place? 

Is there a pattern of deliberate delay and denial of 
cooperation on the part of the FPC in regard to the 
FTC monopoly investigation in the oil and uas indus- 
try? 

Has the FPC in fact sought to avoid making available 
its information on industry oil and gas reserves to 
the FTC? 

Did WC first deny and then ask for ccmputer rental 
money and finally,ask the FTC to fil2 a fornal request 
for the informaticn? 

How much t&e did all these delays consum? 
I 

Did it in fact obitruct the FTC investigation? 

Kerz t!!esc irtforaal contacts between high ranking 
I'PC officials :a& to high ranking people at the 
I'TC with a view to stifling the proposed oil and 
g.?s investigation'? 

Is the er.iplo:~rent progression of Xr. Dienfr accurate? 
l 

Is he playing an- role in tne !'PC's relations with 
t!lc FTC at the present tirre? 
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Taken all toget!le:, -Gese factors seem to cornn05e an op:incuj 

\ 

+- ~-....----c-Er~ 

' picture for ti~c: conc,hx=r-and tamaycr ixterest. I klicve ------ _ 
enswzrs to thr?sc questions are vital as soon as possill2. 

Conptrollcr Gmeial, that you will se-3 iit 
ation afoot as soon,as possible. I I hope to y t 

I 

I 

L 

i 
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FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION 

WASHlNGTON. D.C. 20426 

JUL I 9 1374 

Mr. Victor L. Lowe 
Director, General Government Division 
U. S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D. C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Lowe: 

By letter of June 26, 1974, Mr. John D. Hellzr 
of your office sent to me a draft veport to Congressman 
John E. Moss on selected aspects of the regulation of 
the natural gas industry and operations of the Federal 
Power Commission. This is to provide the requested 
comment on the draft report. 

Chapter 1 describes briefly the establishment of 
the Commission, lists some of its staff units, and makes 
reference to a few of its actions in recent years designed 
to elicit greater supplies of natural gas in a seriously 
deteriorating supply situation. At the top of page 3 it 
characterizes the Commission's optional pricing procedure 
simply as an opportunity to producers to sell gas at 
contract prices in excess of the applicable area rate, 
without mentioning the forebearance to which a producer 
under the optional pricing procedure commits himself. 

Under Order No. 455, optional pricing is an alternate 
procedure available if the producer is willing to forego 
certain benefits of area rate proceedings in exchange for 
certainty of the producer's certificated price, as 
determined at the certificate stage. Specifically, such 
producer, by accepting a certificate under that procedure, 



.4PI.ESDIS If 

") kaivcs all rights to<&-&- future rate increases under : - . 
.:CCCiOR 4 of the Natural Gas Act with respect to the 
co,ltract submitted, other than escalations, if any, as 
zercificated, andAZ&waives all 'rights to contingent 
,Isii:stment,of flowing gas rates‘ in area rate decisions -_ ' .--c~ady decided, L. . ..b for all flowing gas which the seller- 
z;jplicant' produces in the same pricing area. 

L 
Further, the 

._ _- caller-app 'cant agrees to receive the applicable area 
ceiling rate from the commencemen of deliveries and for 
the first six months unless th / Commission, before that 
tizLe\~ issues a final decisiorfKin the matter. -. / ---. --.- ---"1... Oi page 5, the principal FPC staff units are listed 
as the Bureau of Power, the Bureau of Natural Gas, the 

/- Office of Economics, the Officq of General Counsel, and 
t&-Executive Director. Two other organizational elements 
certainly should be,includ& in any such list, the Office 

\ 
of Environmental-Qualit 'and the Chief Engineer. The 

'-1 -Office ofSEnviron-nen WI? Quality is responsible for 
. environmental revieiis under thi: redera Power Act, the 

K'titural Gas Act, the Na>ional Environmental Policy Act, 
and related statutes. The Chief Engineer is responsibie 
currently for the Wmissfon's program for conservation 
of energy 'and the efficiency of energy systems of 
regulated public utilities and natural gas companies 
and their customers. 

Although Chapter 2 of the draft report acknowledges 
the Commission's authority under the Natural Sas Act to 
provide for temporary natural gas transactions by exempting 
such transactions from the certificate procedures (page 71, 
aild concedes that the Commissi ii clearly had authority to 

P i:?clude in Order No. 418 provisions for extensions of 60- 
day emergency sales (page 9), the report concludes that 
all extensions of emergency sales were improperly granted 
because the Connission did not undertake a public rulemaking 
proceeding with opportunity for the submission of data and 

--,views by interested parties before granting extensions to 
wet the emergency. 
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I. .- Lt is the opinion of the General Cou se1 that the 
Commission is not so restricted in meeting emergency 
situations (see mu.~orantium of the General Counsel dated 
July 12, 1974, attached). The very idr a of a public 
rulemaking proceeding to extend emergency procedures 

L would seem act'thcticai to the existence of the emergency. -. Further, "T as is,noted in the attached General Counsel's 
memorandum, tht; Commission has authority in relation to 

as in any other regqlation, to : emergency prov$sions, 
waive requirements in appropriate circumstances. 

.I I ' 
The principal~objecLion of I the.'reporq to the 

Commission's granting extensions of emergency sales to 
avoid interruptions of service 'during the 'emergency 
appears to be that the practic.e‘igas not a "matter of 
regulatory policy." This asser‘tion is without foundation. 
All grants of extensions of emergency sales to avoid 
interruptions of service du&-q, the emergency were the 
result of a considered Commission regulatory policy 
consistent with the public interest in continuous gas 
service. 

At page 13, the draft report states that a review 
of the "Secretary's records of Commission mectingsr' 
reveals no evidence of any Commission discussion of the 
court stay of Order No. 491, the need to grant extensions 
of 60-day sales to companies that had not filed for 
lifiited-term certificates, or any delegations to the 
Secretary. Thi.s is misleading in that what the GAO staff 
actually founi from its examination of the Secretary's 
personal notes taken in Commission meetings and the 
minutes prepared therefrom was that the Secretary main- 
tains no recordlof any discussions. Rather, the Secretary, 
and ultimately the Commission minutes, report only the 
actions taken by the Commission on each formal agenda 
item. Therefore, the fact that the GAO staff found no 
record of particular discussions in the minutes of the 
Commission meetings does not permit a conclusion that 
there were no such dFscussions. There were extended 
discussions relating to Order Ho. 491 resulting in a 
series of orderq, namely, Order No. 431-A, issued 
September 25, 1973; 491-B, issued November 2, 1973; 
491-C, issued November 21, 1973; and 491-D, issued 
m&h 1, 1974 (orders attached). ~,.r, c,:qt ) ll,,+t, ,) i'. 1 lL' 

I ,' -, . 
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With referenca CO the need to grant e.xtensions to 
cz,,,anies selling under Order 418 but which had not filed 
for a limited-term certificate and with regard to the 
coz-mentary that there were no delegation of authority 
t2 the Secretary, I would like to apprise you of the fact 
;:lat there were Commission discussions and subsequent 
oral delegation of authority to the Secretary to grant 
extensions. The compelling national energy emergency 
confronting the Nation in September 1973, exacerbated 
by the imposition of the Arab embargo, resulted in emer- 
gcncy actions by the Congress of the United States, as 
wet1 as the Administration, to respond with emergency 
measures to enable the Nation to survive the. oncoming 
winter without drastic upheaval of the Nation's economy, 
and the health and welfare of its citizens. 

Among the measures passed by the Congress were the 
Xandatory Fuel Allocation Act wirh authority to impose 
standby rationing 'i:Z gasoline and other required fuels, 
estraordinary requests for voluntary conservation, authority 
to convert oil fired power plants to coal fired, the 
wheeling of power from the Midwest and Southeast from 
coal fired generation to the New England area which was 
Largely reliant'upon oil fired capacity. In my opinion, 
the Commission responded to'an emergency situation within 
it's powers as delegated by the Congress and consistent with 
a recognition of the imminent danger to the United States 
of inadequate natural gas production. 

I must express my disagreement with your conclusions 
expressed at pages 14-15 of your report to the effect that 
extensions of 60-day sales were not an appropriate exercise 
of our regulatory authority. Your legal anaiysis is at 
odds with our General Counsel's legal opinion that the 
Commission's actions were consistent Gith applicable law. 
It is indeed relevant to observe that over the entire 
period since May 7, 1970, when Order No. 432 was issued, 

*there has been no objection to the practice in spite of 
the fact that the Federal Power Commission is a closely 
Tcoervised regulatory agency in terms of public examination 
an,d legislative oversight. 
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I might add thcyau-should incorporate as part of -- -- -_ __ 
your conclusions and recommendations on page 14 your ' i 
recognition of the fact at page 36 of the report that 

I973, the United States Supreme 
\J 1 

by order of.Bz-eez&r 20, ! 
Court -granted the Commission's December 14, 1973 appli- i 
catidn to vdcare the lower court's stay of Order 491-B. 
See Supreme Court Order No. A-608, entered December 20, 

_- : -. L 1973, ad&rat Power Commission v. Consumer Federation of 
berica, Arxrican Public: Gas/Association, American Public 
Power Association, I'ationa<League of Cities - United States 

--- Gonfcrence of Mayors. ,,,// \ -\ i- --. -K-1. _- With reference to 'the eight extensions referred to 
at page 13 of your report, your attention is invited to 

.-- page 2 of General Counse :“\s memorandum dated July 12, 1974: 
/ .- / 

At page 13,/ &e GAO report states that some ! e&tensions of 
' -- -'&anted 'to 1 

tie 60-day emergency sales wese 
ffset the effect of the court stay' 

of Order fro. 491. This action was not improper 
-- since the GO-day procedure established by Order 

CJo. 418 was effectively reinstated and effective 
af:-er the court stay. 

See also the memorandum from the Deputy Chief, 
Bureau of Natural Gas dated July 12, 1374 (attached), 
pages 1 and 2. Here again, as a matter of public policy 

.clearly it would have been contrary to the public interest 
to cut off sales at a time of national erzrgy emergency. 
I submit that the Commission's action on the eight exten- 
s$ons was a legal and necess/ary exercise of its powers. 

The Bureau of Natura f Gas i;lemorandum also provides 
a complete account of the data collection procedures 
concerning emergency sales which are the subject of Chapter- 3 

-of the draft report. As it recommended in that chapter the 
Commission now is collecting complete volume and price data,1 

- . . and appropriate action will be taken'in the event of rc- 
fusal to furnish required data. The last recommendation 
of that chapter is that the FPC establish an adequate 

', 
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---,A ,----d and filing system for interstate sales generally. 
We have for.many years maintained such records. Interstate 
pipelines report on Fcrm 2 all volumes of gas purchased and 
prices paid under certificated sales, which are identified 
by seller and rat schedule number. This data is presentl:; 
c!oilected on an a 1 nual basis. We agree that'more timely 
reporting of data/ of this sort during emergency periods is 
desirable and have instituted a procedure .toi secure this 
information from the purchasing pipeline at the completion 
of the purchase in additipn to the regular r+porting on 
Form 2. In the gear future-all such data wit1 be accessible 
more readily and usefully through!the FPC Regulatory Inform- 
tion System, a comprehtnsive ADP development'at the Federsl 
Power Commission now nearing initidl operaticn. 

'. -s. ~_ 
For comment on Chapter 4, attention is . acted to 

page 3 of the attached GeneraiXounsel's ?I(-.. : .&w , The 
draft report's reference to the Belco case i' :cictY by a 
majority comprised of CommLssioners Moody an, 'Yrookej should 
mention that I filed a separate concurrence ; 1 dissent in 
that case. / 

Chapter 5 i&fully discussed in the attached JuI.y 12, 
1974 memorandum of the Bureau of Natural Gas. On page 35, 
the draft report attempts to compute the additional cost of 
gas which became subject to the requested rate at the end 
of the six-month period at the area rate. The basis of the 
computation is faulty, since there can be no assumption or 
speculation as tr. 'what gas would have been provided had 
the area rate applied instead of the requested price. 

I 
At page 40 ofjthe draft report you recommend revision 

of the optional procedure to assure timely action. We are 
reviewing our procedures to determine whether a notice of 
rulemaking should be issued to revise the procedure so as 
to compel refund of the difference between the sales price 
in effect after si& months and the ultimate just and reason-s 

. able rate determined by the Commission. We are also reviewing 
_ . other aspects of the optional procedure for comment under 

the proposed rulema!king. 

At page 38, the draft report notes that of the,24 
optionIal pricing applications approved by the Commission, 
the approved pricesiranged from a. low of 26.5 cents per 
lYcf tq a high of 56.1 cents. It should be noted that 

I 
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Vice Chairman Springer and I dissented from the decision 
of the majority in Southern Natural Gas Company, Docket Nos. 
CP73-i54, et al., which prescribed a price of 56.1 cents. 

The matter of disclosure of financial interests and 
procedures to avoid conflicts of interest consistent with 
your recommendations 

7 t pages 52-53 of you:- draft report 
is described in a memorandum of the Director, Office of 
Perionnel Programs, t$ me dated'July 17, 1974, also 

/ 

attached. 

It should be noted at the outset that the Office of 
Personnel Programs had initiated remedial action to compel 
compliance with the Federal Power Commission's standards 
of conduct several months before your pointing out defi- 
ciencies in the filing system to the Director, OPP, in 
Xovembcr 1973 (see page 3 of the attached report of Claudius 
Fike, Director, Cffice of Personnel Programs, to me dated 
July 17, 1974). Immediately after your discussions with 
the Director, OPP, steps were taken to insure compliance 
with the regulations requiring the filing of FPC Form $98 
by designated employees at the GS-13 and above level. 

As is set forth in the attached memorandum dated 
July 17, 1974, from the Director, Office of Personnel 
Programs to me, every present employee of the Federal 
Power Commission, with &he exception of one employee 
who has.been on extended leave, now has on file a current 
statement of financial interests (FPC Fo,m 498, required 
of all employees at the GS-13 level and above in decision- 
making positions) or a report of security ownership in gas 
or electric companies (required of all other employees). 
In 'addition, every official of the Federal Power Commission 
who is required to file a Form 498, with the exception of 
three individuals who are now on extended leave, has on 
file .a sworn affidavit affirming that at no time during 
his employment by the FPC has he participated in any 

- 

b 
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uzcisional process dir~.y.Anvolving a company in which 
minor child, or mex?ler of his immediate 

‘t 
-7< . 

h2, his spouse, 
household then had a financial jnr_er.Jst. We will secure I 
appropriate a‘ffidavZ+s from the thrcc‘employees when they \, , i 
return to the FPC after completion CL their extended leave. I 

.We will/also secure the filing of ~,‘;.II 498 by the one 
employc&when he returns from leave. 

_ % \, .. 
The memorandum from the Ge 

Es-/= 
ral Counsel dated 

July 12, 1974, and the memo5 dum from Daniel C. Lamke 
to-* General Counsel dated July 15, 1974 (attacheti) 

1-L -:‘-I _ review-procedures t-&mine whether specific financial 
- interests create conflicts and procedures to insure 

_- ccmpliance as recommended at page 54 of your report. 
-The General Counsel will inv‘ytigate with the Director, 

,&ffice of Personnel Programs, all cases where potential 
\ conflicts of interest ha&been disclosed (Recommendation 

'\ . 
(3>, pager54).- The se Grities listed will be maintained 

‘\. L on a current basis * ,-R sofar as msy be feasible as outlined 
in Daniel. C. Lamke's memorandum of July 15, 1974. The 
current list of prohibited securities (attached) is in 
process of being circulated to all employees by memorandum 
of General Counsel dated July 1.9, 1974 (also attached). 

See G.40 11c)tc 2, p. 112. 
At page 48 the draft report asserts that the three 

officials principally responsible for administration of 
the conflicts provisions (the Generai Counsel, the Executive 
Director, and the Director, Office of Personnel Programs) 
failed to file Form 498 for 19?1 to 1973. "'one of these 
three officials has held any securities ac any time during 
his employment with the Federal Power Commission. Your 
report should so state. / 

At page 55C it is.stated that Commissioner Smith, 
the most-recently appointed Commissioner, at the time 
of his confirmation hearing, "had made arrangements to 
divest himself of all royalty and mineral rights." In 

- -, fact, Commissioner Smith attached to a-financial state- t 
mcnt prepared for his confirmation hearings an executed 
deed to all his mineral interests, along with an escrow 

'. agreement whereby the divestiture would become effective 
upon his confirmation to the FPC. 
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At page 55D you state "While the Chairman’s relatively 
smal.1 investment in LJ. S. Steel coupled with the fact that 
the financial interest was disclosed at the Senate confirma- 
tion hearings indicate that the failure to include the 
stock among 

3 
base to be divested was due, to an oversight, 

it appears t us that the same strict standards should 
apply." The !50 shares of United States :Steel were not 
owned by me, 

I 
but rather by my wife, wh\> /has owned the 

shares since IDecember 29, l959. Second1 
i 

it WIS not 
called to my lattention untilWlatc,,April 474 that 
United State_s, Steel was.a security‘which) was determined 
to be the parent of Carnegie Natural Gas! Pipelille Company, 
and accordingly any emp.loyec holding United States Steel 
stock was required to divest-t~heir ownership. Your re- 
port points out that Civil Service Commission officials 
indicated "than an indirect interest--ownership of stock in 
a corporation wtosc subsidiary was a natural gas company-- 
would not of itself cause the CSC to seek divestiture or 
other action by the official involved, Other factors 
would be c_nsidcred including the size of the financial 
interest and the importance of the subsidiary to the total 
operation of the parent." Even though divestiture of my 
wife's Unite&States Steel stock would not be compelled 
by the Civil Service Ccmrnission, I believe that the same 
standard applying to employees of this Commission should 
also apply to its Chairman. 
at 

Accordingly, on May 16, 1974 
my request, my wife ordered that the 50 shares of 

United States iStee be disposed of, 

As of Decbmber 31, 1973, U. S. Steel Corporation had 
54,169,462 shakes outstanding with a book value of $3.9 
billion. U. Si Steel reported revenues in i973 of $6.9 
billion and net income for that year was $326 million. 

As of December 31, 1973, Carnegie Natural Gas Pipeline 
reported to the FPC book value outstanding of $16,118,030, 
annual revenue 

'I 
of $16.7 million and net income of 

. . . $1.3 million. 

I 
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. Carnegie Natural Gas Pipeline Company represents less 
than 0.4X of the book value of U. S. Steel common stock, 
less 'than 0.3% of the U. S..Steel's annual revenues and . 
less than 0.6% of U. S. Steel's net income. 5 Fifty shares 
of LJ. S. Steel represent less than 1/1,000,000 of the out- 
standing shares of U. S. Steel, 

1 1 The last sentence on page 59., Chapter 7 of the 
report, requires clarification. If the present Natural 
Gas Act provides r.he framework for regulating the wellhead 
price of natural gas and the Natural Gas Act is not amended 

-_ to empower the Commission to prescribe rates on the basis .- of market values and economics rather than costs, there 
will not be sufficient incentives for investments in 
exploration, development and production of natural gas 
and ultimately the consumers' interests will be endangered, 
However, in my opinion it is not regulation per se - but 
rather the limitations on our powers to regulate based on 
the economi,s of the marketplace under the Natural Gas Act, 
as interpreted by the courts, that inhibits the magnitude 
of the commitment required to produce gas consistent with 
demand. 

I prefer deregulation of new gas prices as I have 
testified many times before Congressional committees. 
However, as an alternative to deregulation an amendment to 
the NatUr'dl Gas Act broadening our authority to regulate 
on the basis of commodity value and market conditions will 
greatly improve the present restricted structure of 
regulation. 

'Our latest Annual Report for Fiscal Year 1573 
presented the Commission's position on the decontrol 
of wellhead prices of new gas with strict monitoring of 
the results in terms as follows: 
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Deliverab-&-gas supplies are now inadequate, \ - --- ~---- __ 

and are projeLted to continue in short supply 
over the short term, with demand increasing. \ 

I 
d 

The primnatural,gas at the wellhead has 
i ! / 

/ 
lagged behind the price changes in other fuels I -. and the present price relationship to the I 

. energy market, ._ -- Lz e ononic 
on a Btu basis, presents a clear 

contradiction. After careful analysis 
we have concluded that 

/ 
orkable competition 

exists in the natuTa, gas production industry. 
-._ _ ‘-w- Therefore we believe that controlled deregulation 

\-. L>.-_ - 'of the proZEZ?-segment of this industry is the 
most important measure the Congress can take to 

_-- alleviate present natural gas shortages, 
-- 
/-- \ 

, With reference to/Chapter 8, your attention is 
, directed to page 4 of the General Counsel's memorandum 

\ -._ of +1-y 12,-1974 ttached) and the footnotes on that 
l paw. It is no P . only the Federal Power Commission which 

has found that a positive relationship exists between 
increased prices and exploration activities but also 
the Commission's finding was approved by the United 
States Supreme Court in Mobil Oil Co. v. F.P.C., Nos. 
73-437, et al. (*June 10, 1974), - U.S. -, 94 s.ct. -- - 
2328, 2351. 

Your observation on page 63 that "most area rate 
cases are still pending court action" is inaccurate. 
With only two exceptions, all area rate opinions have 



._ . , 

been affirmed in full by the courts. 2,' Th~rc is affixed 
to the General Counsel's memorandum of July 12, 1974 
(attached) an appendix outlining the current status of 
Commission area rate decisions. 

-. Soe,GAO note 2, ;J. 11 . 
At page 7 76,, after referring to the Fed&al Power 

Conmission's National Gas Survey, Chapter 9 of the draft 
i report. states that on hlarch 7, 1973, Senatdr Hart requested 

that the data co$,lected in the National Gas' Reserves Study, 
a part of the,National Gas Survey, be,.furni.phed to the 
Antitrust and M_onopolf-Subzmmittee and to Fhe Federal 
Trade Commission.‘ *This is in error. The material requested 
by Senator Hart at that time wasiuncommitted gas reserves 
data, i.e. data on proved 'jzeserve's.which the companies 
had not committed.by contract co-particular sales. This 
uncommitted gas,- of courcce, is only a small fraction of 
the total proved reserves i.ntill-_uded in the National Gas 
Reserves Study for the year &ding December 31, 1970. 
It was the National Gas Reserves Study data which the Federal 
Trade Commission attorney requested, as related in the 
nex+ paragraph (bottom of page 76). The same confusion 
appears in the middle of page 78 in the reference to 
Senator Hart‘s request for "similar" data. It was not 
the National Gas,Reserves Study data which was turned 
over to the Senator pursuant to subpoena. Rather, the 
unto' itted gas reserves data as of December 31, 1971 
and I;" une 30, 1972, was supplied to the AntLtrust and 
Monopoly Subcommittee pursuant to the order of the 
Commission issu?h June 22, 1973, in Docket No. R-405. i 

L/ Opinion Nos. !662 and 662-A, establishing new rates for 
the Permian Basin Area is pending review sub nom. -- 
Chevron Oil Co. v. F,P,C., 9th Cir. Nos. 73-2861, et al. -- 
gnion Nos. ;595 and 595-A, establishing rates for the 
Texas Gulf Cdast Area, were originally reversed and 
remanded by the D.C. Circuit sub nom. Public Service -- 
Commission ofl the State of New York, et al. v. F.P.Co, -- 
487 F.2d 1043, (D,C. Cir. 1973). The D.C. Circum 
decision, howbver, was vacated by the Supreme Court on 
June 17, 1974, and remanded for reconsideration in the 
Fight of Mobil Oil Corp. v. F.P,C., U.S. -- -. 
I(d ecided June 110, 1974). 



As the report indicates, the Federal Power Commission 
staff cooperated rs:ith the Federal Trade Commission staff 
consistent with the limitations upon the d-sclosure of 
confidential information under Commission clrders issued 

-_ pursuant to Ehe Natural Gas Act. You have appropriately : 
recorded in Chapter IX that the Federal Trade Commission 
responded to my request to file an appropriate pleading I 

5 specifying the inform' tion .desired by the Federal Trade 
: Conunission so that a r"l 

I 
earing could be held on the merits 

of their request. On October 15, 1373, the Commission / 
I 

issued its order -concluding the show cause proceeding and 
authorizing the examination of certain records by an 
official of the Federal Trade Commission (Amerada Hess 
order, Docket No. Ri74-15, Commissioner Moody dissenting). 
Because this order culminates complex legal proceedings 
in relation to the Federal Trade Cr-?i sion's requt'st fo:- 
confidential information and addr , l s.che public poiicjr 
issues relating to generaliL?d dis losure of such informa- 
tion, I have attached the Ameradb Hess order-for your 
information. 

I request that this letter and all enclosures be 
incorporated as part of your report. If you should revise 
this report consistent with my letter, I will be pleased to 
re;riew the report further before it is finalized. 

I thank you for tihe opportunity of commenting on 
this report. 

. 

Enclosures 
1. General Counsel msmo dtd 7!12/74 with attachments 

(1) List 9f Current Status of Commission Area Rate 
Decisions, and (2) Memo from Daniel C. Lamke dtd 
7/15/74 to the General Counsel 

2. Orders 431, 431-A, 431-B, 431-C: 431-D 
1 3. Deputy Chief, Bureau of Natural Gas memo dtd 7/12/74 

4. Director, Office of Personnel Programs memo dtd 7/17/74 
5. General Counsel memo to all employees concerning 

prchibited financial interests dtd 7/13/74 with attached 
list of prohibited securities 

6. Amerada Hrss Corporat.LoI1 i)rder, Docket No. RI74--i5, 
dtd 10,'15/73 



GEFAL COUNSEL 

FEDERAL~‘EeE3 COMMISSION 

I 0 

July 12, 1974 

. NEb~~~~ANXPl TO: The ~Chairman cz 
----. \ .-- / 

“‘\>__FROM - : General Counsel 
: .' 

SUBJECT : Proposed General Accounting Office Repcrt 
- -_ 
I-- on FPC Regulatbn of the Natural Gas 

., , Industry 
I / / 

.-- 

I have the follooing comments with respect to the prc- 
posed report referred to above. 

Chapter 1 

On page 3, line 8, the legality of the Optional Pricirg 
Procedure is pending before the United States Court tif Appeals 
and not the Supreme Court. 

Chapter '2 
/ 

The proposed report concludes that a11 exten;ions'oY 
emergency sales acre improperly granted. To support this 
conclusion, it is argued that extensions were never conten- 
plated by Order Yo. 418, 44 FPC 1574, which eLtabll.sh?ed the 
60-day emergency sales procedure. Particular reliance .'.s 

.. placed upon language in Order No. 418 stating that emergency 1 
sales "shall be discqntinued upon the expiration ?f the 6C- 
day perPod.*' 44 FPC 1575. - . 

3. 
Essentially the report suggests that irrespectlbe of 

the nature of the emergency, the Comm'isslon is. powdrles: to 
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. -  _. 
:  

cantlnue emergency sales for a limited period 

: 1, 
/ t.- i 

I 
I 
? 
:1 
Jr 

of time wit-n-. 1\ 
out l?C?quiririg cessation of such sales tdhile it issues a'pro- 
posed regulatton and receives comments thereon. In my view, 
the Ccmmission is not so restricted in meeting tfiese emergency 
situation$. It shotild be noted that no-party has questioned / 
the validi!ty of" 
Furthermore 

bhe sixty day sales or the extensions thereof. 
, as in any other regulation, the Co,mmission has 

authority to waive the provisions of the regulation in appro- 
priate circumstances. Cf. Municipal Light Eoards v. F.iJ.C., 
450 F.2d I-341 (D.C. Cir. 1972); Municipal Electric Utility 
Ass'n. of Ala. v. F.P.C., 485 F.2d 967 (D.C. Cir. 1973). .- 

On page 12, the GAO draft states that, in promulgating 
Order No. 491, "the FPC maintained that it was under no . . 
obligation to seek comments." This is true, of course, but 
it is misleading when read in isolation. Ke issued Order 
No. 491 without prior notice because the emergency shortage 
demanded immediate action in order to protect the consumer. 
In sach situations the law certainly permits the usual re- 
quirements of notice and ccmments to be bypassed. The Admin- 
istrative ;Procedure Act provides t,:at these procedures are 
not required "when the agency for good cause firlds * * * 
that notice and public procedure thereon are impracticable, 
unnecessary, or contrary to the public interest." 5 U.S.C. 
$553(b) (A)‘. 

i 

-: 

At page 13, the GAO report states that some extensi.ns 
of the 60'day emergency sales were granted "to offset the 
effect of the court stay" of Order No. 491. This action was 
not improper since the 60-day procedure established by Order 
No. 418 was effectively reinstated and effective after the 
court stay. 

Chapter 3 

This chapter is devoted to the'need for more complete 
and accurate data relating to emergency sales. First, it is 
impossible to have data as to actual volumes and prices until 
all emergency sales have been completed. .In this regard, it 

I  .  
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should be noted that the Commission indicated III Order No. 
491-B that it would'mcnitor results and take whatever, future 

--action is required by tke public interest. 
-_ /" the 

Secondly, to 
extent that actual deliveries fall below estimatedide- 

this may simply reflect the uncertainty created 
. -. by pending litigation of Order No. 491, despite the fact 

the Supreme Court vacated the Court of Appeals' stay 
of (,?:e Commission, / rder. / 

. .-. 
‘--L\ _ _ Chapter 4 

I 
I 

I’ , 

\ . . 
‘1 

__. 

. . 

This chaptefdeals with the optional certification pro- 
cedure. 

/ 
__a & pa e'32, 

d 
it is noted that petitioners in John 5. MO s s A'- v:F.P. D.C. 

InLY-;F:P.C 
Cir. NO. 72-1837, are relying upon Texaco, 
474 F.2d 415 (D.C. Cir. 19721, tc support 

iheir viewthai Order No. 455 is in conflict with the Con- 
mission's respcnsibllity to regulate natural gas companies. 
In this regard, we should point out that In F.P.C. v. Texaco, 
&nc-. , U.S. No. 74-i490, 94 S.Ct. 2315, (decided 
June 10,1974),<%~ D.C. Circuit's decisicn was vacated xd 
remanded by the Suprerr,e Court. Once again, the Supreme Court 
reasoned that a change in :-he procedures by which producers 
are regulated is vat riecessarily an ab: lonment of regulation. 

At page 32, it is noted that the petitioners also rely 
upon Texas CC;::* Coast Area Xatura.1 Gas Cases, 467 F.2d 1043 
(D.C. Cir. 197j)j It should be pointed out that on June ii, 
1574, in a case/styled Shell. Oil-Co., et al. v. public Ser-v' -0 . ̂ _L 
Co?-ission of A- tke .,-_I - C+Q+e of I;ew York, Kos. 73-pT6, et al., the -- 
Supreme Court vacetec! the declslon and remanded the case tc 
the D.C. Circuit for reconsideration.in the light of Xotil 
Oil CorA. v. F.F.C., U.S. -- (decided June 10, 1974) 
94 S.Ct. 232tl. I;? Mobil, .the Supreme Court reeffdrmed the 
flexibility which must be afforded the Commission in the 
area of producer rate regulation. 
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APPEKDIX.11 

On page 36, on the question. of energ??cy shies, 2 ne 
GAO report no',es chat Order I:,?. :sL-D t~rzlnatc3 l3.C+dsy 
sales as of I*i&rCh 15, 1474, 2r.d reinstatec the :;,-<a;- g2‘0- 

;;;x?;;,: ,-For clarification, it should be pointed out that 
/ r13. 699 termnates the GO-aay emergency sales for 

prcct:zers. \ ! 
.' i 

./- _ 
,/ j /.- //I-. . 

-j-..- 
. . ---' Ci-gpter *> ,--_ 

*-- - 
I .* 

@it!? respect to tHe cornrr.ent on page S? that the FFC 
has b;sertec that“% positive relationship exists bet:<een 
increased prices azd exploraticn activ!.ties, t?.e Ccz??ssim 
finding NZS quoted.with eo$rcval by ~!I.E Sc~rem ,'c~t. 
Mobil 0:: cc. V~~,FL., SOS. ?3-437, _ 1. (Zune 10, 1974) t;t a 

U.S. -, 34 s.ct;. 2328, 2351; 

On pege 63, it is icacsuretely stered that "zest z;re2 
rate cases are still ;er.d:r.i; cot;rf, ac'vizr: ,:e s*~~"~~~ 7-i a-t pL--'-" 
out th$t, with ozly :;j.-c ercepticzs, ,/ a.11 arsea rate crinichs I 
have beeK affirnied ir, full by the courts. -<I 

by the D.C. s'ircuit sl;b no:. ~~~~i~ ?_~..r< - -. .*-- . - -=. ,-.._ .c .-.-__ --.. -- - -- the Stat,e of Iiel,,,r V--L- a; --l . -I. c 3 . - * . r . - . , F.2a iOh? - 
(D.C. Cir. 1973). -The D.C,,ircsitTs deciz:cr., hcricve-, 
w&i vacated by the‘Suprece Cour-, on Jcz 17, 1974, as6 
rejxanded for reconsideraticn in the Light of 'lobii L?il ': 

(Decided Jme IO; 147*>. 

‘/ An\ appendix reflecting the status of all area rate I 
ceses is attac!.ed hereto. 
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The attached memorandum fromAttorney Daniel Lamke 
sets forth our proposed future procedure with respect to 

!J 

the.listing of companies in which stock ownership would con- 
stitute a conflict of interest. With respect to the filings 1 
required by the Assistant General Counsel referred to on 
page 48 of/the report, all of these parties have made the : required filings acd will continue to do so. 

.i . 

. 

Attachments: 

Appendix Reflecting the Status of 
AlliArea Ra-ie Cases 

, 
Memorandum frcm Daniel Lamke . 

Set GAO note 2, p. 112. 

c 

: 
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DANIEL C. LAMKE I 
I 

Current Procedures for Reviewing Employee 
sto Y Holdings to Determine Conflicts of 
Interest 

j 

-. - citation: 1,8 CFR Chapter I, Subchapter A, Fart 3, 
A--- S&part C, Sections 3.735-l through 3.735-32. 

..- 
,' i 

-_-I---‘ - Tbe#ve citation is referred more generally to 
the Federal Power Conunis slon Standards of Conduct for Em- 

-- ployees. The purpose of the Commission's Standards of 
Conduct is stated in Section 3.735-1(a): 

"The Commission recognizes that the main- 
tenance of high standards of honesty, integrity, 
impartiality, and conduct-by Commissioners and 
Commission employees is essential to assure the 
proper performance of Commission business and the 
maintenance of confidence by citizens and the in- 
tegrity of their government. The avoidance of mis- 
conduct and conflicts of interest on the part of 
Commissioners and Commission employees through 
informed d ju gement is indispensable to the main- 
tenance of these standards. . ." 

For the purpose of this memo, only the procedures 
relating to the review of FPC Form 247 and FPC Form 498 
will be discussed. I 

In essence, this Section proliides that all. employees 
ext;cpt Commissioners and employees required to submit Form 493 
will submit a Form 247 at the time of their entrance on duty or 

90 
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Section 3.735-7(c) -- Employees Reqllircd to Submit; 
Time of Submission - (1) FPC Form 247 - Report 6-f Eecur(z' - - _- 
Ownership 111 .Jurj.sdictional Cr=xnics and Distributors. 



-. 

APPENDIX IT 

within 30 days of the.date of acquisition by the employee, 
employee's spouse, miner child, or member of the employee's 
immedia;;e ho-zsehold of any security required to be reported 
under $2ction 3.735-5(b)(5). . 

Skction 3.735-7(4) FPC Form!498 - Statement of 
Employment and Financial Interests. 

.I , I* 
(i)~:;?ll~emplovees c! 

idi0 are: 
ex,ept Commissioners 

paid at a‘levdl of the Executive Schedule * 
and Subchapter 111 of Chapter 53 of Title 5 U.S.C. 
OF, if an employeeXis a Grade 13 or above and is the 

'. 'L. head or deputy-or-assistant head of a bureau or office, .\ 
a Searing examiner, division chief, or their deputies, I 
a section chief, case manager, regional engineer, 

1 

deputy regional engineer, engineer in charge in re- 
gional offices, ; I technical assistant to the Commissioners orl, 
having contracting or procurement responsibilities. The ; 1 
above described employees are required to file a .Form I 
498 not later than 30 days after their entrance on duty / 
and shall also submit a supplemental Form 498 on June 39th 
of each year. : 

/ 

Regulations Defining Conflicts of Interest 
I 

In general, Section 3.375-S(5)(i) of the Federal 
Power )=ommission's Standards of Conduct for Employees pro- 
vides an employee, or the spouse, minor child, or member 
of thejimmediate household of t-he employee shall not own 
directly or indirectly or participa'ze in Lhe purchase cf 
any securities of any public utility, licensee or lestural 
gas company subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission 
or of any person engaged in the distribution or sale of 
electric energy or natural gas or ?f a parent of any of the : 

foregoPg* 
\ ' I 
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. , The Fo:ms 247 and 498 provide a listir,g of each 
individual employee's owxcrship in omicr that upon review 
it can be dcterxined whether or not tl-,c continued holding 
of such securFty interest could constitute a conflict of 

-. interest under the Standards of Conduct. 

Lurrent Review Procedures I 

The review of Form 247 and For-m 498 proceeds as 
foflows: 

- I  (1) An enplcyee, through the Cffice of Personnel. 
Programs, subsits either his Form 247 or Form 495; 

(2) Tile :?Eficc of Personnel Programs, through its 
Director, lists the security holdings in memo form; 

(3) The Eircctor of Persanncl Pro.$rams transmits 
his I.:.O:XJ to the Office cf Gzncrai Counsel requesting 
thaw CfL'Lcc to re*Jiew the scc:.zrity holdings and advise 
him hs to whether such holdings would constitute a 
conflrct of interest as set iorth in the Standards of 
Conduct; \Xotc: In many instar;ccs in the past, the 
memos directed from the Dir- Lctor of Personnel were not 
directed to the Generai Counsel but went directly to 
a divisioni in the General Coucsel's Office for review. 
This procedure has now Seen corr:ctcd and all Director 
of Pcrso~ncl rcquesrs for review arc transmitted directly 
to the Goxera3. CoWsel's Office. 

(4) The General Counsel's Office re-views the listing 
of securrtics as set forth in the memcl from the Director 
of Personnel. The Director of Personnel's memo lists 
only the securities and does not identify the employee 
holder of the securities nor does the memo indicate 0 
whether cnc cr more cmp1oycc.s would be the holders of 
the iistcd securities. 
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+PPENDIX 11 
. r- i-k---; 

The r&w..of the listed securities within '&he 
_. _ __. I _ 

'-1 
General Counsel's Office generally proceeds as follows: 

.- -- __ 
i . 

\ (a) Check.ing the name of the security against __ 
. OPI publications listing Class A, B and C electric 

,. .-- L 
utilities and A, B and C gas companies and bipelines; 

i- .\ 1 (b) Checking the security name with previously 
reviewed 

7 
curlties; I I 1 > / 

._ -_ In the eve<t that the name of the security did not 
-'-. . i 

‘-q-.. _ 
‘-\-.‘-- 

appear ZYiXfiher list identified in Sections (a) and (b); 
the named security is checked through such standard sojxces 

1 
1 

as Standard and Poors or Moody's Services to determine the 
--. 
f-- nature of the company issuing the securities which review 

_x would incluJe,their subsidiaries and the nature of the 
t business in which they were engaged. If this review in- 
\ '. =,Y- dicated a . 

P 
potential involvement with the jurisdictional 

l_ .- aspect-s of the electric or gas business, the following 
-~ procedure was instituted; 

(c) Oral requests to either the Bureau of 
Power or the Bureau of Natural Gas to determine 
whether the company in question was the holder 
of an outstanding hydroelectric license or the 
holder of a gas certificate, or in any other regard 
jurisdictionai to this Commission. 

(5) The General Counsel'; Office prepared a response 
memo to the Director of Personnel, indicating which of 
the Listed s &rities were subject to the jurisdiction 

J of the Co. lssion and which securities were not subject 
to the jurisdiction of the Commission; Until recently, 
most of the OGC transmittal memos to the Director of 
Personnel were not directed through the General Counsel 
but were signed by a Staff member. All OTC memos are 
directed to the General Counsel for his re*Jiew and sig- 
nature before being transmitted to the Di'zector of 
Personnel. In addition, past Director of Personnel 
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I 
memos seeking WC advi,, 0-1 we?e not reviewed immediately 
-tipon receipt but were held in suspense until the ettor-. 
ney reviewing the securities' In his discretion set aside 
the time to review the accumulated memos. Transmitted 
memos from the Director of Personnel to the Office of 

' Gkneral Counsel are now retizewed on a much more current 
b&s is. 

L ( ) I General Counsel memo& wzre transmitted to the 
,Dkrector of Personnel advis'r.g him as to which securi- 

' ties wouLdL?iolate the' Star ards of Conduct and whicfi 
kuld not. 1 

I . . !, 1 
(7) The Di‘rector 'of Pcrsoqnel based upon the advise d 

'._ .\ of .the General -C;lsnsel's Office would institute pro- i 
cedures directed toward notifying an employee holding i : 
any prohIbite<security that he must divest himeelf 
of that security. 

I . 
)- 

/ 
While the above stated procedure in form would 

appear to be sufficient to determine whether 4 security 
would violate the FPC Standards of Conduct, several problems : 
St:11 exis't. For instance, OPI publications listing Class A, i 
B and C gas and elec"_ric companies may be outdated by as much 

\ 

Therefore, any new companies becoming 
i 

as 2 year or more. 
jurisdictional to this Commission from the time of publication 
until the time of review of a Director of Personnel memo, 
would not appear. In addition, I have been informed that as 
many c.s;I 2,000 companies or individuals fall into the category 
of small producers holding certificates under the Natural Gas 
Act. There is no list of small producer certificate holders 
that is'printed and in addition, such a list is very volatile 
and subject to change inasmuch as certificates may expire or 
be abandoned or new certificates may be granted on a regular 
basis. ! 
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I APPEFiTtIX II 

in order to correct the problem of working with.an, . 
outdated or insufficient prohibited securities list, the 
Office of General Counsel will coordinate with other FPC 
divl.sions in preparing an updated master list of prohibited 
securities. It is intended that this master list be updated 
annually fn,May to provide cmplayees with an opportunity 
to review the List before filing their Form 438 on June 30th 
of each yead. Because of fluctuations in this list, it can 
serve only as a guide for employees and any questions or 
appeals by employees must still be individually reviewed by 
OPP ard OGC. 

In addition to an incomplete list problem, the process 
is largely subject to human error of the attorney reviewing 
the submitted list. It can not be determined from the General 
Counsel memos to the Office of Personnel as to what form the ., 
reviewer used Fn his determination of jurisdictional status. 
The form of the memo might be revised to indicate what 
sources the reviewer actually reviewed in his determination 
of jurisdicti-onal or non-jurisdictional status. 

Dan Lam&e 

OGC 
Umke, D.:sap 
7/15/74 
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MEMORANDUM TO: Chairman Nassikas 

. 

-_ 
,,FROM --: Deputy\ Chief ’ 

/ Bureau of N*ltural Gas 

__ -- ~:- i 
SUBJECT : K.3 Draft Rf.port dated June 24, 1974 .> c to Congressman John E. Moss on Selected 

. Aspects 
d-C?+ 

+.!E Regulation of the Natural 
Gas Ifr . stry and Operations of the Federal 

\ --1\ Pow/or Comission 
L‘. 

q---.. _ ‘-. ,/=. 
---~ Pursuant to your reql*,ost, the following are our comments 

pertaining to the subject report: 

-. 
I- bference \ .J comments 

/ 

‘\ I, sunrmary GAO contenti: that exten- 
sions granted t; producers pursuant to - 
Orders Ko. 418 and 491 were not conduc. -d 
within the framework of the Natural Ga.-‘ Act. 

BNG Comments 

While this is primarily a matter far 
the Gcncral Counsel, we should point out 
that the eight extensions which C30 found 
"particularly troublesome" (page 14) were 
granted during the stay cf Order No. 491 
and the Commission had reverted back to 
those procedures followed under Order 
No. 418. The sellers in these cases 
wp:~ld have been relying on the Commission's 

7 
dcr No. 4YL in assuming that they could 

sell their gas for 180 days and would not 
have cntercd into Longcar term contracts. 
If thc:y had cntcred into such contracts 
the sudden stay of Or&r NO. 491 would not 
t,ave ;tfKorcictl znou);h Lime to prepare, file 
and rcccbivc Commission approval of their 
nppLic;ltions. WC do not belicvct tl.tt it 
wou!cl h:lvc .>ccn in the public inccaresq to 
C';IIISr' ';~~pI~lics of ~:,Is to 1,~ -i;hkt LI:‘~ during 
t!lo cnsuinp cold S~',ISL!I~ pal-tic alar1: con- 
sidering that the buycsrs in a:1 .)l these 
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Rtfcrencc I Comments 

/  
I  

I  

--i . 

APPENDIX II 

cases have been fou;td by the Commission 
ro be.in an emergency situation, 

Chapter 3 G40 Position 

. . \ 

. 

The thrust of this chapter is that GAO 
believes that our data gathering and monitoring 
procedures of :emergency sales needs improve- 
ment. More. spe:ifically they cite: 

Tsge 16 c --- -- a-- 1. i_ Faifu, e 
-:: and v i: 

to obtain actual price 
-/------ lume data. 

.I_ 
Page 19 j 2; Incomplete data used in evaluating 

emergency saies producers. 
\ '-\ 

Page 23 ',- . -.*‘c-‘ 3. ._ Monitoring of the 180-day emergency 
sales program. ---..__ J 

- ‘..T-_ 
a ---_ --ljNG Position j 

There is no doubt thst the record keeping 
and filing of data pertaining to emergency 
sales needed improvement and did not provide 
a good audit trail. As the report states 
(page %A), as soon as this matter waz brou&t 
to our attention, imediate steps were taken 
to improve the situation. In fact, pursuant 
to your request a formal report pcrtsining to 
all 180-dry sales was sent to each Commissioner 
on May 29, 1974. *The files pertaining to these 
sales are now in good condition and could be 
easily audited. 

The files pertaining ta the 60-day emer- 
gency sales are currently being improved anJ 
this work wiil be completed as soon as we 
receive additional file supplies. As you hzve 
requested, we will prepare an up-to-date report 
as soon as possible. 

Pages 16-14 GAO Position 

GAO contends that we failed to obtain 
actual price and volume data of the W-day 
cmcrgcncy sales made under Orders No. 402 

See GA0 
f 

ok 2, p. 112. and 402-A. 

:'c See \httachment A 
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BNG Position I 

Comman L s \ 
!i’ 
! 

! : 

/ 
As GAO notes (page 17): 

/ 

/ "For the most part, companies entering 
into 60-day emergency sales under Orders I 
402, 402A provided the Commission with f 

\ 
/ ,’ 

-- 

./ 

/ 

Pages 19-23 

See GAO .late 2. p. 113. 

estimates bf tte volumes of gas to be 
delivered and the price to be charged as 1 
part of their nctification to the Commission 
that an emergency sale had commenced." 

j 

This statement is true and as stated we 
reviewed the actual prices for reasonableness 
when we were notified that an emerg=niy sale 
had commenced. The prices reported were not -- 
estimates - they were actual prices. 

Secondly the volume initialiy reported 
must by necesHity be estimates. Actual volumes 
can be obtained only after the sales have been 
completed. As the CA0 report indicates approxi- 
mately 50% 0 f the actual vo?umcs were reported 
to us and pursuant to my discussion with ycju 
on March 27, 1974,"we commenced a program to 
obtain actual volumes on all emcrgenc.- sales 
(See Attachment C for a sample letter sent to 
ali pipelines). 

Finally, be should point out that under 
the emGrg:ency conditions that have existed, we 
have been pz;marily concerned with obtaining 
sufficient gas supplies to.meet the emergency. 
We may not have been as timt*ly in our follow 
up procedures; however, WC did alleviate the 
emergencies. 

CA0 Position - 

GAO alleges that the G-r...lission used 
incomplctc data in evaluating the emergency 
sales programs. 

! 
BNG Comcn t s 

In suppr~rt in ; these allegations, GAO 
spcciiically ~*hL~llcn~:cs the use of data in ' 
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Reference 
I 
l 

Col.zncnts -- 

preparing a summary of the number of sales 
in the 12 tlorking day period priur to the 
issuance of Order No. 491 and the same 
period after the issuance of Order No. 491. 

/ 
_  .c- .’ 

‘While BN' concedes that there was'some G 
confusion as $0 the data used in the order, 
t,he following ;swunarizts the fazts: 

I ._ 
‘\ . . For the period September 14, 1973 

. -:hrough October 2, . -. 1973 (12 tiorking days 
._ <-‘after issuance of Crder No. 491), 63 sales 

were made for an estimated 45.6 million .-_ ------ Mcf at an average cost of 50.80~ per Mcf 
I __---- rather than the 26 sales(used in the Order 

491-B) for an estimated 20.8 million Hcf 
at an average cost of 48.16~. For the 
period August 28, 1973 through September 
13, 1973 (12 working days prior to Order 
No. 491), 23 sales were made for an esti- 
mated 4.8 ;nilLion Mcf at an average cost 
of 52.97c per McL as compared to the 20 
,alcs (used in Order 491-E) for an esti- 
mated 8.2 millkon Hcf at an average cost 
of 50.82~. Part of the difference is 
caused by a change in tkz method of counting 
the 12 day period. Accordingly, the facts 
show that the Commission was not misguided 
despite some errors in the original data, 

Page 22 The CA0 report also lists 7 sales 
which it uses as a demonstration that 
actual vol-umes are considerably lower than 
estimated volumes. However, CA0 did not 
make any investigation as to i:hy the volumes 
in these selected sales fell short. It 
should be noted that in one case the well 
did not produce as expected, in 2 cases the 
sales were converted from an emfrgency sale _. 
status to sales under limited-term certificates 
and in the 4 other cases the sales ceased 
after 60 days bccnusc they wcrc initiated 
in the time period when stays of Order No. 

I 1 
491 were a threat and the sellers were re- I 
luctnnt to sell under the uncertnirt circum- 
s tiinccs. . CA0 also fails to point out that 
their table is a demonstration that the 
estimates for these salts arc adjusted 

- constantly as new information is received 
and as mcrc current surnmaric,s art made the 
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Comment:: 

Pa& 2 

revised estimates are i?r*l.uded. This 
' very procedure is what made their table 

possible. 

_GA3 Position 
On this page, CA0 made 5 specific 

recommendations. 

BNC Comments 

Several of these recommendations have 
been discussed ir. the preceding page; and 
we have already implemented most of the 
suggestions. However, WC wish to point out 
the interstate pipciine companies are required 
to report in Form 2 all volumes of g2s pur- 
chased and prices paid under certificated 
sales during the previous calendar !ear 
which are identified by seller and rate 
schedule number. 

. I 
1 

Pursuant to your request, we will 
notify YGU if any companies fail to provide 
the requested data. Furtherrlore, as you 
know, the emergency sales programs pertaining 
to producers were terminated wish issuance 
of Opinion No. 6Y9. 
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Rf2.E.e-c Commenti i 
\ -- \ : 

Chn?tcr 5 GAO Position I 

-.-. _- L 
In this chapter, CA0 states that "FX's 

/- 
*> \ implementation of its optional pricing pro- 

cedure indicates that consumers are paying 
i 

P 
igher prices f:- natural gas than may be 

1 f-' 
justified because applications for the optional 

--. _ ---p- if procedure arc not receiving final action by 
‘i. - 1. .A-' the FPC within 6 months. 

-:Y-.__ 

_- BNG Comments 
- .- 
I-- \. AttacLed hereto as Attachment D is a 

.J summary of the status of all optional pricing 

:\., . 

/ ,j cases from inception of this procedure through 

_- _ /---- . - ///A' 
July 11, 1974. As of this date the following 
is a summary of the status of the pending 
cases: See attachment E for list. . 

Files less than 6 months 7 

Gemanded by Commission for 15 
further evide'nce 

Reopened by AL.J 2 

Applicant requested no 
action be taken until 
further notice 3 

/’ 
/ 

Cases -- 
Awaiting ALJ decision 1 

. Awaiting Commission action 2 

As is evident from this data, it is 
true that some of the undecided cases are 
over 6 months old and that the sellers have 
been collecting rates that may exceed a just 
and rcasonsble rate. Howcvcr, none of these 
rates appear unreasonable considcr!ing the 
emergency gas supply conditions and the 
prices found tc be Just and rca;onable by 
the Commission in Opinion 699 and other casrl. 
Nevertheless, we suggest that the Commission' 
consider amending Grdcr No. 455 (Docket NC. 
K-441) to provide for refund obligations. 

t 

i 
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WC should also point out that one of 
the reasons for delays in Commission action 
in these cases is the fact that from Jv-re 
8,.1973 through Reccmber 13, 1973 the Com- 
mission consisted of but 4 members who had 
differences of'opinion regarding these cases 
and were deadlocked in a 2-2 position. A new 
Commissioner, ojf course, is entitled 3 a 
reasonable amount of rime to review and 
familarize himself with the evidence in these 
cases. I 

’ \ .  / . k .'\ In concluding, we should also note the 
'x. ‘Commission's task of elFciting an adequate gas \ supply at the lowest reasonable cost - a 

- ~ . . ..isimple task - there is no magic formula. 
_^-- -- 

i 
Russell I). Thorell 

I 
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FEDERAL POWER COi’& ISSION 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20426 

July 17, 1974 ; 

l 

HEMORAXDTJM TO: Chairman Nassikas 

FROM : Director, Office of Personnel Programs 

SUBJECT : Employees' Financial Interests 

As requested, I am providing in this memorandum 
the details of the brea Xdo-xn of the Commission's system'. 
for ensuring that- no FPC employ2c holds prohibited 
securities under Section 3.735 of our rules, *'Standards 
of Conduct for Empioyees," 18 CFP. 3.735. 

j I waq appoinsed Director, GEfice of Personnel 
Programs, In Octobs-r, 1971. From my review of the 
records and procelures adopted by my predecessors, 
it is my considered judgment that adequate procedures 
to enforce the re~ula~ioirs adopted by the CommLssion 
on Karch 9, 1366, relating to prohibited securities 
were not established. Insofar as my administration 
of the program is concerned, I recognized in the 
first instance tha t the responsibility for compliance 
with the disclosure requirements and the prohibition 
against holding securities in jurisdictional companies 
rests on the individual employee, However, my 
coordination of the program proved to be inadequate, 
which required action to implement the enforcement 
of t!ic regdlstj.sns. 

It is my view that officials required to report 
their financial interests did not file the required 
report on time because they kne-d they had not-been 
involved in any conflicts of interest. From my I t -a standpoin'., I was involved with a large workload of 

I : ocher seemingly more important matters and therefore 
did rot take the time to determine the status cf 

\ 

i compliance with the June 30, 1973 filing requirement 
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un'til the middle of July 1973, at which time I beian! 
. . 

thmssary follow-up to assure necessary compli&tce 
as hereinafter ‘set forth. -_ Over the past several months 
the Executive Director, the General Counsel, and I have 
devoted substantial time to reestablishing the program. 

*- -. . .i ;- In spite of many hours devoted to the details of the 
-\ matter, we have yet to find any evidence of willful 

non-disclosure CJ 
);/ 

kty suggestion that any prohibited I 
holding by any>employee resulted in any improper ! 

1. --Y“, influence uF;on any matter pending before the Commission. I . . 
--. i- 

T------.. 
I 

I recoi:nizs that 
a serious &ttter art? 

the breakdown of this program is 
that I could he;re avoided the 

problem if t!-tz dsficiencies in its administration had 
-. 
I- become appa:-et~~. earlier. Lois memora::2.li;l also describes 

.I the prescilt,;:!:cl;,:zT a3 It kas been established by the 
, Executive.!Xrc(:tr:r, the General Counsel, and the 

‘\ -.. _../-- - Directo-, OfFice of‘Pc>rsonnel 
x/ 

?rogrIms, to ensure 
-.. aga& L aily i’ut;;:.? deficiency in the program. The 

-- procedures ckscrlked herein are no-.; in place and are 
fully opersti~~ilal. I IgilL report promptly through the 
Executive' birrcltcr to you in tile event I need assistance 
to assure that I-::e program from this point forward is 
administori!d consistent with the Commission's regulations. 

18 CFR 3.735-7(c)(4) requires 8 statement of 
financi.21 interests (FPC Form 49s) from every employee 
in GS-13 and abo*ze wJ:. occupies any of scve:nl positions 
listed in the rule. The positj.ons listed are those 
which have decisional responsibilities. 
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Under the regulation, the employee is to file the 
required form upon appointment to the position and 
on each June 3C thereafter. 

I As of June 30, 1973, a total of 122 employees in 
g?ades GS-13 or above occupi'ed positions described in 18 :' 
CFR 3.735-7(c) (4) and therefotie were required to have on I 
fllc an updated Form 49s. Relying upcn the employee's 

./obligation.to file as set fokth in Section 3.735-7(c)(4) 
i 

o-f the-Commission's rules an' 
1 

cbpy of the FPC Standards of 
d reprinted in the pamphlet 

Conduct furnished to every 
employee,.OPP did:not issue any reminder or other special F 
instruction'\prior to June 30, 1973, and only 11 of the 

'_ '1 122 employees made the required filing. I 
I. . -.._- _ 

Accordin&y, on July 17, 1973, OPP had printed in i 1 
the F'PC Staff Xa-dslett-lr a notice of the requirement, 
directing aZcntion t:othe pamphlet copy of the Standards 
of Conduct for FPC Employees, fIarch 9: 1966. Unfortunately: 
the pamphlet was not up to date and did not include a 
November 1967 ai:;e-timent which Srs:zdened the requirement : I/ 
by changing the grade level of tnose required to file the 1 
Form 498 from GS-15 or above to GS-13 or above. / I 

I An addi.tional 22 employees responded to the reminder 
by filing the required form. A total of 39 employees 
required to file a Fora 498 szill had not filed, and GPP 
was in the process of preparing individual reminders to 
these 0fficial.s \ihen the. deficiency came to the attention 
t-f the GAO investigative staff. 

i OnN ovember 15, 1973, OFP sent a memorandum to each 
FPC employee who was required to file Form 498 but who 
hab not done so (copy attachedj, and an additional 46 
employees complied with the requirement. By Gecember 1, . 
1973, only 79 of the 122 requi-red to file had done so. 
Accordingly, on January 11, 1974, a further memorandum 
wab sent to each of those still delinquent advising of 
thk possibility of disciplinary action. The remaining 
43/promptly made the required filing, so that by the end 

',, 
: 

of'Janunry, everyone required to file a statement of 
firiancicl interests had done so. 

L. 
/ 

\ 
I 

OPP furnished the Office of General Counsel lists 
of 'the securities thus reported, and OGC provided 
detjerminations as to which securities were prohibited 
hulldings under Section 3.735-5(b)(5). It was thereby 
determined that 13 of the 122 employees required to 
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file t;le Form 498 held securities which OCC found to be !I 
prohibited holdings. Notices requiring these employees i\ 
to sell thz prohibited holdings were prepalaed and, after. il 
verification by OGC of its initial determinations, weie 
served on the 13 employees. These notices ghve the 
employees 30 days 'in which to comply. On Ppri.1 23, 1974, 

ed the situation to you and was instructed to 
; 
: 

signa.tu,re a letter to any employee w'ho : 
within the time allcwed. .: 

1L CFR 3.735-7(c)(4)(d) requires each employee who i 
is subject to the Form 498 disclosure requirement to file 
a supplemental Form 498 on June 30 of each year for 
purposes of an;rual review. As a result of various 
staffing ch.ngzs and additions since June 30, 1973, 
there now are ;I tatal of 144 enployees on board required 
to file thP Eorm. All. but one, 

See GAO note ?, p. 112. . _ . . 
is on extended leave, 

and an uTdar:?ti L f'a z-2 wFl.1 be cbcaiced from 
upon his return o- July 22, 1974. 

him immediately .; 
tie ilid file last year, 

on Novembsr 23, i?Y3, reporting that he held stock in 
seven conpaniczs. ::.3;12 are eicctric or gas companies or 
parents of the s ?.Tr,2 prohibited by the Standards of Conduct. 

Al! of the securi ,ties reported as being held by 
employees. ei t'ncr Ln t‘re Forms 49s filed in June 1.973 and 
thereafter or pur: 1:ent to the JJR~ 1974 filing requirement 
(totalliyig some iii4 different companies) were referred to 
the General &oun:;c-?? for determination as to which are 
proscribed securities under 18 GFR 3.735-5(b)(5)(i). The 
General Counsel, rafter investigation, reported that tt.2 
securities of tkr! fOllOi?in,7 
are prohibittld stzcurities: 

25 companies referred to him 

-- 

Arizona Public Service Corporation 
Atlantic Richfield Company 
Zzirimc,re Gas & Electric Company 
British 'set-roleum 
Central Telephone 5r Utility Company 
Cities Service 
Commonwealth Edison 
Exxon Corporation 
Ford Xotor Company 
Great Lakes Xatural Gas 
Helmerick G Payne Corporation 
Honsanto 
Northern Iilinois Gas 



-- 

.--- 
Occidental Petroleum 
Pacific Power & Light Company \ i 
P,otbmac Electric Power Company \ i 
Standard Oil Company of California ' . 
Sunray DX Oil Company I 
Tenneco Oil Company 1 
Texaco Corporation 
Texas E-astern Transmission Company 
TV/9(Bonds i 

i &ion Electric , --. 
.‘-. \- 

---G., / .-" Wion Oil Company 
I 

'. -----_ U. S. Steel 
I 

These securities were held by 19 employees, all.'of 
whom disposed of their prohibited securities except as 
follows: \ 

/ / 
,- . 

See GAO note 4, p. 112. 
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See!GAO note 4, tp. 112. 

j. ‘,., . ..\ 
--__ -_ -- 

I 
YO Ijro Vi&: .3SSUT2i:Ct? ihat there ‘na-ve been it0 conflicts 

of interest 
prohib/ited h 

involving any of the 19 employees who held 
oidings or involving any other official 

subject to the Form 495 disclosure requirement VA-IO may 
not have filed in previous years or may have filed but - 
not disposed of grohibitcd holdings, each of the employees 
subjetii: to the 
1974, /t 

Form 493 requirement was required on July 10, 
0 file a sworn nfkidaT/it affirming that at no time 

during his 'employment by this agency had he participated :: 
in any decisional process directly involving any compan;I 
in xh<ch he, his spouse, minor child, or meuber of his ! 
immediate household then had a financial interest. / 

I 

-‘. .  

/ 
a - 
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Affidavits ncjw are on file from all of these employees \ 
except , mentioned above, two other employees, 9 
Yessrs. who are on leave until July 22. ! 
and Augusir 2, respectively, ,and four officials in the 'I .I/ 
regional offices whose affidavits are in the mail. 

See GAO'note 3, p. 112. 
: 

To etxur'e complete compliance with the rules in the ; 
futllr~, (the following procedures hay.e been established. : 
The ClaSsification staff of OPP is :.-evising all position I 
descriptions cf jobs where the incumbent must file FPC i 
Form 433, to display prominently on the top of the 
position description form a statement to that affect. I 
AL1 incumbents will be notified of thar action. In the 
future all requests for personnel actions from bureaus 
and oFfices involving +,hese positions will be noted as 
to the requirement for completion of a Form 495, and a 
suspense file wi 
follow-up to be 

IL be maintained to assure the necessary 
sure the required filing is made by all 

appointczs to these positions. 

The standard 2P appointment fetter to be used for ; . outside appo.Lnr;:~~:es to these p3srtlsns already has been 
revised to specify complianc2 with the Form 495 require- 
nent for new appointees. 

By1th.e first :<ee'k in May each year, all officials 
occupyirig po.;ition; described in Section 3.735-7(c)(4)(b), 
the Forr,~ $98 provision, will receive individual notice of 
the June, 30 filing requirement, together with blank forms 
and a list of prohibited securities. In every case where 
an cmpl.oyee has not filed on time, the Executive Director 
will be notified in writing by the Director, OPP, and the 
Exccati:.e nirec'lor promptly will take whatever actions 
are necessary to effect complete compliance. 

All securities holdings reported on the forms filed 
will 52 r-fey--c! tc the Qnera- f Counsel. for his determina- 
tion RS to :chet?-ier any prohibited securities are included. 
The*i;xacutive Lfirector will receive a copy of these 
referrals. T& General Counsel will respond in writing, 
statin:> the basis in every case in which he determines e 
that a security held is a prohibited security. The 
E:::pcl:ti-\rc Director will receive a copy of the General 
Co:msei's written responses to the Director, OPP. 

Any employee who holds forbidden securities immediatel: 
will be giLven notice in writing by the Director, OPP, that 
he has 30 days in which to dispose of the securities. OPP 
will attach a copy of the OGC determination, and a copy of 

I . 
I 
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the 30-d&$-letter will be furnished to the Exe&&Q% --cl_c- 
Di~2CtOY,~~~2ll aS any subsequent coi-responck$ce. ------ _ 

' .1?3 CFR 3.735,-7(c)(l) requires all employees kpcept 
Cmoncrs and cmp:oyees who are requked to submit 
FordI 4j8, to- file FPC Porn 247, Report of SecurLty 
Owncrahip in Jurisdicti'onal Companies and Distributors, 
at the time of entry upor; duty and thereafter within 30 

'\ 1 -- days of the date of acquisition of any prohibited security. 
Whereas the Fnzm 438 requLres the disclosure of all 
financial the Form 247 requires only the 
disclosure ~6~. holdings. Ths FrobLeiis 
associated,%fith the tzo therefore differ. In the case 

\ of thrnti 498, the .2etemiizstioz of whether a coqany 
is jurisdictional or the Darezt of a jurisdictLona1 
company is tie :z;ponsibiiity of the General Coimsel. 
Tn the case 
the employee 
tha$ the eJZI$lcJyd? is adequateiy Fnfo=ed as to what 

: - securitres a:-e y r?I:iEited holdings, and second, that 
,-- The eziy /d 

t -_ LOy2r 1";<1L\<.. r'n2 -;equLreL discl3 sure upon acquisition 
of-4 proh-Lbir:ed s-.::u~i~y. Tit-? iatter is particularly 
difficult since ",.;e rnqu~remenf is in effect a requirenent 
that the e~~ployee. .zn;lol.mce that he is violating the 
COIXXLSSiOX'S rules. If any az?;cyee i;olds forbidden 
securities, the 52encv has no alternative but to require 
divestLturc undF:r;‘-Section 3.735-5(b)(5)(i). 

The probl~x in caxxctinn with the Form 247 makes 
circulation of a iist of prohibited securities absolutely 
essential, and the present prcredure contemplates the 
issuance petiodically of suci: list, revised ar\.d expanded. 
as th2 GeneraL CounseL inves". igates the compan%es referred 
to him by B‘i‘?. 

re~os~no~~;;:r~~~s;Ijn rAicY?k a prohibited 'holdir:: is 
IYi '0 . e .I the E-ii;[JlOyfZe promptly will receive 

a lstter dEorG<nz him 30 days in which to dis-,ose of 
the hold%itg, together with a statement by the General 
Counsel of the basis for det~rzining 'chat the security 
is a prohibited security. The Executi.:ie Director All 
receive copies of all correspondence relating to Form 247 
disclo<-.*r?- and will issue, in writing, any dibections c*C--t.> 
necesszry relative to the work assigrmcnts of the cxployce 
involved pending disposition of the prohibited holding, 
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The procedures described above have been established 
by tne General Counsel and by me and now are in operation. 
Tf~ey will assure that every official who occupies a ; 
position described in Section 3.735-7(c)(4)(b) as a 
position subject to the Form 498 requirement is notified 
of the rnquirements when he is appointed to sl;ch position 
B nd annu; ly thereafter in *the first week of.Xay. The 
procedures now established also provide the necessary 

f 

allow-up to ensure compliince wrth the filing require- i. 
ents, and prompt direction to dispose of all prohibited I 
oldings, whether reported on Form 498 or Form 247, 

I . . -- 
--i --. ?he maintenance‘by thq Office of Zeneral Counsel of ' 

a list of prohibited securities, its periodic revis:ion 
and circulation,: and tile requirement that the General , 
Gounsd st$tz <he‘, basis for additions to the list, 
together with-the Executive Director's overview of the I -\ CPP-OGC referral a.nd.response process, now provide 

.assurance hotb.a$ainsk errors in the General Counsel's 
I 

determinations; as in the c'ase of Scott Paper Company 
and Ronsanto, wi:i-,3 Tr‘ere first determined to be permitted 
secxuriti-s - > z~nd later prohibited securities, and adminis-j 
trative e::yor :; in L 3PP, as in the. cases or‘ Judges 

See GAO note 3, p. 112. 
referret to above. 

'L'oon c:<lr?pteticn of the acriZi?s directed as described: 
above in the case.: of 
1 

will be made 
a complete repart 

o‘f' the rczsults of the 137k annual review, 
and such report Xl1 be made each year hereaft-cr. By 
mei:lor.lr:dm oE this datz to me and the General Counsel, 
pou have di ri:ct:efi that we investigate all cases in whic'il 
FTC Cll?? loye2s t13-e reported prohibited holdings. The 
results 02 these investigations will be ineluii-d in the 
i375 rei>ort., together with any recommendation which xe 
!Xnci appropriate . 
1 

'J'ht: Xx<iliti.ve Director has established the necessary' 
D r 0 - <' $ '.L r '; t:; rl-:!sur2 that Form:; 
him-:!r!rl prro:;:~;l;5' 

498 are timely filed by 
reviewed by the General Counsel and that 

Llirector re,eives and reviews the For; s 495 
r, Office of Personnel Programs, and General 

I 

Ci,ct1.5:,L 
rl! ;;\(;I 

011 a tincly basis. These reviews will be 
t;!$ in the r2port of the annllal revie;q. None 

specialty 
of thei 

t\,y,.-e =. 1 _- ,T tlxC.~,.~~znts of these positions has held <any securi .L@s 
dbrin;; ?S.s ea-,loyment with the Federal Poxer Commission. ' 
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--I questions as to whether a particular position 
should be sL)ject to the Form 498 disclosure requirements 
have been resolved in favor of inclusion in the list of 
;zx~t:;ons described in Section 3.735-7(c)(4)(b). As a 

Form 448 
there noFi are 167 positions subject to the 

requirem nts, 

/ 

144 of whjch currently are filled 
positions. 

/---" 
As a p.art of the report of the i974 annual review, 

the Executive Director, the General Counsel, and the 
Director, Office of Personnel Programs, will submit 
recommendations concerning changes ir? the FPC Standards 
of Conduct whi+h will accord with the system now . 
established to provide maximurn assurance against 
conflicts,& interest. 

/' #-’ ._-- _~ .- 

Cls~udFus L. Fike 
Director. Office of 

Persoxel Programs 

Attachments 
-7/17/73 E~:pl.c;jr~ YevsletCer Lten 
-3.1!15/7.3 Re.!,ir?;er of 498 filing requirement 
-Sample.OPP lctcer of f/11/74 remindin,: employees 

of 495 requireaext 

/ 

GAO notes: 1. -4 age references in the appendix refer to the draft report. 

2. This material is not included in this report. 

3. Names of FPC employees deleted. 

4. Kames of FPC employees and personal data deleted. 
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APFENDD 

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON. D. C. 20580 

I 

/ / July 17, 1974 

Mr .’ .Jo,hn D .&ler I 

Acting Director . _ 
United States General 

Accounting Office 
Washington; D. C. 20548 

Dear Xr. He&x. 

:I 
1 i / 

The sectio= of your proposed “Report on Selecterj Aspects j 
of the Z.egJlation of the Natural Gas Industry and the Operations ’ I 
of the Federal Power Commission” (Report) relating to cooperation \ ; 
extended ‘,by the Federal Pcwer Commission during the Federal I 
‘irade Commission’s investigation of alleged under-reporting of 
natural gas reserves hes been examined. Although the attorney 
currently 5 charge of the investigation was not with the Commission’ 
for the full time period corered by the Report, hF; states that based 
Lipon the documentation appearing in our files, the Report appears 
to be accura’.~. 

I might add, however, that the attorney in charge of this 
particular case and the other attorneys involved in this case or 
invokled in Fur more general natural gas study have indicated 
that employees of the Federal Power Commission are currently 
being most cooperative and helpful. 

, Sincerely, 

Acting Chairman 
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APPENDIX IV 

PRINCIPAL OFFICIALS OF FPC AND FTC 
C* 

r  

i’ 

RESPONSIBLE FOR ADMINISTERING ACTIVITIES 

DISCUSSED IN THIS REPORT 

Tenure of’office 
From To 

FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION 

CHAIRMAN: 
John N. Nassikas 
Lee C. White 

Aug. 1969 Present 
Mar. 1966 Aug. 1969 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR: 
Webster P. Maxson 
Marsh H. May (acting) 
Murray Commarow 

GENERAL COUNSEL: 
Leo E. Forquer 
Leo E. Forquer (acting) 
Gordon Gooch 
Richard A: Solomon 

. CHIEF, BUREAU OF NATURAL GAS: 
Frank C. Allen 
Frank C. AlIen (acting) 
Thomas J. Joyce 
Joseph Curry (acting) 
John F. O’Leary 

SECRETARY, FPC: 
Kenneth F. Plumb 
Gvdon Grant 

CHIEF, OFFICE OF ECONOMICS 
Haskell P. Wald 

DlP,>;t’TOR, OFFICE OF PERSONNEL 
PROGRAMS: 

Claudius L. Fike 
William N. Campbell 

Oct. 1969 
May 1969 
June 1966 

Nov. 1972 
July 1972 
Nov. 1969 
Apr. 1962 

Dec. 1973. Present 
Sept. 1953 Dec. 1:73 
3ec. 1969 Sept. 1973 
03. 1969 Dec. 1969 
Jan. i9?8 Oct. 1969 

June 1971 
May 1967 

July 1963 

Oct. 1971 
Ilec. 1961 

Present j 
Oct. 1969 
May 1969 

Present 
Nov. 1972 
July 1972 
Nov. 1969 

Present 
June lY?l 

t 

Present 

Present 
Oct. 1971 
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* Tenure of office 
From I To 

FEDl$RAL TRADE COMMISSION I 

CHAIRMAN: 
Lewis A. E d 
Miles W.pirkp%rick 
A. jZverett,e MacIntyre (acting) 

DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF COMPETITION: 
(note a) 

James T. alverson Y Alan S. Ward 
, Cecil G/Miles 

! 

Feb. 1973 Present i 
Sept. 197G Feb. 1973 
Aug. 1970 Sept. 1970 

July 1972 Present 
Nov. 1970 July 1972 
July 1968 Nov. 1970 

,- 
‘a / 

-. 

On-July 1, 1970, the title of this office was changed from Zkreau of 
Restraint of Trade to Bureau of Competition. 

. 

LPO 979.914 
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